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Part One

The Doctrine of Tbe Thiple Way

ecause of its conciseness, perfect ryrmmetry and thoroughness of
detail, Tlte Tiiple Way is to the great works of Saint Bonaventure
what La Sainte-Chapelle is to the Gothic cathedrals. We cannot

claim to describe all the marvels of this gem of medieval architecture. These
pages are an introduction, not a commentary. In accord with this purpose,
we will try to show the plan of this masterpiece, the secret of its technique,
and the harmony of its main ideas. We will be h"ppy if this study gives the
reader a better vantage point from which to view the magnificent stained
glass windows that we can barely point out.

The cornerstone of Tlte Triple Way is unquestionably the theory of
hierarchical activities or ways, from which the work takes its name. First of
all, we will analyze it. Then we will study the spiritual exercises on which its
division into three chapters is based. After we have described the style of our
Sainte-Chapelle and visited its three aisles, our final task will be to describe
the altar to which they lead, namely, true wisdom or contemplation and its
steps.

B
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Chapter I

The Hierarchical Activities or Ways

For a correct understanding ofa particular point in the doctrine ofa
metaphysician, it is always a good idea to look for the principles that inspire
him. This caution is even more necessary here because Saint Bonaventure,
presuming that his readers know them, does not state them except in very
concise form. The modern reader runs the risk of missing them amid other
equally concise expressions and getting lost in the exegesis of this difEcult
work.

Thus, following the same order as the Prologue, we shall explain

the exemplarist concepts that govern The Triple Way, especially

Bonaventure's notion of perfection, to which is linked the theory of
hierarchical activities. Then we shall give their general description, their
particular descriptions, and determine how they are related to the steps of
the spiritual life.

Exemplarism and the elements of perfection
No prior theologian has explained the great and beautiful doctrine

of exemplarism more lovingly, insistently or perceptively than Saint

Bonaventure. And none of his works illustrate it more deliberately or clearly.

The Prologue says: "Since all knowledge, especially that taught by
Sacred Scripture, contains a sign of the Trinity, it must express in itself a

footprint (aestigium) of the Trinity."l

lThe English translation of De Triplici Wa fhereaket f-W] is that of Regis

J. Armstrong, Tlte-Enkindling of Loae (Tlte Triple Way), fotthcoming publication. On
the doctrine of exemplarism, see the magisterial study of Jean Marie Bissen,
L'exemplarisme diain selon saint Bonazsenture (Paris: Vrin, 1929).
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According to the Seraphic Doctor, the presence or mention of these
footprints in a doctrine not only indicates its author's mystical bent, but also
and above all guarantees his insight and obedience to reality. Every crearure
bears a more-or-less deep footprint of the Trinity. No theologian denies
this. Who would dare to exclude a single creature, a single one of its
operations, from God's exemplary causality? Of course it is dangerous, in
the present state of humanity, to look for the tiniest ramifications of this
influence. But that is not the question. The fact remains, despite the present
situation, that if knowledge is truly what it ought to be-a ?aithful
representation of reality-it must contain footprints of the triune God. And
the more noble its object, the more numerous and clear will be the
footprints it finds of that object.

Guided by these principles, as was his Seraphic Father by
supernatural instinct, Saint Bonaventure searched the vast field of theology
for footprints of the Trinity. Nlowing for human weakness, it -rrrt L.
admitted that he succeeded magnificently in his task. This work is an
outstanding example. He divides, subdivides, and combines his divisions
with unmatched virruosiry and practically always creates groups of smoothly
assonant members.l

What is more, he listens attentively to all the echoes of the
hereafter. Fourfold and sevenfold divisions are common in his works. At
times he substitutes one for the other with no detriment to his logic or his
doctrine.2

Readers and commentators are disconcerted when they observe, on
the one hand, Saint Bonaventure's undeniable attachment to symmetrical
divisions and assonances, and, on the other, the ease with which he modifies
them.

Some deplore them, criticize them or fail to mention them, just as
some silently pass over certain so-called obsolete parts in the exegetical

lThis method of composition is not peculiar to Saint Bonaventure. It is
found in embryonic_form in the writings of Sri.rt Francis, see especially his
commentary on the Our Father. Saint Anthony of Padua and Saint Beinardine of
Siena use it extensively in tieir sermons.

. 
2After dist-inguishing seven steps of prayer, Saint Bonaventure adds: ,,Note

that we. can.distinguish the steps of progress in another way according to a different
threefold triad corresponding to the threefold hierarchy,, (TW III !) and each of
these seven steps-of prayer ii divided into four parts. Ii is replaced by a threefold
division in rhe Sermo I in Sabbato Sancto thai deals with 

'the 
same topic. Cf.

Bonavenrure, Opera Omnia, vol. IX ed. Fratres Minorum Collegii a S. Bonaventura
(Ad Claras^ Aquas, Quarachii: Collegium S. BonaventuraJ, 1901), 267 -270.
(Hereafter Opera Om.nia).
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works of Saint Augustine and Saint Thomas. These are just the little
problems of great masters, they say, and we should not pay too much
attention to them. Granted, no one is infallible, but scholars often wear
themselves out in the search for extenuating circumstances, when in fact
these great masters could not have done differently.

Others enjoy these trilogies, but generally deny their objective
validity. Mere mental games, they say. A mystic's way of relaxing! Such a

response to the question raised by Bonaventure's compositional techniques
is also inadequate. They are forgetting that he uses this method in works
where theological precision is essential. And they have shown no case where
he has sacrificed content to form, or doctrine to an unquestionably
cherished form of expression.

Does that mean that all these trilogies should be seen as a faithful
echo of reality, a slavish reproduction of the footprints of the Trinity found
in things? No. All knowledge necessarily includes such footprints: "It must
express in itself a footprint of the Trinity."l In addition, it can receive
whatever footprints the human mind wishes to imprint it with, for reasons of
edification or simply as an aid to memory.2

Thus it is necessary to distinguish, in Bonaventure, the footprints
found in things and those made by our mind, even though the latter may
have a foundation in reality. The former are immutable, like the very
essence of things; the latter are mutable and thus interchangeable. Saint
Bonaventure sometimes indirectly indicates the validity of his threefold
divisions: either he replaces them by others, or he presents them as

rTW, Prologue
2Saint Bonaventure is well aware of this twofold utility, as the Prologue to

The Tree of Life tesifr,es: "I have endeavored to gather this bundle of myrrh. ..which I
have bound together with a few ordered and parallel words to aid the m.emory. I have

used simple, familiar and unsophisticated terms to avoid idle curiosity, to cuhiaate

deaotion and to foster the piety of faith." Cf . Bonaaenture: The Soul's Joumey ,into God., Tbe

Tree of Life, The Life of Sti. Francis. Translation and Introduction by Ewert H.
Cousins. Preface by Ignatius Brady (New York, Ramsey, Toronto: Paulist Press,

lg78), ll9-120. (HLreifter Cousini: Bonaoenture). On his analogical concept of the
universe and the special logic that guides the mystic, cf' "IJniversal Analogy, t in
Etienne Gilson, The Philosophy of Saint Bonauenture, translated by Illryd Trethowan
and FrankJ. Sheed (Paterion, N[: St. Anthony Guild Press, 1965), 185-214. All
references to this work will be taken from this translation hereafter indicated as

simply Gilson, Philsophy. On the useflrlness of the accomodations to which it gives
rise, cf. Jean Franqois Bonnefoy, Le Saint-Esprit et ses dons selon saint Bonauenture,
(Paris: Vrin, 1929), 130-)2.
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furnishing a plan to be fully rcalized, or as expressing only a being,s integral
parts.r

It is with this last group that the trilogy of elements constituting the
beatitude of heaven and perfection must be associated. The beatitude o? the
elect is a participation in the blessedness of God and results from the full
possession of three things: peace, truth and love. Because it is a model and
foretaste of the happiness of heaven, perfection in this life consists of peace,
truth and love.

This doctrine, oudined in the Prologue, is developed in the
preamble of Chapter III:

To be_ sure, our mind journeys through contemplation into the heavenly
Jerusalem upon which the Church has been modeled. fu we read in
Exodus: See that you make it according to the model uthich uas shmtn to ylu on
the mountain.

For it is necessary that
the Church Militant be conformed to the Church Triumphant,

the merit to the rewards,
the way{arers to t}re Blessed

according to what is possible.2

Moving on to practical applications, Saint Bonaventure continues:
In glory, the gift is threefold consisting in the perfection of rewards:

the eternal possession of the highest peace,
the clear vision of the highest truth,

the fulI enjoltnent of the highest good or love.

Therefore, for those who wish to arrive at thar beatitude through tleir
merits, it is necessary on their journey to appear, in as much as possible,
similar to those three by possessing

the repose of peace,

l"For whoever wants to produce good fruit in his time, must be most
diligent in exercising and cultivating these three things as one of these daes not safice
witbout the others" (TW I 4). These three things are prayer, reading and the praCilce
of virtue. Ife recommends the same thing in On the Periection of L;fi,I2. "All perfect
prayer must have these three parts. One is not sufficient without the others, and one
alone does not lead to the perfect goal" (TW II 1). We shall see that Saint
Bonaventure sometimes demands that we respect the order of his enumerations, and
sometimes he says it is optional.

2TW III Preamble. For the scriptural quotarion, see Ex 25:40. This theory
of perfection is already sketched out in the Prologue: "Once it has perfectly mastered
these [activities, viz., peace, truth and love], tlre soul becomes^ blessed'atd, as it
behaves in these ways, grows in rnerit."
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tlre splendor of truth,
the sweetness of love.

The beatitude of the elect differs from perfection in this life by
reason of its fullness and duration, but in both cases we find the same

constituent elements: peace, truth and love.

How do we acquire this peace, this truth and this love that will
prepare us for beatitude? Through the three hierarchical activities of
purgation, illumination and perfection: "Purification leads to peace,

illumination to truth, perfection to love."r

General description of the ways

Since the theory of perfection we have just outlined is inspired by
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, it is from him that we shall seek an

explanation of these hierarchical activities mentioned in the Prologue.

In the first chapter of The Celestial Hierarcby we read: "The sacred

institution and source of perfection [the Father] established our most pious
hierarchy. He modeled it on the hierarchies of heaven."2 What are we to
understand by these hierarchies? He says:

If one talks then of hierarchy, what is meant is a certain perfect

arrangement, an image of the beauty of God which sacredly works out the

mysteries of its own enlightenment in the orders and levels of
understanding of the hierarchy, and which is likened. tmtsard. its au)n sou.rce as

much as is permitted. Indeed for every member of the hierarchy, perfection

consists in this, that it is upffied to imitate God as far as posible and, more

wonderful still, that it becomes what scripture calls a "fellow workman for
God" and a reflection of the workings of God.

But what is God, the model to be imitated? Dionysius replies:

What we humans call the beatitude of God is something uncontaminatedlsy

dissimilarity. It is firll of a continuow light znd is perfect, indeed it lacks no

perfection whatsoever. Itis purifiing, illuminating, and, perfecting; or rather it

r"This threefold understanding [of the moral, allegorical and anagogical

sense], moreover, corresponds to a threefold hierarchical activily, ,that is, to
purgation, to illumination, and to perfection. Pwgation, in fact, leads to peace,

illumination to truth, perfection to love" (TW Prologue).
2The Psuedo-Dionysius, The Celestial Hierarchy | 3- Pseudo-Dionysias: The

Complete Works, trznslation by Colm Luibheid (New York, Mahwah: Paulist Press,

I98i), 146-7. All subsequeni translations of the Psuedo-Dionysius are from this
translation, hereafter referred to as Psuedo-Dionysins.
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is itself purification, illumination, and, perfectioz. It is beyond purification; it is
beyond light; it is the very source of perfection which is more than perfect.l

This way of stating the divine attributes reveals a Neoplatonic
influence, but in adopting this trilogy, Dionysius has broadened its meaning.
In the doctrine of Plotinus, the three terms purification, illumination aid
perfection mark three successive steps as the soul gradually frees itself from
matter in order to arrive at union with God. In attributing them to the
divine nature, Dionysius was taking them in a static sense. They no longer
referred to successive moments but to permanent perfections. In other
passages in his works, however, he has kept the original meaning of these
three terms. He does this in The Ecclesiastical Hierarchy when he explains the
powers of the three orders or the stages of initiation.2

Of these two meanings of Plotinus's trilogy, the Seraphic Doctor
kept only the later one. For him, purification, illumination and pirfection no
longer refer to steps in our ascent but are three efforts, constantly necessary
at every stage of our moral life, which serye to increase peace, truth, and
love respectively.

The first name given them by The Triple Way is "hierarchical
activities."3 A few remarls concerning this expression.

First of all, needless to say, it does not refer to an isolated activity,
but to a group of activities oriented toward a given end.

Furthermore, "hierarchical" must not be taken in a passive sense
here. We might be led to think so because of the suffix -ical. Btt if we have
understood Dionysius's definition of "hierarchy," if we keep in mind that
only rational creatures can be members of a hierarchy in the Dionysian
sense of the word, we will reject this sense. The three activities of
purification, illumination and perfection are not called hierarchical activities
because they are ordered or arranged in a certain way or because they are
members of a hierarchy, bierarcbized-Saint Bonaventure uses this passive
form only when describing a 5sul'5 5121sa-gut rather because they
bierarcbize or establish the soul in a particular degree of resemblance to God.

'Ibid. III 2 (Psuedo-Dionysius 145-6).
2The Pseudo-Dionysius, The Ecclesiastical Hierarchy Y, 3 (Psued.o-Dionysius

233-243).
3"This threefold understanding corresponds to a threefold hierarchical

1gq.rity..." (TW, Prologue). Cf. a similar expression h The Soul's Joumey'\/,7:
"Moreover, we are led by the hierarchical operations, that is, the purifying,
illumining and perfecting of human souls; and by the hierarchical reveiations 6f
S acred S cripture. " (Cousins, B onau entur e, 92).

aCf. Tlte Six Days)C(II 24: "The next subject is the light of the stars which
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The expression "hierarchical activity" is found in the Prologue. It
never again occurs in Saint Bonaventure's writings. From now on he will use
instead the expression (which was new at the time) triple way. Despite its
newness, he introduces it without preparation or explanation,t which
presupposes that he understands the word in its current meaning.
Hierarchical activities are essentially ways,mearrs for arriving at perfection.

Some may see in this term a certain metaphorical character that
goes beyond the completely abstract sense of "means." We will not deny
this. But we must be careful not to insist too much on it, since all
comparisons limp. Likewise we will avoid associating the adjective
"hierarchical" with the word "*^y." A metaphorical term cannot necessarily
accommodate all the epithets that are appropriate for the proper term. In
this case, the mistake would be coupled with a tautology, since "way" is
slmonymous with "hierarchical activity."

Let us summarize these analyses with a definition: A hierarchical
activity (or "way") is all those activities by which we acquire one of the three
constituent elements of perfection in this life, namely, peace, truth and love.

Detailed description of the ways

Saint Bonaventure is extremely concise in assigning to each of these
hierarchical activities its particular end: "Purification leads to peace,
illumination to truth, perfection to love."2 Thus each of these acts, taken in
itself, ensures only one of the constituent elements of perfection.

To this description of the ways through their respective ends, Saint
Bonaventure has added an equally terse description: "The purgative way
consists in the expulsion of sin; the illuminative way consists in imitation of
Christ; the unitive way consists in union with the Spouse."3 It is hardly

represents t-[re hieerarchized soul. For it is necessary that the hierarchized soul have
levels corresponding to the Jerusalem that is above." Cf . The Works of BonaTrenfiire,

vol. V "The Collations on the Six Days." Translated byJos6 de Vinck (Paterson, Nlf :

St. Anthony Guild Press, 1970). Future translation of this work will be taken from
this publication. What is more, we are denying that Saint Bonaventure often uses

hierarchical in the sense of bierarchizeil. For example, Tlte Soal's Joumey N, 4:
"...when our spirit has been made hierarchical-that is, purified, illumined and
perfected." (Cousins, B onaT) enture, 90).

rThe expressi oo tiple way is forad in the Prologue. The immediate context
would show only that it is a substitute for tiph ltierarchical aaiaity. We find it again
in II 2 and III l. Way is often used either alone, or with the adjectives purgatiae,
illum.inatiae, unitiae, the latter is sometimes replaced by perfectiae,

2TWPrologue.
l"It is necessary, therefore, to ascend to each of the three goals we have
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necessary to show that the activities, thus described, correspond to their
ends.

Since sin is disorder and the source of disorder, it is by constantly
expelling it that we will be established in peace.

fu for truth, the second element of perfection, we shall never
possess it unless we conform ourselves to our model, Christ. Just as a copy is
true only if it faithfully reproduces the original, so we acquire truth only
through imitation of Christ. We can see the sense in which the Seraphic
Doctor uses the word "truth" here. Following Saint Paul and SaintJohn, he
means both truth as known and truth as liveJ. Thus the illuminativl way by
which it is acquired includes both the search for truth and the effort to be
good.t

In the interior life, every Christian must make room, however little,
for the contemplative life. This is what Saint Bonaventure so beautifully
calls "gathering together the litde flame of wisdom."2 Personal activity, even
if predominant, as is usually the case in the beginning, plays a relatively
small part than in the exercise of the activities of purification or
illumination. The Seraphic Docror has carefully indicated the subtle
difference. While in describing the two previous ways he used terms whose
meaning is active ("expulsion of sin" and "imitation of Christ"), here he uses
an expression that indicates our passivity ("union with the Spouse,, lsusceptio
Sponsaef). Once again, it is not that Saint Bonaventure is resening this way
for those who have reached the highest steps of the spiritual life. Like the
other ways, this one begins "from the bottom." But from the beginning our
activity consists in stirring up in ourselves a desire for God and banishing all

discussed by_ three steps according to the triple way, that is: the purgative way, which
consists in t}re expulsion of sin, the illuminative wo/r which consiJts in imiiation of
Christ, the unitive, which consists in union with the Spouse" (TW III 1).

tThe definition of the illuminative way insists on the practical aspect:
imitation of Christ. The speculative aspect of the illuminative way is described in
Chapter I: "In this waywe must applythe beam of understanding..." (TWI l0).
The two points of view are united in Chapter III: "These are the seven steps for
arriving at the splendor of truth which we reach through imitation of Christ, that is:
th-e_assent of reason, the sentiment of compassion,the-gaze of admiration, the ardor
of devotion, the investing of likeness, the embrace of the cross, the intuition of the
trutl" (TW III 3). The rexts of Saint Paul and Saint John, to which we refer, are
known to everyone:_ "For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord.
l-1ve a1 ch-ildren of light... Arise from the dead, and Christ'witl give you light,, (Eph
5:8, 14). "Whoever does what is true comes to the light" (n 3:2 1)-, etc.

2lbid. I 15.
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love of creatures. We are passive vis-i-vis the Spouse, whom we cannot
compel to come to us; active inasmuch as \re prepare a place for him.'

To each of these ways or groups of activities ordered to a

determinate end there necessarily corresponds a permanent attitude on the
part ofthe difFerent faculties:

We must recognize, then, that there are three things within us according to
whose use rve must proceed on this threefold path:

the goad ofour conscience,
the beam ofour understanding,

and the small fire of wisdom.

If you wish, then,

to be purified, turn to the goad ofyour conscience,
to be enlightened, to the beam ofyour understanding,

to be perfected, to the little fire of wisdom.2

The conscience, understanding and wisdom mentioned by Saint
Bonaventure here refer not to distinct powers, but to attitudes (aspectus) of
our spiritual powers of intellect and will.3 Each way has its own end, in other
words, each hierarchical activity establishes or strengthens a particular
habitus in the soul. Thus we see that our attitude vis-i-vis a given way will be
unchanging, and this no matter what stage of perfection we are in.

This technical precision, useful for determining the nature and end
of the hierarchical activities or ways, is not of great practical importance.
"They are triply burned by the sun and its brightness...which produces the
greatest enkindling. This is the rule of contemplation." "They are triply
burned by the sun and its brightness...which produces the greatest

'Cf. ibid. I l5-17. The Com.m,entary on Saint Lake dising,tishes between the
way of knowledge or light (illuminative), the way of pain and groaning (purgative)
and the way of love (unitive). "This [t]rird way], in which grace is especially at work,
is superior to all the others. In the first way effort or knowledge are of much help;
the second way is a kind of mixn:re of grace and natural and acquired etfort" (In Luc.,
c. 9, n. 49i Opera Om.niaWI 232). The purgative way allots equal parts to grace,
personal effort and the habit of goodness. The illuminative way requires effort or
knowledge (effort if it is regarded as the practice of goodness [imitation of Christ] or
knowledge as an increase in the knowledge of truth), The unitive way is above all a
mafter of grace.

2TW I 2. This attribution is recalled, in the same chapter, before each way
and in the summary of the first chapter (II 12).

3On this theory of rhe aEectus of our faculties, see Gilson, Pbihsophy.345-
46.
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enkindling. This is the rule of contemplation." We do not need to
remember how many times we are practicing the purgative way through
sorrow for our sins, how many times we find ourselves with the same
dispositions. On the other hand, it will be very helpful for us to know
whether we must practice this way at every moment of our ascent to God,
up to and including the higher states, should the Lord wish to take us there.
A study of the relationships between the ways and steps of the spiritual life
will enable us to answer this question.

The ways and the steps of the spiritual life
The spiritual life is a continuum and presents the same problems as

all continuums when it comes to study. These problems occupied the Greek
philosophers. We may recall the sophisms of the bald man and the pile of
sand. Every division of a continuum is arbitrary and artificial; it distorts
reality and introduces non-existent interruptions or breaks. But our mind, in
order to think, needs these interruptions or breaks. Thus, when dealing with
the spiritual life, the Fathers of the Church and theologians were led to
distinguish moments in the unfolding of the life of grace. The division into
beginning, middle and end is the most convenient. We already meet it in
Clement of Alexandria and Origen. Depending on circumstances and for
reasons that sometimes escape us, Saint Augustine has three, four, six or
more steps,l

William of Saint Thierry, in his famous Letter to tbe Brotbers of
Mont-Dieu (attributed in the Middle Ages and until recently to Saint
Bernard), distinguishes among religious between beginners, advanced and
perfect.2

Hugh of Saint Victor, commenting on the book of Ecclesiastes,
compares it to two other books of Solomon; "ln Proaerbs, Solomon is

rClement of Alexandria , Stromata Il 6, 7 , 12; Y , 3; VI 9. Origen , In Rmn..,
Hom \I[ 14. For Saint Augustine, cf. R6ginald Garrigou-Lagrange, "Les Dons du
Saint-Esprit chez saint Augusan," Vie Spiriruelle,Jdy 1930.

2"As star differs from star in brighmess, so does cell from cell in conduct,
namely that of beginners, t}re advanced, the perfect. The state of beginners may be
called animal; that of the advanced, rational; that of the perfect, spiritual." Cf.
William of St. Thierry , Ad frates de Monte Dei, Bk I ch V (PL 184, 3 I 5); translation
inThe Golden Epistle: A Letter to the Brethren at Mont Dieu. The Works of William of
St. Thierry. Translated by Theodore Berkeley with Introduction byJ. m. D6chanet.
(Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1980). On the author and widespread
circulation of this letter, see Dom Wilmart, "Les 6crits spirituels des deux Guigues,"
Reaue d'Ascdtique et de Mystique lhereafter RAMI V (1924),pp. 144-57.
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speaking to children, to those who are ignorant; in Ecclesiastes, to the
advanced; inthe Canticle of Canticles, to the perfect."l

The prestige of Saint Bernard, to whom the Letter to tbe Brothers of
Mont-Dieu was formerly attributed, and that of Hugh of Saint Victor, would
have sufficed to give the threefold division of the steps of the spiritual life a

predominant place among the scholastics. After 1240, the writings of David
of Augsburg, highly esteemed within and outside the Franciscan Order,
popularized it in all devout circles.2 Not only did David explicidy cite the
letter attributed to Saint Bernard in order to distinguish three groups of
religious according to their spiritual progress; he also made this division the
foundation of his spirituality.

Saint Bonaventure frequendy adopted the theory of the three ages

of the spiritual life. For him, Hugh of Saint Victor was master "in
everything." Commenting himself on Ecclesiastes, he drew inspiration from
the Victorine and repeated, among other things, his association of the three
so-called books of Solomon to three groups of people.r This threefold
division of the steps occurs in many other passages in his works and we can

say, without exaggeration, that it was already classic when the treatise on the
three ways was written after 1259.

It is the basis of the threefold division of the waysa in the first
chapter, and Chapter III of the Preamble alludes to it:

It is necessary therefore, to ASCEND to each of the three goals [peace,
truth, love, the constituent elements of perfection] we have discussed BY
THREE STEPS [the t]rree classic stepsl according to the triple way, that
is: the purgative.. . the illuminative. .. the unitive...

'Hugh of Saint Victor, Hom.ilia. I in Ecclesiastes (PL 175-176); a translated
segment of this work can be found in Hugh of Saint-Victor: Selected Spiritual Wrt!!ng!,
translated by Religious of C.S.M.V. Introduction by Aelred Squire (New York,
Evanston: t{arper & Row, 1962),183-186.

2David of Augsburg, De erterioris et interioris hominis compositione secundum.

triplicem statum. incipiintium, proficientiun et perfectontm. Ed. Patres Collegii S'

Bonaventurae (Ad Claras Aquas,Quaracchi, Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1889). On
the date of composition, .ee the Preface by the editors, P. X. The Letter to the

Brothers of Mont-Dieu is cited in Bk. II ch. IV, p. 84. On the influence of David of
Augsburg, see M. Viller, "Le Speculum Monachorum et la 'D6votion moderne,"'
RAM III (1922):45-56.

3In Ecclesiatesl Other texts found in Bonnefoy, Le Saint-Esprit,216-18.
4We are correct in saying tlreefold diaiion, not distinction For the

following text: TWIII 1.
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Thus each has its steps from which we begin from the bottom and climb to
the top.

Each way has its steps by which we rise from the depths of our
misery to the summit of perfection. This formal statement prevents us from
identifying the theory of the three ways with that of the three steps, as many
contemporary, or even older authors do-wrongly, in our opinion. The
purgative, illuminative and unitive ways should not be thought of as parts of
one and the same way, which has been divided into three parts for
convenience of language. They begin from the same point, the state of
lukewarmness or sin ("from the bottom") and they lead to the same point
("to the top"), to true wisdom. We can see this if we follow, in each chapter,
the description of the ways.

Let us say it very plainly: the three hierarchical activities of
purification, illumination and perfection have their raison d'Otre at every
moment of the spiritual life. To be sure, activities of the purgative way will
predominate among beginners, activities of the illuminative way among the
advanced, and activities of the unitive way among the perfect. This
predominance explains a certain appropriation, but it cannot justify a

confusion.

Such confusion would be all the more regrettable were it to give the
theory of the three steps an absolute validity it does not have and which
Saint Bonaventure does not give it. Like Saint Augustine, he is very free in
how he counts the steps of the spirirual life.l By analogy with the steps of
Solomon's throne, he lists six steps in the love of God in Chapter II. In
Chapter III, devoted to affective prayer, he first adopts a sevenfold division
of the ways; then he proposes a new schema of the same material with
threefold divisions.2 Only his enumeration of the ways remains unchanging,
because it does not depend upon the demands of our mind, but upon the
nature ofthings.

rConcerning the steps of meditation, John Mauburnus (Mombaer) had
already observed: "The devout doctor Bonaventure proposes several different steps
in his_various works, as is clear to those who read thenl' (Meditatorium., Chap. IIi),
cited by H. Watrigant, Quelqaes prompteurs d.e la miditation m.lthodique au Quinziime
siicle (Paris: Lethielleux, 1919) 49.

2TW II 4: "The Six Steps of the Love of God." TW III 2,3,4:,,Seven
Steps to the Repose of Peace, the Splendor of Truth, the Sweetness of Love." TW
III 6: "Note that we can distinguish the steps of progress in other way according to a
different threefold tiad corresponding to the ihreefold hierarcby." "Corrisponding:" this is
tle anology that pardy justifies the use of the ways for the steps, yeiwithout
identifiring t]rem. Herrickx, Introductio in theologiam, ipiritualem., (Romei n.p.,193 1),
mentions other opinions (p. 142). Several recenl names could also be added to the
list.
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iFrom these various observations, we can draw a general conclusion.
'Ihe Seraphic Doctor's convictions regarding the universal call to

perfect contemplation are known. He urges all Christians to make
themselves worthy of it and to desire it, even though he knows that only a

very small number will attain it.t This work contains frequent invitations to
desire this favor,z and we can say that its entire structure presupposes the
universal call to infused contemplation. The unitive way, "which consists in
union with the Spouse," is not reserved to those who are perfect or even
those who are advanced. Beginners must practice it, strive to enkindle in
themselves "the little flame of wisdom."3 Moreover, all ways lead there, since
they "begin from the bottom and climb to the top," and no obstacle can halt
the progress of those who are of good will. We shall see that the tfuee
exercises themselves lead to true wisdom or infused contemplation.

'Cf. J.F. Bonnefon op.cit., p. 103. On the small number of contemplatives,
d. Tlte Sir Days III 24. Saint Bonaventure distinguishes intelligence according to six
ways of sr:eing: 1) through that understanding which is given by nature; 2) through
that understanding which is lifted up by faith; 3) through that understanding which is
taught ty Scipture; 4) through that understanding which is exalted by
contempl.rtion; 5) through that understanding which is enlightened by prophecy; 6)
through that understanding which is absorbed by rapture. He adds: "The first two
belong to many, the next two to afew, the last two to an extremely small number."

2TwI t8; II4; III 7.
rlbid. I 15. Compare On the Ffue Feasts,Feastl 1: "...our will set afire and

lifted up by the litde flame of love."
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Chapter II

The Spiritual Exercises

Saint Bonaventure, who is very methodical, has the habit of stating
at the beginning of his works-sometimes at the beginning of the bools or
chapters-the division of the subject. Thus the Prologue continues: "We
must know, then, that the manner of exercising this triple way is threefold,
that is, by reading and meditating, by praying, and by contemplating."

It is relatively easy to obtain a correct idea of these exercises. The
Seraphic Doctor has provided the elements necessary for a description of
the three by devoting a chapter to each one.r To give them a suitable name,
once they have been described, would be just as easy, were it not for the fact
that there are differences of opinion among modern authors, both on the
basic questions and on terminology. On the latter point we must take a

position immediately.

Everyone knows that the terminology of the early masters of the
spiritual life, including the Fathers and Doctors of the Church, is not the
most precise. The words "mysticism" and "contemplation" in particular are
used to refer to significandy different realities, which we cannot always
identift from the context. Should we keep this terminology, an inevitable
source of obscurity and ambiguity? Hard as it is to believe, some authors
clearly favor an afErmative answer. For our part, we agree with De Guibert:
"It would be a great shame to want to return to the less precise vocabulary of
the Middle Ages or the sixteenth century. On the contrary, we should strive
above all for precision in vocabulary, for a technical and precise use of

rThe origin of the classic theory of the four exercises is attributed to Hugh
of Saint Victor. Cf. Pierre Pourrat, Chriaian Spirituality, vol. II The Middle Ages,

@estrninster, MD: Nevrman Press, 1953-55), llTf{; Felix Vernet, Medieual
Spirituality, trans. Benedictine of Talacre (London: Sands & Co.; St. Louis, B.
F{erder, 1930), I 19 -43.
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special words."r Following this rule, we will take care, in our translation of
Saint Bonaventure, to be concerned only about the actual meaning of the
words and whether they correspond to the reality described.

But not all the words have a commonly accepted meaning. We shall
avoid using these, or we shall use them only after defining them, but with no
pretense of forcing anyone else to accept this meaning.

Meditation
Whatever the precise meaning of the Prologue, it is certain that in

this work Saint Bonaventure limits the spiritual exercises to three.2 He
considers reading and meditation as one thing, or more precisely, he speaks
at greater length only of meditation.

In several of his works, Hugh of Saint Victor had dealt with this
exercise, its nature and its relationship to reading. He writes:

Meditation is constant reflection accompanied by deliberation, which
carefirlly seeks the cause, origin, mode and usefulness of each thing.
Meditation begins with reading, but is in no way subject to the rules or
regulations for reading. It enjoys having a certain amounr of open space in
which to move, where it can freely choose which truth ro contemplate.
Sometimes it likes to focus on one order of causes, sometimes on another,
and sometimes it likes to plumb the depths, allowing no ambiguity or
obscurity to remain. Thus reading is the beginning of knowledge and
meditation its perfection.3

For Saint Bonaventure, too, meditation is a form of deliberation in
which all the soul's powers have a part to play:

'RAMVII (t926),204.
2Saint Bonaventure does not use the expression exercitia spiritualia in this

work. He speaks only of the triplex modus exercendi se fexercising this triple way] or
often of "exercising onself." But he was nor unfamiliar with the expressibn. See his
Solihqaium de quator m,entalibas exercitiis [Limiting ourselves to the Prologue:
exercitationibus). Others before Saint Bonavenrure had spoken of"spiritual exercises":
Saint Bernard in his sermons, William of Saint-Thierry in his Letter to the Brothers of
Mont-Dieu, Guigo II in his Lailder of Parad.ise (also called rJrre Lnd.der of Monks or
Tractatus spiritualis exercitii: PL 40, 997-1004). The four exercises are listed again in
the Determ.inationes Quaestionum circa Regulam. Fratntm Minorum., q. 1: "spirinral
freedom...praying, reading, meditating and contemplating." Cf. Bonaventurae,
Opera Omnia VIII, 138. On the union of the first rwo, cf. TW II 2: "After we have

fpoten about how we arrive at true wisdom by reading and meditating..." Actually,
he has described only the forru. of m.eilitation.

sLibellus de m.od.o dicenili etmeditandi,n. 5 (PL 176,878).
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For in a meditation of this kind
the reason brings out a proposition by investigating,

the sl,nderesis brings forth a definition by perceiving,
the conscience brings about a conclusion by witnessing,

the will brings a solution by deciding.

For example, if we want to meditate on the purgative way, reason
must seek what should be done about those who violate God's temple;
synderesis responds that they must be destroyed or purified by cries of
penance; conscience adds: "You are the violator, therefore you must either
be condemned or afflicted by the stimulants of penitence!" the will then
chooses, that is, it willingly adds cries of penance because it rejects eternal
damnation.r

Developed and written down, a meditation of this kind would make
a powerful sermon in the style of Bourdaloue. There is little or no place for
imagination or sentiment. In this exercise the affections are much more an
end than a means. Saint Bonaventure says: "That path [of purgation] begins,
therefore, with the goad of conscience and ends in a state ofspiritual joy. It
is pursued in sorrow but ends in joy."2

We should note especially that meditation remains identical in the
other two ways: "In this way we should understand the other ways."3 Let us
judge by this description of meditation offered by the Seraphic Doctor for
the unitive way, which in his view is able to arouse in us a desire for union
and prepare us for it:

tTW I 19. Saint Bonaventure defines synderesis inII Sent, d. 39, art. 2, q. l:
"Love (ffictas) has a certain natural tendenry directing it to those things that are
desirable.... Slmderesis is not called the tendenry of the will, or the will with that
tendenry, except insofar as the will is inclined toward moral good. Just as

"conscience" can be understood as the power with such a habit, or the habit ofsuch a

power, so also slmderesis. But in the more usual way of speaking, sl,nderesis is called
a habitual power rather than a habit." On slmderesis, see Gilson, Philosophy of St.
Bonaztenture, STg-381. Ot-her references in D. Monnoyeur, "Gerson et l'appel g6n6ral
i la contemplation," Vie Spirituelle )OOII (1930): 64.

2TW I 9. Cf. in the same sense: "These are the things that enkindle our
affections" (I 16). "Meditations about the love of God give birth to sweetness in our
hearts." "And such enlightenment must be joined to a feeling of gratitude, otherwise
it would not be a heavenly enlightenment from whose brilliance we see warmth
coming. There is thanksgiving at this point..." Acts of thanksgiving also conclude
the second meditation on the illuminative way.

3lbid. I 19. Regarding the first meditation on the illuminative way, Saint
Bonaventure had already said: "This meditation should appear obvious from what
has preceded."
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[B]y first meditating, we might immediately say
of him whom we desire to love perfecdy

that he is not sensible
because he is notvisible, audible, detectable, delectable, touchable and, therefore,

that he is not sensible but totally desirable.

Then we might consider
that he is not imaginable

because he is not terminable, figurative, numerical, circumscribable, verifiable, and,
therefore,

that he is not imaginable but totally desirable.

Finally we might consider
that he is not understandable

because he is not demonstrable, definable, judicable, estimable, investigable, and,
therefore,

that he is not understandable but totally desirable.l

In this kind of meditation there is no appeal to sentiment. fu for the
imagination, not only is it not called upon, but it must be positively rejected.
To convince ourselves of this, we need only look over the subjects for
meditation proposed in this chapter. Bonaventurian meditation appeals
above all to dialectic, to inexorable logic to move the will and even to
enkindle the heart.

His description of the method correctly says that meditation
requires the use of all our powers, but in fact only four are listed: reason,
q,nderesis, conscience and will. fu for the omission of the lower faculties, it
seems from analysis of the proposed meditations that this is no accident.

Boniface MaEs, in his Mystical Tlteohgt, has used psychology to
explain the effectiveness of this method:

Note first that with God's help, which is never lacking to t-hose who are

faithfirl, it is within everyone's ability to have or reject the desire for
something the intellect has judged beforehand is to be desired or rejected,
and this for any end whatsoever, and as often as it may wish, no matter
what resistance sensuality presents...

Moreover, although the will, being free, need not follow the suggestions of
the intellect, the latter nevertheless, as experience shows, has a unique
ability to incline the will toward an object whose goodness it strongly

'Ibid.I 17
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highlights, or ro turn it toward another whose vileness it clearly shows. For,
according to the general opinion of philosophers, it is impossible to reiect
good as good, or to seek evil as evil.l

We are aware that attempts have been made to "modernize,, this
kind of meditation, whose dryness is disconcerting at first glance. This can
be of no service to historical truth, nor even, we believe, to souls. Saint
Bonaventure knows how useful the imagination is; it aids intelligence. And
he is no stranger to the composition of place. Although the famous
Meditations on the Life of Cbrist are not his, we do find in his authentic words
pages with the same inspiration.2 In the third chapter of Tlte Triple Way the
use of the imagination is necessary at certain times. Here its use is very
restricted or even banned. The master we must follow is neither Bernard
nor Gregory, whose names recur so often in the Soliloquy, but pseudo-
Dionysius. At the very beginning of the chapter devoted to meditation, Saint
Bonaventure refers to a passage with which his readers are well-enough
acquainted, thus sparing himself from giving it in full. But let us repeat the
entire passage. It situates this exercise and allows us to anticipate its end:

But, dear Timothy, in order ro become capable of mystical
contemplations...leave behind the senses, sensible exercises, and even
intellectual activities, all that is not and all that is, and, as much as you can,
rise unknowingly and super-subsrantially to union with God, Who is above
all knowledge and substance.l

Put back into this context, meditation as described in Tbe Triple
Way appears in its true light. It is an exercise and a preparation for that state
which Saint Bonaventure elsewhere calls imperfect Qnediocris)
contemplation-and which he regards as one of the three doors leading to
perfect contemplation. We shall return to these two kinds of contemplation.

Purely intellectual meditation is no longer honored these days.
People prophesy about the future of intelligence, they celebrate its primacy
and they deplore a certain "intellectual shame" among the great medieval

rBoniface MaEs, Mystical Theolog Part II, ch. II 2. Translated from the
Latin byMartial Lekeux, (Paris: Bloud andGay, L926),73-74.

2For these Meditations,.cf. Columban Fischer, "Die 'Meditationes Vitae
Christi.' Ihre handschrifdiche IJberlieferung und die Vertasserfrage," Archiaum,
Franciscanum. Historicum. 25 (1932): 1ff. [Hereafter AF]II

_ rPseudo-Dionysius, My*ical Theolog I l. Saint Bonavenrure returns again
to Pseudo-Dionysius (III l3), but always as to the author of ecstasy and flight fiom
the senses. He is the only author cited in this work apart from the sacred writers.
Saint Augustine is only mentioned by name.
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Augustinians. But they forget that it is the undisputed leader of these
Augustinians who places the greatest emphasis on this faculty for growth in
the spiritual life, who was the first in the Middle Ages to proclaim the
independence oftheology and place it, as a science in the strict sense, under
the domain of reason. In the seventeenth century MaEs still described "the
first exercise, which is done prinupally by the intellect."l In a note he added:
"This exercise is more suited to those who are educated and to minds
capable of reasoning than to the simple and unlettered." We would be even
stricter and ready to say that only those who are metaphysicians by
temperament can carry out in full the series of meditations proposed by The
Triple Way. But even if they are used only by a very small number, an elite
group of theologians, these exercises should still be mentioned in a

classification of the means to spiritual gro*th.
Besides, Saint Bonaventure was too experienced to recommend

such a method to all without distinction. The Soliloquy, a collection of
meditations meant for the simple, the Treatise on the PeLfect lzf addressed to
the nuns of Longchamp, the Insnaxions for Noaices, always make room for
imagination and sentiment, since pure speculation is usually beyond these
diverse groups. He does not ask theologians to give up the means to growth
used by these people, but only that they not allow the gifts they have
received to remain fruitless. The speculative intellect has its own homage to
pay to the God of the sciences.

Let us say it again, lest there be any misunderstanding. If the habit
of abstraction reserves intellectual meditation and contemplation to
metaphysicians alone, it does not prohibit them from using meditation that
is affective or accompanied by images. The Seraphic Doctor was not adverse
to devoting himself to it at times.2 To all without distinction he recommends
remembrance of the Passion, and it seems to him that the image of the
Crucified, far from being an obstacle to ecstasy, should make the soul's
flight easier.In The Triple Way, as we shall see, he himself proposes an

lPseudo-Dionys iws, My sti c a I Tlt e o lo g III ii I .
2See Bonavenltre, Fiue Feasts of the Child Jesus, Prolog-ue, in Bringing Forth

Christ: Five Feasts of the Child Jesus, trans. Eric Doyle (Oxford: SLG Press, 1996).
See also Tlte Tree of Life Prol., l; On the Perfeaion of Ltfe YI; De regimine animae, n.
10. After drawing up a plan for the Christian life, Saint Bonaventure concludes with
these words: "In order to carry out all t-hese things, I believe that remembrance of
the Crucified is the most usefrrl of a11." The Soal's Jourttey,Prologue, 3: "There is no
other path [to peace] but through the burning love of the Crucified" alrrd passim. On
this part of Saint Bonaventure's doctrine, cf. Ephrem Longpr6, o La tb1ohgie mystique
ile Saint Bonaoentare, n AFH )ilV (1921) :36-38;Jean Frangois Bonnefon Le Saint-
Esprit, pp. 148-50.
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exercise that calls upon both imagination and sentiment. Still, the first
exercise of this treatise is not in vog'ue nowadays, which is all the more
reason to emphasize it and guard against modifications.

The Bonaventurian theory of meditation takes into account not
only our intellectual abilities, but also the amount of progress we have made.

For beginners, a methodical choice of themes for meditation is
recommended. Beginners will apply themselves first to self-examination.
Then, through a consideration of external things, they will move to the
knowledge of eternal goods. But for the perfect there are no constraints.
They will choose freely among the various subjects proposed. If, due to their
present dispositions, a given topic produces no results, they can without
objection move on to another. This is the liberty counseled by Hugh of
SaintVictor, the holy freedom of the children of God.r

Moreover, for beginners the field of investigation is restricted to the
works of human beings and the works of God. To these two groups of
subjects those who are advanced will add consideration of the soul, God, and
their union.2

They will choose among these various subjects depending on the
way they wish to practice, in other words, according to the desired end.
Meditation on the works of human beings is suited to the purgative way; on
the works of God to the illuminative way; and on God, the soul, and their
union to the unitive way,

Those who desire to purifi, themselves of their faults will make an
examination of conscience ("we sharpen the goad of conscience by
remembering sin"), they will arouse themselves to repentance through

rFor the meditation of beginners, cf. Soliloqay, Prol. 2 and I l: "Ignorance
of the fitting order mars the perfection of merit";2: "O soul...begrn byconsidering
yourself, lest you seek other things in vain for having neglected yourself." For the
meditation of the advanced and the perfect: "Nevertheless, in such an examination
our meditation can begin at any of the aforementioned points. We should pass from
one to another and dwell upon them as long as we reap tranquility and serenity..."
(TW I 9). This freedom is granted explicidy for t}re purgative way, but it holds for all
three ways, which have the same method; cf. I 10 and 19: "This meditation [on the
illuminative way] should appear obvious from what has preceded."

2For the meditation of beginners: "And so, let all your prayer be centered
eitlrer on the faaors of God, and so give thanks; or on ylur mun sins and those of your
neighbors, and so be sorrowful and weep" (Instractions for Nouices II 6). In this work
Saint Bonaventure deals, in the same chapter, with meditation and prayer, the former
ordinarily being a preparation for the latter; cf. ibid. 3. For the meditation of the
perfect: "For every meditation of a wise person concerns either ham.an deeds...or
diaine deeds...or botb principles, God and the soul, and how they might be connected
to one another."
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motives for contrition ("we bring it to a point by being aware of ourselves"),
and they will make the necessary resolutions ("we direct it by considering
good").1

Those who wish to practice the illuminative way will choose as their
subject the works of God, recalling sins forgiven, blessings granted, and the
rewards promised for remaining faithful. These three points contain the
blessings of creation, redemption and glorification.2 In these considerations
we find light for our intelligence, strength for our will.

If we desire to prepare ourselves for divine union through
meditation, we will fix our inler gaze on the soul and on God, considering
especially the mystery of their union.s

Prayer
The second exercise recommended by The Triple Way is called

lratil, which, in accord with the constant usage of the Latin word orare,
means "prayer."4

This identification presents no problem since the second chapter,
which is entirely devoted to it, lists and describes its three constituent parts:
the deploring of misery, the imploring of mercf, and the offering of
adoration.s

1) We deplore our misery with soryul by remembering laws broken,
sins comrnitted, gifts lost; with sbarne by understanding where we are, what
we have become by our sins, what is our present state; with fear by
considering where we are going, the judgment that awaits us, what we have
deserved.

rThe texts in parentheses are taken from the Preamble of Chapter I l. This
same plan is oudined, with the last two members inverted, in the summary: "What
we might have done, what we should do, what are our motives."

2TW I l0: "That beam [of understanding] musr be projected on evils
forgiven, then broadened to favors received, and, finally, turned toward rewards
promised." Ffere again the summary inverts the order: "How much God entrusts to
us, how much God forgives us, and how much God has promised us and in this on
[his] encompassing deeds of creation, reparation, and glorifi cation."

rlbid. and 15-17.
aOn the meaning of oratio, see William of Saint-Thierry, Letter to the

Brothers of Mont-Dieu, Bk. I ch. 14 (PL 184, 135).
s"We must know that there are three levels or parts in prayer. The first is

the deploring of misery, the second is the imploring of mercy, the third is the
offering of adoration" (TW II l). For what follows, ibid',2,3, 4.
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2) To implore God's mercy efficaciously, we must beg with an
ardent ilesire, for the Holy Spirit will give it to us; with confident bope, since
Christ who died for us all authorizes us to do so; with eageTness, in which the
intercession of the angels, the saints and the just will be of great help to us.

3) Finally, the offering of adoration includes three activities: "In the
first place, because we are imploring grace, our heart must bow in reverence
and adoration of God; then it must be expanded by good will and
thanLsgiving; finally, it must rise in delight and in the mutual conversation
belonging to the Spouse."

Of the three constituent elements of perfect prayer, the offering of
adoration is the most important for Saint Bonaventure, as we can see from
the detailed explanations he devotes to it and his way of viewing the
subordination of the three integral parts of prayer. The first two are
ordained to the third and must always precede it. That is why Saint
Bonaventure also calls them steps.rlf we must first be aware of our misery,
this is to dispose us to prayer. And if we must implore the divine mercy, this
is above all so that we might offer God the worship that is his due.
Bonaventurian prayer is theocentric.2

Even within the act of adoration we find a certain logic. Familiar
conversations with the Spouse are most desirable, but they are not granted
unless we have first adored and given thanfts. We must proceed in an orderly
manner.l

Concern that the steps be respected led Saint Bonaventure to add
an appendix to his description of prayer. There he lists the six steps by
which we come-slowly, yet in orderly fashion-to perfect love of God.
This paragraph is perhaps the most concrete thing he has left us on the steps
of the spiritual life. Unfortunately his instructions, although sufEcient for
understanding the logical connection between the states described, are, like
the rest of the work, extremely concise. We shall return to comment on
them when we deal with the way to true wisdom.

tcf. the text in the previous note. For what follows: "For we cannot offer
the splendor of our adoration unless we win grace from him; we cannot bend God's
mercy to give this grace except through grieving over and exposing our misery and
need" (Ibid., 1).

2Vernet, Medieoal Spirituality, 132, has noted the Franciscan reaction
against the anthropocentric tendencies of medieval spirituality.

r"If we maintain a proper order in this, such exultation and rejoicing is
marvelous..." (ibid., 4). "We offer adoration by showing God reverence, by showing
goodwill, by showing delight. Thus on God's part, divine admiration flows as if a
major proposition; on our part, consideration follows as if an assumption, and, in this
way, a full offering of adoration will be made as if by conclusion" (Ibid., 12).
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The connection between the constituent elements of prayer and

their essential activities make this exercise a coherent whole, none of which
can be neglected. Saint Bonaventure recalls it many times, first for the three
parts or steps of prayer: "All perfect prayer must have these three parts. One
is not sufficient without the others, and one alone does not lead to the
perfect goal. Therefore, these three are always joined."l

F{e says the same thing with regard to their activities or essential

conditions.2

The form of prayer, then, is invariable, and as such it is independent
of the ways, of the end immediately sought.r In this way it is distinct from
meditation and also, as we shall see, from affective prayer, both of which
choose their topics in accord with the ways.

We note in passing that this invariability of the second exercise

explains the plan of The Triple Way. Given his stated intention to deal with
the ways, it seems that Saint Bonaventure would have had to devote a

chapter to each of them and show, in each chapter, how the three exercises

can be used. But the disadvantage of this more logical arrangement is that he

would either have had to repeat the same description of prayer three times,

or else, if he described it only in connection with the purgative way, to give

up the threefold symmetry of his treatise. The division adopted-one
chapter for each of the exercises-presents no difEculty if we remember that
only meditation and affective prayer vary according to the ways.

Consequendy, the subdivisions of the chapter devoted to prayer do not
represent, like those of the other two chapters, forms of this exercise, but its
constituent and invariable elements.

The kind of prayer suggested for novices differs considerably from
that which we just described.a Saint Bonaventure insists on the necessary

preparation, on the usefulness of vocal prayer considered in itself and as the

rlbid., 1.
2"Dephing misery, whatever misery it may be...must haae these thtee

qualities: rorro*, s[ame and fear" (2). "Im'phring merry-regardless-of the g,race we

{eek-m.ast be accompanied by an overflow of desire.. .; with a confidence of hope.. .;

with the eagerness of begging for help.... When these threeare present, then we

effectively implore the divine mercy'' (3). "An offering of adoration, from which
grace we worship God, must possess three things" (4).

lSaint Bonaventure is careful to point this out for each of the three parts of
prayer. See the texts in the previous note.

+The Instructiuns for Noaices provides a usefirl point of comparison for
appreciating how Saint Bonaventure adaps his teaching to beginners. The
Quaracchi editor. pubiished this work among tJr,e Selecta Seripta pro instraendis
Fratribus Ordinis Minontm.The theory of prayer is described in Chapter II'
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beginning of meditation. Naturally, he does not advise beginners-as he

does the "perfect"-1o persist in prayer until they enter the admirable
tabernacle where God dwells. Rather, if they "find Christ," he advises them
to interrupt their vocal prayer, to enjoy the divine presence, and not
continue their prayer until Jesus withdraws.r His exhortations to goodwill
are replaced by exhortations to confidence. Prayer of petition prevails over
adoration. And this is prudent: we must not wish for the reward of the saints
before we have imitated their virtues; we must not desire consolation before
we have shared in the Passion.2

Affective prayer
The third exercise recommended by The Triple Way is called

conteru.plation.

We have already noted that in medieval and later spirituality this
word is given a great variety of meanings by one and the same author,
sometimes in the same work. It would require a study like that devoted to
the word sacramentunL which is to say that we have no intention of starting
such a thing here. Besides, we would have to explain the Bonaventurian
theory of contemplation. It will suffice then, without prejudging the nature
of this exercise, to glean from Chapter III the elements needed to describe
it. Then it will be easy to give it its tme name.

First of all, the purpose of this exercise, like the two previous
exercises, is to lead us to true wisdom.r This true wisdom is without question

rCompare TW II 4: "But our prayer must end here. It must not cease until
it enters the place of the admirable tabernacle even in the house of God..." with the
Inrtructions for Noaices II 5: "Remember that you are not trying primarily to get
through a certain number of prayers, but to achieve inner devotion. And so, when
you encounter Christ in prayer, immediately interrupt them and enjoy the one
whom you were seeking.... Then, whenJesus withdraws his presence, continue the
prayers you had begun."

2Cl. Soliloquy II 17. The soul complains of being rejected when, with t}re
most ardent desire, it begged the saints for some crumbs of comfort. The inner voice
replies: "O soul, there was reason enough for such a disturbing rejection. You wanted
to share the joy before the pain, to receive the reward before practicing virtue."

r"A{ter speaking about how we should prepare ourselves for wisdom by
meditation and prayer, let us now briefly touch on how, by contemplation, we arrive
at true wisdom" (TW III 1). This text would seem to justifi, a distinction between
this exercise and the two previous ones. It would be superior to them because it
enables ls to arriae at true wisdom, whereas the other two lead us to it. This
suggestion is rendered impossible by the parallel passage in II 1: "After we have
spoken about how we arriae at uue uisdom by reading and meditating, we must speak
of how we arriae at it by praying."
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the proper act of the gift of wisdom, the experiential knowledge of God or
perfect contemplation.r So, unless we identi$, means and end, the exercise
described in Chapter III cannot be seen as true wisdom or perfect
contemplation. Besides, it is impossible to reconcile the statements made
about it: on the one hand, the suppression of all intellectual knowledge and
every operation; on the other, an increasing number of acts of the intellect
and will.

But there is no need to proceed by a process of elimination when,
with one word, the master describes this exercise and specifies just how
active we are to be at the various moments of its development: "In the first
step, consideration is active, in the remaining steps the affection
dominates."2

The affective element dominates, but it is not the only one.
Intellectual activity remains at every step of this exercise. To convince
ourselves of this, we need only go over the outlines proposed for each of the
three ways.

Modern writers are also familiar with a spiritual exercise "in which
deztout ffictions dominate, that is, those various ac* of the will whereby we
express to God our love and our desire to glorif, him." The essential
element in this description ("the affections dominate") is borrowed word-
for-word from Saint Bonaventure. Tanquery's handbook, which we are
citing, adds: "In this kind of prayer the heart is engaged to a greater extent
than the mind."l He calls this exercise "affective prayer" or simply "prayer,"
and we shall follow his example.

In the seventeenth century and since, certain higher forms of prayer
have been called "acquired contemplation." The authors who use this term
are careful to distinguish this type of contemplation from infused
contemplation. Bossuet called it "prayer of simplicity." Tanquerey writes:

This prayer comprises two essential actsi contemplation and loae; to
contemplate God or divine objects in order to love them, and to love them
the better to contemplate them. If we compare this kind of prayer with
discursiae or ffictiue meditation, we discover a threefold implification that
well justifies the expression used by Bossuet. The first simplification is the

llt is described ibid. I 18: "AIl of our meditation must rest here because this
is the goal of all knowledge and of all activiry. This is the true wisdom in which
knowledge comes through authentic experience." We will comment on this
description in the next chapter.

2TW III 7.
rAdolpheTanquerey, Tbe Spiritual Life: A Treatise on Ascetical and Mystical

Theologt,2'd ed., trans. Flerman Branderis (Philadelphia: Peter Reilly, 1938),461.
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dim.inution and then in the ruppression of reasoning, which occupied such a

large place in the meditation of beginners.... The ffictions undergo a

similar simplification... The process of simplificatiotl soon extends to our
whole ffi.... While we devote ourselves to the performance of our ordinary
actions, we unite ourselves to God, and contemplate and love him.l

Bonaventurian prayer tends toward this threefold simplification.
The suppression of reaslning is especially recommended in the illuminative
way. The simplification of ffiaions appears more in the higher levels of
prayer in the unitive way. The subordination of growth in prayer to growth
in virtue is no less involved in this whole chapter, as we shall see in a

moment. Thus, an interpreter who wishes to speak in more modern
language can call the higher degrees of Bonaventurian prayer "prayer of
simplicity" or "acquired contemplation." But only the higher degrees, since
the lower degrees are clearly what everyone today calls "affective prayer."
The latter name is the only one that fits the entire exercise, and it is the one
we shall ordinarily use.

If we compare this prayer with meditation, we notice some
similarities and some differences.

The subjects of the two exercises vary, depending on the way, yet
are the same in both cases, at least in their main features. In the purgative
way we consider human works; in the illuminative way, the works of God; in
the unitive way, our union with God. In accord with the nature of prayer,
Saint Bonaventure insists more on considerations that are able to move the
heart.2

For if reason predominates in mediation, the main difference
between the two exercises is that in prayer the affections are what count
most of all.r In order to arouse them, the imagination is of great help. Thus

rTanquerey, Spiritual Life, 605-609; 637-647. Without rejecting the
expression "acquired contemplation," the aut-lror ordinarily uses the term "prayer of
simplicity," whose origin he attributes to Bossuet, Maniire courte et facile pour faire
l'oraison en foi et de simple prrisence de Dieu.

2We can see this by comparing the part devoted to the three elements of
purification in the two chapters. Exam.ination of consciencez I +, 5 , 6 equals III 2 (first);
Motiues for contrition: I 7 equals III 2 (second, third); Resolations: I 8, 9 equals III 2

(fourth, fifth, sixth).
sThis interpretation of the third exercise agrees with that of Stanislaus

Griinewald: "The difference between this third practice (contemplatio) and the first
Qneditatio) lies in the mental attitude we take in thinking about one and the same
subject...in the first step, consideration is active, in the remaining steps affection
dominates. Thus our teacher first gives the difference between the beginning stages
of contemplation and the later, higher stages. But surely the difference between
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the style of this chapter is in general more concrete than that of the first.
Remembrance of the Passion, especially, holds an important place and
presupposes recourse to images.

A second difference is easily seen. We iust read that meditation can
begin with any of the subjects suggested. Here, on the conrrary, the
instructions for each way are like a refrain: "You will proceed in this order."r

This difference of procedure between two exercises that arr: so alike
is at first surprising. It does not take long, upon reflection, to discc,ver why.
If the motive for contrition to which we appeal in order to move ourselves to
repentance is in itself unimportant, and if, imperfect as we are, we may with
no objection meditate on the mystery of grace in order to arouse a <lesire for
it, it would be rash and thus dangerous for us to foster sentiments
disproportionate to how far we have advanced, for example, to desire
mart,,rdom when we are unable to put up with even the least annoyance.

Let us listen to the Seraphic Doctor justify the succession of steps
that lead to peace (the purgative way).

To arrive at it, we must pass, in order, through shame for sin, fear
of judgment, sorrow that arises from the consideration of goods lost,
supplication, expiation and the desire for martyrdom. Then we will find rest
in the shadow of Christ. But we should know well that we will arrive at this
peace only through martyrdom, or at least a desire for it. Martyrdom
ensures the total remission of sins and punishment and is an irrefutable
proof of perfect love. If this dcsire is not to be an illusion, it will have to be
checked by the effective practice of ruortification. To have the courage to
mortifiz ourselves, we mtrst pray. But we will not pray unless we regret the loss

of higher goods, and often we will not miss them unless we fear God's jadgment.

meditation and contemplation also lies in the same direction. In the representation of
the subject itself, in which the soul...cannot see very great difference." Ifhe keeps
the name "contemplation," he is careful to point out that it is active and a

preparation for infused contemplation Stanislaus Griinewald Franziskanische Mystik
Verncb zu einer Darstellung mit besonderer Berucksichtigang da hl. Bonauentura
(Munchen: Naturrechts-Ve{ag, 1932), 5 6-57 .

r"In such an examination our meditation can begin at arry of the
aforementioned points" (TW I 9). "Those who wish to possess the repose of peace

[the purgative way] should proceed according to the ord.er describet' (Ibid. I[ 2). "These
are the seven steps for arriving at the splendor of truth. . .. In t-hese we m.ast proceed in
this order" (Ibid., 3). "These are the seven steps for coming to the sweetness of
love.... You...must progress in these steps in tlris order (Ibid., 6). "There is an order
in these steps [of prayer in the unitive way], t]rere is no stopping before the last one,
and we do not reach the last one except through the intermediate and mutually
related steps" (Ibid., 7).
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And we will not arouse ourselves to this salutary fear unless we recall and are

ashamed of the ffinses we have committed.t

Thus these prayer methods are also methods for a life of perfection'

Progress in prayer is subordinate to progress in virtue. It is less a question of
good thoughts than of good actions, as suggested by the imperatives that
summarize this chapter: "We can distinguish the steps of purgation as

follows: blushing because of offense, trembling because of judgment, crYlnB

because of damage etc."2

The truths suggested in this chapter can indeed serve as subjects for
prayer at all stages of the spiritual life. Proof of this lies in the fact that we

find th"- again in the meditation methods and practitioners are free to
choose, without regard for how far they have advanced, that which they find
most agreeable. No subject is reserved to one or the other of these two
exercises, and none is prohibited. But the nature ofthe practical conclusions

that accompany each point in the chapter on affective prayer, their
designation as "steps," and finally their order which Saint Bonaventure

wants to see respected-all of this leads us to regard these three groups of
seven as more than lists of prayer subjects or methods for the spiritual life
conceived according to the three ways.

If this is the correct notion of the three spiritual exercises described

in this work, then it is indeed a summa of the spiritual life. As Saint

Bonaventure says: "Whoever wants to produce good fi:uit in his time, must

be most diligent in exercising and cultivating these three things [reading,
prayer, doing good], as one of these does not sffice without the others-"t We have

"r"ry 
,"rto, to think that he insisted on this plan, since he repeats it in

identical terms in his treatise On the Perfection ,f Lrf, and in Tbe Soul's

Journey.a This is the plan he wished to embroider upon the classic canvas of

tlbid. I (seventh).

'zIbid. m 8: "We can reduce the steps described in this way' In the first
place, we can distinguish the steps of purgation as follows: blushinq because of
off"rrr.... We distitiguish the ttlps p.rt"i.ring to enlightenment.in.this way:

Consider... We distingirish the steps of the unitivJway in this way: watchfirlness roxt'ses

you...."
rlbid.I4.
aOn the Perfection of Life I 2; The Soul\ Joumy ! 8: 'Just as no one comes to

wisdom except thr;ugh grace, justice and knowledge, so no one comes to
contemplation except 6y pJnettating meditation, a holy itfe 

-and 
devout prayer' Since

gru* ir' the foundato.t of t}r. recti-tude of the will and of ttre penetrating light of
i.r.orr, we must firstpray, then live ho$ liaes and thirdly concentrate our attention.upon

tbe reJiections of truth.By concentratini there, w9 musi ascend step by step until we

."r.h'th" height of the mountain w[ere the God of gods- is seen in Sion'" The
contemplatiori spoken of in this text-at which we arrive through meditation, the
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the four exercises: reading, meditation, prayer and contemplation. Although
this latter plan was widely known, it had certain drawbacks. There was no
agreement on the nature of the fourth exercise, and the practice of virtue
was relegated to second place. Saint Bonaventure's attempt marks a return
to a more realistic concept of the spiritual life.'

This development endures. fuceticism is not favored to the
detriment of mysticism. The Seraphic Doctor makes a practical distinction
between the two areas. We have seen this, with regard to meditation, when
we compared the Instruxions for Nouices with The Triple Way. But he does
not.separate them by barriers that are let down only for certain privileged
souls and that no one should aspire to cross.

Study of the exercises thus leads us to the same conclusion as study
of the ways: contemplation is eminently desirable and all should strive to
become worthy of it. By studying its steps, we shall see what nature aided by
grace can accomplish and how true wisdom or perfect contemplation is a
pure gift of God.

practice of virtue and prayer-is obviously contemplation properly so-called, or true
wisdom.

'Hugh of Saint Victor listed "four things through which the life of the just
is manifested, namely, reading or doctrine, meditation, prayer, operation. Fifthly
comes contemplation, which is like the fruit of that which precedes ir.', Later lists of
names omit the fourth exercise of operation, the steady praiti.. of virtue. Cf. Vernet,
M e d i eaa I S p irir ua I i tjt, 120.
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Chapter III

The Two Kinds of Contemplation
Respecting the rules of good methodology, we have been able to

identify and analyze the third exercise of The Triple Way, contemplation,
without studying the various meanings of the word. The need to consult
Saint Bonaventure's other works in order to understand or comment on this
work s terse descriptions forces us to confront this sensitive question.
Though difficult, we cannot avoid it. Readers are suspicious of a proof that
randomly uses texts in which the word "contemplation" appears. Our
research is uniquely complicated by the fact that several related and
frequently used terms are equally ambiguous. This is especially true of the
words ttgift," t'intelligence," ttwisdomr" and "rapture."l To get our bearings
in this maze, we will appeal first to historf, then to internal criticism.

History tells us what were the main theories of contemplation and

the meanings of this word prior to Saint Bonaventure. Application of the

historical method to analysis of the doctrines has proven itself. This is not
the place to stress the guarantees it provides, or the concern caused by its
disregard, either conscious or unconscious.

By internal criticism we mean not only the method that consists in
deducing a term's multiple meanings from its multiple definitions, but also

whatever in a given system examines the subordinate science by means of
the higher doctrine. In this case, there is no question that in order to
understand Saint Bonaventure's theory of contemplation, we must be

acquainted with his extremely complete doctrine of the gifts of the Holy
Spirit.

lOn the terms "gift," "intelligence," and "wisdom," cf. Bonnefoy, Le Saint-
Esprit 60, 176, n. l; 186, text and note. On the term "rapture," cf. Griirrewald,
Franziskanisch e My*ik, notes 5 7, 9 6, 192, 227 etc.
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Rigorously, one or the other of these two methods will allow us to
use wisely the many Bonaventurian texts on contemplation. Cross-checking
their conclusions will eliminate all danger of misinterpretation. Each of the
two kinds of contemplation distinguished in this work (Chapter III, S 7) will
receive its proper due. Here we shall consider them only in themselves,
reserving the study oftheir respective preparations for the next chapter.

Earlier meanings of the word "contemplation" and theories of
contemplation

The great scholastics had a profound respect for Sacred Scripture,
one of the two sources of Revelation. This is not the place to judge their
exegetical methods. Let us simply recall that, in general, they were not too
concerned about the original texts. They placed their trust in the Vulgate
and readily adopted its language and expressions. But the Vulgate normally
uses the verb clntenaplari inthe sense of "to look at" or "to consider," either
with the mind or with the eyes of the body. We will give some examples.

Moses sent spies to "contemplate" the Promised Land, that is, to
inquire about the places and people. He himself was ordered to climb a

mountain in order to "contemplate" or see it before he died. The book of
Proverbs, speaking anthropomorphically, says that God's eyes
"contemplate" the just and the wicked. The transition to the meaning of
seeing with the eyes of the mind was inevitable. Saint Paul, writing to the
Corinthians, urges them to "contemplate," not the things that are seen but
those that are invisible.t

In these various passages we find no clear influence of the
eqzmological sense of the word conteru.phri, namely, "to look at attentively."

The Vulgate ordinarily uses the word "contemplate" and its
derivatives in an entirely material sense. Thus we imagine that, if the
scholastic theories of contemplation contain biblical elements, these are not
due to the texts in which the words "contemplate" or "contemplation"
appear.2

l"All the men whom Moses had sent to view
(Nm
land.

14:36). "Go up to this mountain...and view

the good and the evil" (Pr
eyes
I 5:3).

that are seen, but at the things
seeing with the eyes of the body,

from
" (Nm 27:12). "The of the Lord in every place ("contemplate")

"While we look ("contemplate")
which are not seen" (2 Cor 4:18)

the land"
there the

not at the tlfngs
In the sense of

see also 2 Ch 16:9, Dn 1:13 and l3:15, Na 2:1
2Except in the rather rare case where these terms would have been

unconsciously sought. Ecclesiastes says that he has "contemplated" many things,
among them the works of humans (1:16 and 4:4). The context implies no attentive
looking, no contemplation in the strict sense of the word. Yet Saint Bonaventure
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Much more noticeable is the influence of earlier doctrines
regarding the two lives-active and contemplative-and contemplation.

The doctrine of the two lives oecupied the Greek philosophers
before it fueled the controversies of the Latin thinkers. There appear, in
both cases, the Iife of study and the life of politics, philosophical speculation
and external activity, but not always with agreement on the question being
discussed. Some defended the superiority of the active life, others the
superiority of the contemplative life.

The Fathers of the Church inherited the controversy, but changed
the terms. Philosophy and politics no longer appear, but prayer and works of
charity. And, linking this doctrine to the gospel scene of Martha and Mary,
there was agreement that Mary's part was the best and, as Christ said, would
not be taken away from her. Thus the contemplative life acquired something
of the prestige of the beatific vision. Again, by reason of its permanence in
the next life, it was compared to the love that Saint Paul had said does not
pass away. Thus, in the language of theology, it referred to

the ffi of prayer, the interior life, ordinarily understood in the broadest
sense, including vocal and mental prayer, liturgical and private prayer,
prayer exclusively occupying certain moments of life and prayer, in the
form of aspirations, ejaculations and habitual union of heart, uniting and
mingling with the external occupations of life-in short, all that part of our
life which direcdy applies our intelligence and our will to God and to the
things of the supernatural world, which leads to the affective practice of
charity, through interior acts of love of God and neighbor, which entirely
dominate and inspire it.I

This meaning is important for the interpretation of the word
"contemplation," because Saint Bonaventure and other scholastics often use
it as a synon)..rn for "contemplative life," just as the word "action" is often
used for "active life." Therefore we are not surprised to see it also used in
The Triple Way to refer to affective prayer, an important part of the
contemplative life.2

Christian tradition had caused the pair of opposites, "active life"
and "contemplative life," to stray from its original meaning. Still, it did not

comments: "This contemplation is free and is also a penetrating and fixed ga.ze," In
Eecle.4,4.

jacques De Guibert, "Goffter Dieu, servir Dieu," RAM 7 (192Q t 343.
The preceding lines are inspired by this article. "Contemplation" also refers to the
affections of the will for Aravalles in the Traiti de l'oraison, reprinted by Fr. Evariste,
(Toledo: n.p., 1926), Ibid. 7 (1926), 321 -22.

2See Chapter II Section III above.
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deny the existence of a kind of speculative contemplation, which the pagan
and Jewish philosophers had experienced.

According to his disciple Porphyry, Plotinus experienced at least
four times a state of ecstasy that he regarded as union with the One, Being-
In-Itself. He speaks of it with a fervor, a conviction that seems to leave no
doubt as to the reality of his ecstasies. He did not think they were accessible
except to a few. For these, he mapped out the way to follow. On the one
hand, asceticism, which means the renunciation of material things, physical
pleasures and the imagination, which causes dissipation. On the other hand,
effort by the mind as it prepares itself, through philosophical reflection and
dialectic, for intellectual abstraction that is increasingly demanding. God
communicates himself to souls that have learned how to detach themselves
from matter.

Plotinus uses a series of expressions that may suggest the nature of this
union. It is a vision, contemplation...; a contact, a touch that for the
moment makes it impossible to speak of it or reason about it; it is a

presence, an intimate exchange..., an ecstasy..., a simplification.l

There are too many similarities between this doctrine and the
Christian doctrine for them to remain strangers for very long. In fact we see

the Fathers borrowing extensively from Neoplatonism. Saint Augustine
praises these philosophers for having understood that the divine nature is
immaterial and for having mapped out the way to the highest knowledge of
it that we can have in this life. If he completed their teaching by insisting
more than they on prayer and the moral dispositions required for
contemplatives, he kept the principle of "methodical lifting of the mind to
God, according to an ordered course that is the result of learned study."2
We will not pause to describe it here, since every Bonaventurian can
recognize it by comparison. Indeed, "the great disciples of Saint Augustine
in the Middle Ages perfected and immortalized this method. No one did so
with greater authority than Saint Bonaventure in his famous Soal's Joarney
into God."'

It is important to note that Saint Augustine sometimes uses the
term "contemplation" for this exercise and the pure look it gives us of
spiritual realities. He distinguishes this kind of contemplation from

'J. Souilh6, "La mystique de Plotin," RAM 3 (1922):190.
2Fulbert Cayr€,, La contemplation flugastinienne, rev.ed., @ruges : Descl6e,

De Brouwer: 1954) Ch. VII "La Recherche de Dieu." See alo R. Graille, "La
spiritualit6 de saint Augusirte," France Franciscaine 14 (1931): 499 ff .

3Ibid.
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mysticism properly so-called, as the means is distinguished from the end.

Cayr6,, whom we just cited, says that he wrote his work on Augustinian
contemplation in order to highlight this "radiant wisdom" or philosophical
contemplation. He rightly adds: "Therein lies one of the most characteristic

features of Augustinianism, without which many of the works of Saint

Augustine and the Augustinian literature of the Middle Ages are difficult to
understand."r

Indeed, this distinction between the two kinds of contemplation has

not been sufficiently noted. Yet we find it explicitly affirmed in Saint

Bernard: "Contemplation has two forms of ecstasy, one in the intellect, the
other in the will; one of enlightenment, the other of fervor; one of
knowledge, the other of devotion."2

Hugh of Saint Victor was also familiar with it. We will explain his

theory at Breater length because it is more developed and had greater

influence on Saint Bonaventure. Hugh is one of his favorite masters.

Augustine, he observes, is primarily speculative; Gregory is a moralist;
Dionysius is mystical. Anselm follows Augustine, Bernard follows Gregory,
and Richard is a disciple of Dionysius. But Hugh is all of these things.s Time
has confirmed this judgment that Hugh of Saint Victor was the Augustine of
his time because of his universal genius and his fidelity to the undisputed
master of Latin theology, Augustine.

Hugh explained his thought on the subject of contemplation in his

theory of the soul's visions. They are three in number: thought, meditation,
contemplation. We are not interested in thought. He describes the other
two thus: "Meditation is a persevering and penetrating reflection (retractatio

cogitationis) of a soul striving to explain some obscure thing, to discover

tCayr6, Contemplation, 25, 107 "The contemplation of which Saint
Augustine speaks here iJ obviously not mystical contemplation properly 9peaking,
buiit is not unrelated to it. This simple operation of higher reason contemplating, in
an intuitive gaze, tlese first and eternal troths 1*hi.h will be illumined by grace and

in which the soul will see God) is like its natural foundation."
2Saint Bernard, Sermones in Cantica, XLD( (PL l8l, 1918). Saint Anthony

of Padua's words are similar to those of Saint Bernard: "The sweetness of
contemplation is twofold: one in the affections, and this pertains to life, the otfrer in
the inteilect, and this pertains to conscience. One takes place by the lifting u^p of the
mind, the other by the detachment of the mind" St. Antonii Patavinus, Sermones

d.om,inicae et in Solemnitatibus, (Pad:uLz Locatelli, 1895-1903)' 801a.
3"The first [faith] is expounded chiefly by Augustine, the second [morals]

by Gregory, and the third [uniortof the soul with G9d-J by Diorrysius..Anselm follows
Augosti-ne, Bernard follows Gregory, and Richard follows Dionysius; for Anselm
.*.ilr in reasoning, Bernard in pieaihing, and Richard in contemplation. But Hugh
excels in all three" De reductione artium, n. 5.
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something hidden. Contemplation is a penetrating and free gaze of a soul
extended everywhere in perceiving things... And so, as ii were, what
meditation seels, contemplation possesses.,,l

This description of contemplation is generic, or rather, it should be,
since immediately after, Hugh distinguishes two kinds: one, that of
beginners, consists in the consideration of creaturesl the other, in
contemplation of the Creator.

For greater clarity-since Hugh is partial to questions of method
and classification-he will reserve the name ',contemplation,, to the latter
and will call the former "speculation." He compares them to meditation in
these terms:

In meditation, the unexpected arising of disordered carnal passions clouds
the soul, even though it has been enkindled by pioui devotion. In
speculation, it is lifted up in admiration at the sight of new and unexpected
things. In contemplation, t}re taste of wonderfrrlly sweet things fills the soul
with joy and delight. So in meditation there is anxiety; in speculation,
admiration; in contemplation, sweetness.

Imperceptibly, Hugh has strayed from his starting point. It is hard
to classi{, his second stage of contemplation-with its sweetness, joy and
delight-among the soul's yisions. It hardly makes us thinl of that cleai look
cast by the mind over all things. Rather than reducing the distance between
speculation and contemplation, he will increase it by returning to the subject
of the soul's visions inhis Comrnentary 0n Ecclesiastu. There he insiss even
more on the affective nature of the second stage of contemplation: ,,The

heart is_completely changed into burning love and experiences God as being
truly all in all. It receives him with a love so deep that nothing of itsel?
remains, but only him."l

_ The attempt to stabilize the terminology of mysticism by reserving
the term "contemplation" for this second stage is praiseworthy. But we
know that private initiatives in matters of language are rarely successful.
Hugh's attempt ran contrary to accepted usage. The pagan philosophers and
the Fathers of the Church were acquainted with the kind of contemplation
caused by admiration. He should have left it with its traditional name and

rHugh of Saint Vicror, De modo dicendi et meditandi, n. B (PL 176,87g)
2Ibid.

3ldem, In Eccle.hom.I (PL 175, I l8).
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given a new name to the second stage of contemplation since it had come

later, dating from the Christian era.'

When all is said and done, the old contemplation of the
philosophers was enriched by a new name. It lost the exclusive right to its
name a bit more in favor of Christian contemplation, which, according to
the mystics, consists essentially in the illumination of the will.

Hugh's successor, Richard of Saint Victor, regarded ever since Saint

Bonaventure as this famous abbey's mystical doctor, returns to the

traditional meaning of the word "contemplation," giving descriptions that
agree with Hugh's first stage.2

Seeing that these different meanings or theories were known by the

great scholastics and approved by them to the extent they were compatible,
we will not be surprised at the many meanings of the word "contemplation."
It can refer to looking with the eyes of our body, reflection, meditation,
prayer, the contemplative life or even one or the other of the two kinds of
contemplation properly so-called.3

Bonaventurian meanings of the word ttcontemplation"

The Seraphic Doctor, it seems, was not bothered by these

difficulties of terminologl, nor was he concerned about settling them. The
word "contemplation" and its derivatives have many meanings in his

writings. Let us point out a few of them.

Sometimes he uses the word "contemplate" in its biblical sense of
"to look at attentively" or "to obserye." He speaks of "contemplating" the

tCf. The Soul\ JourneyYll 4.
2Richard of Saint Victor, De gratia contem,plationis (Benjamin Major), Bk' I

ch. iv: "Contemplation is the free, mor-e pett"trring gaze of a mind, suspended with
wonder 

"on."rtirrg 
manifestations of wisdom'... Contemplati-on is a p^enetrating and

kee gaze of a soul-in perceiving things..." (PL 196, 69). CL Sichard of St' Waor: The

Twefrie Patriarchs, Tie Mystiil Ar[, Book Three of The Tnnitl. Tr-anslation and

Introduction by Grover Zinn. Preface by Jean Chitillon' (New York, Rams.ey,

Toronto: Paulist Press, 1979), 157. Compare with Hugh of Saint Victor, In Eccle' 4, 4
(PL 175, 177): "Contemplafron is a penetrating rttd free gaze of a soul extended

erre.y*hete in perceiving-things." Cf' Hugh of Saint-Victor: Selected Spiritual Writings,

183.
3Gougaud, "LaTheoria dans la spiritualit6 m6di6vale," RAM 3(1922):381'

notes with regi'rd to the Greek synonyrr iheoria' "The Greek w ord theoria is used to

-"r., .orrt"riplation, detachment from the things of this world, .the search for
spiritual and heavenly things, union with God. Saint Anthony of-Padua was familiar
*ah th... ,r-" ,.r.ri.irrg..-Cf. J. Herinck, "Les sources de Ia th6ologie mystique de

S. Antoine de Padoue," RAM 13 (1932),233-35.



sayings, works and example of the virtuous.r The nature of the objects to be
"contemplated," no less than the fact that we are disciples, pr.rr..ri, us from
taking this as an exhortation to contemplation, wheiher philosophical or
sapiential/infused.

Strictly speaking, we observe only those things that are actually
before our eyes. Therefore the term ,,contemplation" 

dJes not apply in this
sense to the consideration of things known through friin. Saint
Bonaventure, proposing the material world as the first siep in the soul,s
journey to God, divides the subjects of meditation into three groups: 1)
actually existing things; 2) things known through faith; 3) tlie gerr..ai
conditions of things. "In contemplating, fthe intellect] consijers the-actual
existence of things; in- believing, the habitual course of things; and in
reasoning, the potential excellence of things.,,2 Here Saint Boni-venrure is
not opposing the attitude of the contemplative to that of the believer or the
philosopher. He is distinguishing three sources of our knowledge of the
material world: the immediate data of the senses, those of history Ind those
of reason. These three kinds of data should nourish orr" ,rrd rhe same
intellectual contemplation or "speculation,,, the humblest of those proposed
inTbe Soul's Jouruey.

We see how dangerous it would be to take the statement, .,The
contemplative considers actually existing things,', out of context. It could be
taken to mean that Saint Bonaventure ionsiders material things as the only
subject for contemplation, and that he excludes from its dom"ain historical
facts and philosophical truths. The context refutes this suggestion. Indeed,
the considerations developed in the following chapterilon the soul,s
natural and supernatural powers, on the divine nature and the Trinity_also
deserve to be called, and are called "speculation,, and ,,contemplation.;'r

The Soul's Journey places at the summit of the six considerations a
kind of ecstatic contempl ation (rnentis excessus), also called ,,mystical wisdom,,
or "perfect contemplation." It is essentially affective.a

If we add these various meanings to the one we have already
mentioned in connection with the third exercise of ,,affective prayer,,,*" ,"L
that Saint Bonaventure uses the word ,,contemplation,, in ali its earlier
meanings: bodily or spiritual gazing, reflection, prayer, contemplative life,s

40 J. F. Bonnefoy

tFiue Feasts on the ChildJe.rutI3.
2The Soul's Joumey I 10.
r"Speculation", is the common and official term for the six stages.

"Contemplation" is used occasionally to avoid repetition.
aCf. The Soul's JourneyWI passim.
5According to Brother Giles, Saint Bonavenfure commented twice on the
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philosophical contemplation and sapiential or infused contemplation. These
last two meanings are the only ones that have survived in the coflrmon
language of Christian mysticism, although some authors have a tendency, as

in the past, to extend it to higher forms of affective prayer.

For the sake of completeness, let us add that each of these two kinds
of contemplation properly so-called has its own preparation, as we shall
explain in the following sections. But the term "contemplation" refers
sometimes to the preparatory period, sometimes to the summit of
contemplation, and sometimes to both of them considered together as

forming a single whole. The context is usually enough to guide us, but again
it is necessary to have thought about this question of terminology in order to
avoid misunderstandings or premature generalizations. What is achieved in
the preparatory period may no longer be useful or possible once the summit
of contemplation is attained.

Distinction between the nro kinds of contemplation
Although he does not present himself as a reformer of language,

Saint Bonaventure was nevertheless anxious to avoid ambiguity.t But
perhaps not as much as we would like, since many passages that either affirm
or presuppose the Augustinian distinction between the two kinds of
contemplation cannot be used to establish this thesis. Other texts are more
explicit. One of them, we believe, merits special study since, being from the
Collations on tbe Six Days, it dates from t}re last years of the Seraphic Doctor's

stages of "contemplation" (In Luc., c. 9 and Serrno I in Sab.). The part necessarily
differs from t-[re whole, even when they have the same name. This homonymy does
not cause problems if we admit that the kind of contemplation whose stages or
elements or twists and turns are described by Saint Bonaventure, is nothing else but
the contemplative life. For our part, we would more readily see in this list the twists
and turns of the contemplative life. Indeed, it does not seem that Brother Giles
meant to speak of stages, since he had not been asked about the stages of
contemplation, but about contemplation itself. Cf. Bonaventure, Opera mnnia YII
231, n. I 1 . Besides, as Bissen has pointed out Saint Bonaventure regards these stages
as dispositions and implicidy admis that the third (ecsasy) and the fourth
(contemplation) do not move in ascending order, since in order to pass to the fourth
we must return to ourselves: "When the soul has returned to itself." Bonaventure,
Sabbato Sancto, Sermo I W 267-270). The sermon adds an element, "embrace,"
beween the fifth and sixth stage. Cf. Jean-Marie Bissen, "Les degr6s de la
contemplation selon saint Bonaventure," La France Franciscaine 14 (1931):443 and
45s.

tln The Tnple Way perfect or infused contemplation is ordinarily called
"true wisdom" or other metaphorical names, never "contemplation." No doubt Saint
Bonaventure wanted to avoid the ambiguity that the presence of an exercise with the
same name would have caused.
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life and represents his fully mature thought. Moreover, the parallelism
between this text and that of Master Hugh, analyzed above, brings out the
basic identity of their doctrine. The expressions used by Saint Bonaventure
cannot be perfectly understood unless we compare them to those of the
great Victorine. In both cases it is a question of the soul's "visions," and two
forms of contemplation are opposed to an "inferior" vision.r

Speaking of the gift of wisdom, Saint Bonaventure compares ir to
the midday sun. Of this wisdom it is written: "At noon it scorches the
earth... The sun, scorching the mountains three times."2 The light and heat
it gives off are such that the soul feels faint. But the sun is not always at
noon; according to the seasons and time of day, it lights and heats the earth
differently. So it is with wisdom, the sun of souls:

For souls that are not lifted up in this way are, as it were, winter-like; those
that are lilted up to a mediocre level of contemplaLion are, as it were,
spring-like, while those that are dependent on mental raptures are, as it
were, summerJike and taste the fruits of autumn.

But the perfect explanation of midday is everlasting in heaven, and no one
can explain these inflammations and ardors which that Sun sends out to
souls that enjoy spirirual raprures. For if sighs are unspeakable, what of
raprures? What of ardors? The one and erernal Sun illumines the highest
part of a soul or an angel by enkindling, and by enkindling it illumines....r

rFor Hugh of Saint Victor, see above, and for Saint Bonavenitre, Collationes
in Hexabmeron siue lllum.inates Ecclesilte (f 329-449). Cf. The Works of Saint
Bonavenrure V, Collations on The Six Day1 trans. Jos6 de Vinck (Paterson, NJ: St.
Anthgny Guild Press, 1970). Hereafter The Six Days. In rhis instance, see Tie Six
DaysIII and other places.

2Sirach 43:3-4, cited in The Six Day )CI,-, 9 and 10. The interesting
replt'tatio mentioned by the Quaracchi editors was published by Delorme. Cf. S.
Bonaventurae S.R.E. Episcopus, Cardinalis, Collationes in Hexabmeron et
B-on_aaenturiana quaedam. selecta, ed. Ferdinand Delorme (Ad Claras Aquas, euaracchi:
Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1914). Ffereafter The Six DaysDel.

tThe Six DaysDel., visio 4, col. 1, n. 10. We have preferred the Delorme
reportatio to the Quaracchi text of the Opera om.nia. Here is the parallel passage from
the Opera om.nia: "For souls that are not lifted up are as it were in wintei; thoie lifted
up to a mediocre level of contemplation are as ir were in spring, while those lifted up
to ecstatic raptures are as it were in summer, tasting the fruits of autumn, for they are
in repose. Then indeed, in aurumn, do they gather the fruit; and they make feasts
and celebrate them in autumn. But where does [the sun] scorch at noon? Where it
exists in, the totality of its power, that is, in heaven. This, indeed, is perfect
contemplation. And no one can explain these inflammations and ardors whiih that
Sun sends out to souls that enjoy spiritual raprures" The Six Days)Cf.,9 and 10. It
appears from the contexr (cf. especially ibid,.,rep. Del. and n. t2: "[Contemplatives]
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Who are these souls that are not "lifted up," which Saint
Bonaventure mentions first? And why, among the souls that are lifted up to
contemplation, does he distinguish degrees?

According to Hugh of Saint Mctor, intellectual contemplation lifts
the soul above the senses. To those unable to detach themselves from the
confusion of the senses, he recommends discursive meditation. These are
certainly the ones Saint Bonaventure has in mind when he contrasts souls
not lifted up in this way to those who arrive at contemplation.

But, as Master Hugh has taught us, there is contemplation and
contemplation. Following him, Saint Bonaventure distinguishes a type of
contemplation, which he calls "mediocre" or imperfect, from that which is
perfect, the "perfect explanation of midday."

The first is not described in our text except by a comparison, but its
relationship with the second lets us identify it. Indeed, since its description
coincides with that of Hugh of Saint Victor's second degree, it is clear that
in both cases the intermediate degree between meditation and perfect
contemplation is identical. In Bonaventurian doctrine there is a kind of
contemplation characterized by admiration. It is described in the same terms
as Master Hugh's first degree, essentially intellectual like the first
"contemplative ecstasy" of Saint Bernard, and ordained to contemplation
properly so-called, like the luminous wisdom of Saint Augustine. We shall
study it first.

The second type of contemplation corresponds to Hugh of Saint
Victor's second degree. The two masters insist on its affective character, on
the ardors it causes, on the sweetness and satisfaction it brings to the soul. It
would be heavenly happiness, but it passes too quickly; besides, the soul still
cannot receive it in its fullness.t Perfect contemplation is permanent only for
the blessed, who are able to stare at the noonday sun without being blinded
by it, whereas its light plunges us into darkness.

It seems to us that the most convincing proof of Saint
Bonaventure's distinction between the two kinds of contemplation is his
theory of the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the beatitudes. Since we have

are burned three times bythe sun...") that the text from Sirach is taken to refer to
true wisdom or perfect contemplation. Moreover, it is the subject of this entire
passage. To distinguish it from beatitude, Saint Bonaventure has stressed its passing
nature and the present inability of our faculties, The reporter whose notes were
published in the large edition did not grasp the first point. But he clearly comes back
to perfect contemplation in this life when he speaks of souls that enjoy spiritual
raptures and the fact that their experiences cannot be explained.

rThese two differences are oudined in the previous text: ",..is everlasting in
heaven.,.no one can explain...."
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already explained this in another work, we do not intend to repeat it here.r
We simply recall that Saint Bonaventure attributes to grace three groups-
the virtues, the gifts and the beatitudes-each with seven subdivisions. The
higher virtues complete the work of the lower virtues of the same rank. Our
investigation of contemplation is concerned only with the last two stages of
the three groups ofseven.

The second-last stage includes the virtue of faith, the gift of
understanding, and the beatitude of the pure of heart. The virtue of faith
causes us to believe, the gift ofunderstanding enables us to understand what
we believe, and the beatitude of the pure of heart prepares us, according to
Christ's promise, to see God face-to-face.

The highest and last stage of the supernatural virtues includes the
virtue of charity, the gift of wisdom, and the beatitude of peace. Charity
causes us to love God, the gift of wisdom enables us to taste his sweetness,
while the beatitude of peace describes t}re perfect rest of a soul that has
reached that state.

The first three virtues are cognitive, the last tfuee affective. With
remarkable consistency, the Seraphic Doctor attributes simple knowledge to
the first three, and to the second three a taste of the divine sweetness. Never
does he lead us to believe that the activity of the affective habits is added on
to that of the cognitive habits.

The Breuihqaium disinguishes them clearly: "We must find our
repose in what is best, both by knowing the true and by loving the good; the
first comes about through the gift ofunderstanding, the second through the
gift of wisdom, in which is repose."2

The beatitudes are superior to the gifu and represent the highest
degree of perfection in this life. Here again the Seraphic Doctor
distinguishes repose in the knowledge of truth from repose in the enjoyment
of good: "Perfect repose in what is best may be achieved either through
clear knowledge or through peaceful love. Hence, there are two final
beatitudes: purity of heart, for the vision of God, and peace of soul, for the
perfect enjoyment of him."3

J.F. Bonnefoy, Le Saint-Esprit See especially Part II Ch. I, an overview of
gratuitous virtues, and the last three chapters ofPart III.

2Breaihquiurn, part V, ch. 5, n. 7,
tBreailoquium, partV, ch 6, n. 3.
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Other texts distinguish not only these two higher states, but also

their dynamic order: "speculative knowledge, which obtains for us the gift
of understanding, is a preparation for the exercise of the gift of wisdom."r

We find in all this doctrine the unambiguous distinction-since the
word "contemplation" never appears-between the two kinds of
contemplation, one intellectual, the other affective. Studying them

separately will bring out their specific and irreducible character even more.

Imperfect or intellectual (active) contemplation
Imperfect contemplation, which ends in the beatitude of the pure of

heart, is prepared for by laborious exercise of the gift of understanding.
Depending on their need, contemplatives must consider the similarities
between things, their relations, their differences, now under one aspect' now
under another, aided in their search by the various senses ofScripture.2

The considerations in The Soul's Journey ffe direcdy ordered to the
exercise of the gift of understanding. Adopting the terminology of the

Victorines, the Seraphic Doctor most often calls them "speculation" or
"contemplation."r These considerations follow an ascending path that is

r"There is knowledge tlat comes from experience, which is attended to
after tasting; this is the gift oiacquired wisdom. There is also knowledge that comes

from prolo"nged specula'tion, whiih in some way leads to tasting, for example, the-

knowledge 6f fuift that leads to the delight of charity;-this- is -j!-e- gift of
onderst"iding, which in some way prepares us to use the gift of wisdo-m" III Sent., d.

3 5, q. 3, ad 3 Ilest any doubt rernain, we will add a few texts: "The Wise O-ne joined

this 
'understanding (which is a properly a gift of the Spirit) with the giftof wisdom.

From this spirit ["of understanding] hi proceeded in iontemplation t9 the spirit of
wisdom" (TbeSiiDaysDel., princ.,col.3,nn. l-2. Cf.ibid.,vision.3,ch.6,n' 1,

cited below in the teit. Finally, in the Sermon for Holy Saturday 1267 ,he defines and

distinguishes the fourth and fifth stages thus: "The fourth stage-[of contemplation] is

wh.nihe soul is enkindled, anointed-and turned toward itself; then it becomes ready

for knowledge of the eternal light, and t-lris is contemplation, when it is a stranger to
images. Th; fifth stage is when the eternal light is known; then it tastes its

consolation.. ."
2"The contemplative who wishes to exercise the gift of understanding must

give suitable consideration to the similarities between $lgt, noY lo their harmony;

io* ao their differences; no\M in their purpose, now in their opposition."and must be

led, as needed, by the historicai, allegorical, tropological and anagogical

understanding of Scripture" (The Six Days Del, princ., ch' 3, n. 2).
l"speculation" is the official name. Cf. Prol., n. 4: "I p-ropose the following

consideratioi s (speculationes)." "Ilere begins the reflection (spuyktio) of the poor man

in the desert" 1B"fot. Ch. t). It also appEars in the tide of the first six chapters.

Within the chapters we find the terms "speculation," "contemplation" and

"consideration."
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very characteristic. In each chapter they are arranged in such a way as to
create increasing admiration: "You have something here to lift you up in
wonder." We read these words in the fifth consideration of The Soul's

Journey. Not allowing the disciple to stop there, the master tries to lead him
toward more light: "You will be flooded with a greater light."' The next
chapter adopts the same approach, in an even more obvious manner.2

The master necessarily goes on at length. EIe cannot convey to his
disciple the overall view that has crowned his patient efforts and satisfied his
need to know. But he can convey to him these analyses themselves, the
judgments, the proofs that comprise them. He can make the first slmtheses
in his presence, continue to guide his investigation, all the while urging him
to simplifiz his inner gaze constantly, without ceasing to extend it to all those
objects previously considered: "These should be considered together." This
laborious search prepares one for the joy of peaceful contemplation. Seized
with admiration at the sight of a truth that appears with new clarity-or for
the first time-the soul will cease its discursive activity.

"Mediocre" or imperfect or speculative contemplation is this
suspension of discursive activity by a soul seized with admiration in presence
of a sight that is nerr or seen in a new light: suspension of discursive activity,
not intellectual knowledge.r Precisely because it is no longer exhausting
itself in useless wandering, the soul can devote itself completely and gain
new strength from this exercise.a

The Seraphic Doctor insists on the attention and personal effort
required. The eyes of the soul must practice gazing constandy at an ever

tThe Soul'sJoumeyY,7.
2lbid., \II. After a preliminary and necessarily brief statemenr about the

rational theory of the Trinity, Saint Bonaventure summarizes and invites his disciple
to follow him: "For you still have something else to consider in these six properties
which strongly lead our mind's eye to amazement and admiration" (3). Each of these
properties, since it is able to arouse admiration, can be a subject for contemplation,
but we can go further and compare them: "When you compare them with one
another, you have reason to be lifted up to the highest wonder. Therefore, that your
mind may ascend through wonder to wondering contemplation, tlese should be
considered together."

3It will be usefirl to compare this description drawn from The Soul's Journey
with that of "speculation" or the first degree of contemplation according to Hugh of
Saint Victor: "In speculation the newness of the unaccustomed sight lifts us up in
admiration" (PL 176,879). Thus we were justified, a moment ago, in afErming t}re
existence in Bonaventurian doctrine of a kind of contemplation characterized by
admiration and described in the same terms as Master Hughts first degree.

aThe Six DaysW.,23: "This is proper to lively men, tirelessly stabilized;
these considerations make for robust souls."
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brighter light: "The contemplative must remain fixed and stationary, not
wavering, notwith the eyes of a bat butwith those of an eagle, fixed on the
hierarchical steps, making haste in the habits of the virtues, neither lazy nor
sleepy, but vigorous and tireless."r

Personal effort is not everything. Supernatural contemplation
presupp()ses the activity of supernatural powers: the gift of understanding
and the beatitude of the pure of heart, which our work calls the eye of
contemplation: "Gaze on the ray of truth through the eye of
contemplation."2

,{re we to understand this direct gaze at the light in the same way as

the ontc,logists. Most certainly notl But we shall not take time here to
oudine an apology that has been presented many times and today no longer
has any reason for existence.i

More interesting to us would be the question of the degrees of
intellecttral or speculative contemplation. They can be listed either
accordin,g to the intensity of the light or according to the hierarchy of the
objects c:ontemplated. Even though more light is required to meditate on
the soul and God than on a sense object, we can, with Saint Bonaventure,
regard l:hese two divisions as independent. He writes, for example:
"Contemplation is more eminent, inasmuch as we feel more the effect of
divine grace in us, or are better able to consider God in external creatures."4

'Ihis eminent nature of contemplation is no harder to appreciate
than tha': of grace. Saint Bonaventure knew that God does not bestow his
gifts on all in the same measure, but apparently he did not try to introduce
here those distinctions that preoccupy our contemporaries. If certain

Tbe Six Days Del., v. 4, c. l, n. 23 . C{. ibid., p. 24: "ffhe soull must remain
in God, nraking haste in the practice of the virtues, in order that it might consider
most afterrtively the heavenly rays sent from above."

i TW III 3. Cf . Breailoquium. partll, ch. 12: "With the eye of contemplation
[we were to see] the things above us. Now, the eye of contemplation cannot see with
perfect clt:arness, except through glory...!'The expression "eye ofcontemplation" is
often userl by the Victorines. On the manner of interpreting those Bonavenrurian
passages that speak of the "spiritual senses" and on the two meanings of the word
"sense" (actioe-sense; passiae-feeling or sentiment), cf. J.F. Bonnefoy, Le Sante-Esprit,
210-15.

:Among those who have refuted the accusation of ontologism made against
Saint Bonaventure are Longpr6, La Tlteologie mystique,57ff; Gilson, Philosophy, 486-7,
n. 72; Mrrcent Mayer, The Doctrine of Saint Bonaaenture conceming oar l{nowledge of
Gorl, (Nevr York J.F. Wagner, 1924); Bonnefoy, Le Sante-kprit, 182-83; Griinewald,
Franzi skanisc h e My sti k, 87 ff .

aII Sent., d. 23, a. 2, q. 3 .
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meditations where the feeling of admiration occurs can be identified with
the prayer of simple recollection, the considerations proposed at the end of
The Triple Way should, in the author's mind, lead to a much higher state, to
"the flash of insight by which the mind turns most directly and intently
toward the rays of light."l Undoubtedly it is this kind of philosophical
contemplation or speculation that the Seraphic Doctor normally
recommends to theologians.

Since the amount of light is independent of the objects considered,
we will not be surprised to see them presented independently of their
natural hierarchy. At the end of its sixth and last stage, The Soul's Joutney
itself, which so clearly follows an ascending order, unites contemplation of
Christ's humanity with that of his divinity. Far from falling to a lower state,
the contemplative then reaches the highest degree of knowledge in this life.2

Classifications of the degrees of speculative contemplation as a

function of the objects contemplated are many and varied in Saint
Bonaventure.

Nothing that can be known by the human mind rightfully escaped
the contemplation of the pagan philosophers. The Christian revelation, by
bringing new truths, only expanded the field without necessarily changing
the psychological mechanism. The name would remain, but the subjects
would be more numerous.

The Seraphic Doctor divides them easily into three groups,
depending on whether they are lower than, within, or higher than the soul.
Subdivision of these three groups yields the six stages of Tbe Soul's Journey
into God: the world and sense knowledge (lower than the soul); the natural
powers and the supernatural powers or free gifts (within the soul); God

tTbe Soal's Joumey Prol., 3. This citation ftom The Soul's Journey will not
seem out of place if we note that the topics propose d in Tbe Triple Way III I 1 and 12,

repeat or at least summarize Chapters V and Yl of The Soul's Journey. Saint
Bonaventure is quite aware of the difficulty of transforming subjects reserved to
theologians into contemplation: "Therefore, understand and contemplate, if you
can...." The theme of the cross shedding its light on all things is likewise destined to
prepare for intellectual contemplation properly so-called.

2The Soul's Jountey \4 7: "In this consideration is the perfection of the
mind's illumination when, as if on the sixth day of creation, it sees man made to the
image of God." Ibid. VII 1: "When finallyin the sixth stage our mind reaches that
point where it contemplates in the First and Supreme Principle and in the mediator
of God and men, Jesus Christ, those things whose likenesses can in no way be found
in creatures and which surpass all penetration by the human intellect, it now remains
for our mind, by contemplating these things, to transcend and pass over not only this
sense world but even itself. In this passing over, Christ is the way and the door;
Christ is the ladder and the vehicle."
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considered in his unity of nature and trinity of persons (higher than the
soul).'

This terminology does not consider the moral world. Sin and its
punishment, virtue and its heavenly reward do not appear. Moreover, there
is no mention of the angels, spiritual creatures. The plan of contemplation
proposed by Tbe Triple Way is more complete. Saint Bonaventure discovers,
in the light ofthe cross, seven hidden things in the universe: the attributes of
God, the properties of spiritual beings, the vanity of the world, the wonders
of heaven, the horrors of hell, the beauty of virtue, the hatred we must have
for sin. Everything comes down to these seven points, which themselves are
contained in the mystery of the cross.2 Their order of presentation is of
secondary importance in the Master's eyes. Ffe leads his disciple from
consideration of God and spiritual creatures to consideration ofthe sensible
world; he takes him up to heaven, down to hell; he invites him to meditate
on virtue, then on sin.

Every classification of the stages of contemplation according to its
subjects is by no means absolute. First of all, because it is extrinsic,
independent of the degree of light; secondly, because every classification of
the beings that make up the universe can be made only from a subjective,
and therefore changeable, point of view.

Although this kind of contemplation is essentially intellectual, it
does provide the soul with a certain satisfaction. Philosophers have
experienced these joys of the mind and readily described them. Hugh of
Saint Victor and Saint Bonaventure were also familiar with them. Their
descriptions are less enthusiastic, because these pleasures did not seem like
much to them compared to the transports of sapiential contemplation.l
They fully agree in explaining the joy given by intellectual contemplation or
speculation.

Our mind needs suitable nourishment, namely, truth. Without the
latter, it loses strength, beauty, health. It wavers in every situation and
becomes unstable. This need to move about is almost incurable. We will
avoid the dangers by opening to it the immense garden of Scripture taking
care to keep it there. Above all, we will strive with perseverance to focus it

rOn this division, cf. J.F. Bonnefoy, Le Saint-Erprit, 184, note 3.
2TWIII3 and4.
rHugh of Saint Victor, Hom,. I in Eccl. (PL 175, 1 13): "Solet tarnen specalatio

ipsa spiritualis magta anim.um jucunditate reficere, dum post luctam. tentationum et
caliginem erroris subito insperata pace componit et insolita claritate perfiindit."
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from time to time in the act of contemplation: "Nothing is healthier than
for the thoughts to be focused lest they wander among evil things."r

These reflections explain the plan of The Triple Way. On the one
hand, we are completely free to move from one meditation point to another;
on the other hand, we are urged to focus on that point until we feel joy arise
in our soul. This little flame can become a fire. It must do so, as Saint
Bonaventure explains:

These considerations enlighten the understanding and feed the affections.
But such refreshment has another purpose. I have explained how these
considerations enlighten the mind so that, by passing beyond" you may
arrive at a point where you taste. For those who labor only in order to
know what they must say do not arrive ar interior devotion. They are like a

sounding brass, a tinkling cymbal.2

The Seraphic Doctor often criticized knowledge that does not turn
into love. Ffis reproaches would fall more severely on those who would seek
intellectual contemplation for its own sake. We must desire to go beyond:
"This is necessary."

Perfect or affective (infused) contemplation
The three exercises of Tlte Triple Way lead to "true wisdom."r The

first time Saint Bonaventure uses this expression, he is careful to define it.
Our union with God "is the goal [end] of all knowledge and of all activity.
This is the true wisdom in which knowledge comes through authentic
experience."

fu would sufEce to establish this last trait and as the editors were
well aware, the entire doctrine of the gift of wisdom is at stake in this
definition. What is described here is perfect contemplation, the proper
activity of the gift of wisdom. Using Saint Bonaventure himself, let us
comment on the three parts of his terse, yet precise definition.

tThe Six Days Del., v. 3, c. 5.
2The Six Days Del., c. 6, n. 1. Compare tle parallel passages in the

Quaracchi edition )O(I 21, where the expression "this is necessaqy'' is found.
lFor meditation: "AIl of our meditation must rest here" (TW I 18). For

prayer: "But our prayer must end here. It must not cease before this..." (bid. II 4);
cf. On the Perfection of Life Y, 5: "And let not your mind wander away from your
prayer, but rise again and again in the fervor of your piety until you enter into the
place of the wonderfrrl tabernacle, even to the house of God." For affective prayer:
"There is an order in these steps, there is no stopping before the last one...until we
arrive at a state of union, a kiss and an embrace" (TW III 7). For the following
description, ibid. I 18.
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1) The end of all knowledge.

True wisdom does away with all knowledge, that is, with all
knowledge properly so-called, since, immediately after Saint Bonaventure
states that it involves experiential knowledge: "In which knowledge comes
through authentic experience."

Even with this reservation or attenuation, most of the Seraphic
Doctor's commentators refuse to follow him to the point of radical denial of
all knowledge. Let us first establish the fact of this denial by formal
statements.

The Soul's Journey, a carefully thought out and well-crafted work, is
just as categorical as The Triple Way: "In this passing over, if it is to be
perfect, all intellectual activities must be left behind."r Thus Gilson is not
stretching Saint Bonaventure's thought when he poses the following
dilemma: "Either there is still knowledge, and it is not yet ecstasy, nor
therefore the vision of God himself; or there is already an experience of
God, but then there is no longer knowledge, and therefore the question of
vision, whether direct or indirect, no longer exists."2

In this passage from Tlte Soul's Journey, the Seraphic Doctor refers
to the master of mystical theology par excellence, Pseudo-Dionysius, and
cites the famous text to which our work also refers: "But, dear Timothy, in
order to become capable of mystical contemplations...leave behind the
senses, sensible exercises, and even intellectual activities, all that is not and
all that is ..."r We can imagine how many of these statements acquired
depth in the eyes of masters who had minutely described the technical
aspects of knowledge and its conditions. Far from watering them down, they
insistently copied them, repeated them in other forms and commented on
them. "In the soul," Bonaventure explains, "there are several cognitive
powers: the sensitive, the imaginative, the estimative, the intellective; and all
must be rejected, and at the summit there is union of love that transcends
them all.... The Apostle says that it comes about through love alone: "So
that, being rooted and grounded in love, you may be able to comprehend
with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height and depth, and
also to know the love of Christ that surpasses all knowledge... (Eph 3: 17-
t9)."

If it is paradoxical to affirm a kind of experiential knowledge
without knowledge, Saint Bonaventure could at least rely on the example of

1 Th e Soul's Jouruey YII 4.
2Gilson, Philonphy, 416.
rPseudo-Dionys ius, Mystical Th eohg I I ; cited in Th e Triple Way I 2.
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Saint Paul. He appeals to the same Letter to the Ephesians in order to avoid
the facile objection that if this wisdom surpasses all knowledge it cannot be
understood: "That is why the Aposde continues: 'Now, to him who is able
to accomplish all things in a measure far beyond what we ask or
conceive...."'l

This difficulty does not discourage the Seraphic Doctor, and he
tirelessly takes up the classic theme of learned ignorance. He assures us:

This blinding, in fact, is supreme illumination, because it occurs in t-he

loftiest part of the mind, beyond the range of investigation of the human
intellect. Here, the intellect is in darkness, for it is unable to seek, since the
matter transcends every power of search. There is there inaccessible
obscurity, which yet enlightens those minds that have rid themselves of idle
research. And that is what the Lord says, that he dwells in a cloud (lSam
8:12). And, in Psalm 17, that he has made darkness his hiding place.2

Again the same paradox: "The intellect does not understand, yet it
is supremely illuminated."r It is all as if the very abundance of light prevents
the mind from seeing. This is Saint Bonaventure's real explanation: "This
very darkness is the supreme illumination of our mind, just as when the eye
sees pure light, it seems to itself to see nothing."4

If we refer to the context and to parallel texts, the Seraphic Doctor
pushes the comparison to the limit. In ecstasy, the eyes of the soul are fixed
on the very light of God, but we are not sayrng that it sees it. We can see
and not see, either because of some defect or because of too much light.
This distinction is not ours" We have not observed it in Saint Bonaventure
because we have translated intaeri by "to see," whereas ettrmologically this
verb means "to gaze at" or "to look attentively." The latter meaning is the
only one that fits with the context of Chapter Y of Tlte Soul's Journey. In fact
it is demanded by it.

In this whole chapter God himself is presented as the object of
"speculation," God considered as Being par excellence. IIow strange the
blindness of our mind! exclaims Saint Bonaventure. Accustomed as we are to
the darkness of beings and to the images of sense objects, when we gaze
upon the very light of the supreme Being, we seem to see nothing: "Strange,

tTlte Six Days II 29-30. We have completed the first part of the citation
from Ephesians 1:17 -20, as required by the context. The Delorme reportatio entides
us to do dis: Princ., col.2, nr,.29-30.

2The Six Days)O(, 11.
rlbid. III n. 32,
aTh e Soul's Journey Y, 4.
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then, is the blindness of the intellect...accustomed to the darkness of beings
and the images of the things of sense, when it glimpses the light of the
supreme Being, seems to see nothing."r

If our interpretation does not reassure all our readers, here is a text
in which the verb intueri does not occur and where the distinction between
"to gaze upon" and ttto see" is asserted:

I concede that our eyes can look at God in such a way that they look at
nothing else. Nevertheless, they will not look at or see r}re brightness of
that light; rather they will be lifted up into darkness, and they will be lifted
up to this knowledge by the elimination of all things, as Dionysius says in
his Mystical Tl:eologt, where he calls this knowledge learned ignorance. For
in this, love is wondrously enkindled, as is obvious to those who are used to
being lifted up now and then to heavenly ecstasies.2

Every part of this statement should be emphasized. Again it is the
theme of "inaccessible obscurity that yet enlightens those minds that have
rid themselves of idle research." Such renunciation is demanding. We must
look only at God and eliminate everything else, including even the noblest
works of God. The Seraphic Doctor gives us to understand this by placing
no restrictions on what is excluded: "In such a way that they look at nothing
else... through the elimination of all things." He says this expressly by
opposing knowledge of God in his wor[s to knowledge of God in himselfi

God is known in himself, and this in a twofold manner: either clearly, and
this only by the Son and by the saints, or in darkness, as blessed Dionysius
says in his Mystical Theolog. Moses saw in this way and so also, in a sublime
manner, do contemplatives, whose seeing contains no image of a creature.
And then in truth they feel more than they know.l

The Seraphic Doctor's usual reference to the Mystical Tlteolog, the
fact that he speaks of this knowledge as being "in darkness" and describes it
in a way that agrees with the previous text-all of this indicates that this
passage deals with perfect contemplation. On the other hand, the fact that
he likens it to the beatific vision as knowledge of God in himselfl and

tlbid. Cf. The Six DaysDel.,v.4, c. l, n. 1: "When understanding does not
suffice, the created intellect is in darkness because it cannot investigate."

2II Sent., d,. 23 , a. 2, q. 3 , ad 6.
3III Sent., d. 35, q. l, ad 5.
aThe basic identity between perfect contemplation and the beatific vision is

stated in other passages; cf. Breu. part 5, ch. 6: "Wisdom [is] that ecstatical
knowledge which begins in this life [and reaches] fulfillment in eternal glory"; III
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contrasts it with indirect knowledge of God ("in his works"), shows that he
admits of no intermediary, no "medium of knowledge" in ecstasy.' It would
be a face-to-face vision of God, were the eyes of our mind capable of seeing
God in this life-a privilege that may have been granted to Saint Paul per
modum actus.z It is only gazing upon God, a direct but powerless gaze.
When all is said and done, it is darkness: "It is called darkness because the
intellect does not understand."r

Whether the exercise of the power is prevented by lack or excess of
light, the result is the same: absence of seeing and inactivity of the mind.
"Only the affective power keeps vigil and imposes silence upon all the other
powers.... [Such love] puts to sleep and quiets all the powers; it imposes
silence."a The fact that he constantly places the silencing of the senses and
the mind on the same level proves that Saint Bonaventure considers the
latter as absolute as the former. Among the cognitive powers there is no
difference when it is a question of ecstasy. All must be left behind. Only on
this condition can we arrive at the union of love.s

It is important to note that the mind's vision ends abruptly as soon
as it reaches its maximum intensity and this because of the excess of light.

Sent., d.24, d:ub.4: "Augustine says this with regard to the experiential knowledge of
God that we have either in heaven or in this life. In heaven it is perfect, but in tlis
life it is imperfect."

tcf. I Sent., d. 2, dub. 1: "If the mind is to contemplate God perfecdy, it
must be purified.... The intellect is purified when it is drawn away from sensible
species, more purified when it is cleansed of phantasms, and most purified when
cleansed of philosophical reasoning."

2For the case of Saint PauI, cf. II Sent., d. 32, a. 2, q. 3: "But if any
authorities be found who say that in this life God can be seen or perceived by human
beings, they are not to be understood as saying that he can be seen in his essence, but
that he can be known by some internal effect...unless perhaps by those who are
snatched up (as we believe Paul was) and who by special privilege exceed the state of
wayfarers. But here they are in no way active, only passive."

lTlte Six Days II 32; cf . The Six Days Del., vis. 4, col. 1, n. 1 I : "That ray is
said to blind, not illuminate, but that blinding of tlre created mind is supreme
illumination by the very light itself. When investigation does not suffice, the created
intellect becomes dark because it cannot investigate; for it transcends every power of
tlre intellect." The Delorme reportatio contains an equally unequivocal text: "That
love puts to sleep because it appeases all the powers of the soul and imposes silence
upon them."

aTbe Sir DaysII29-30.
5"For in the soul there are several apprehensive powers: the sensitive, the

imaginative, the estimative, the intellective; and all must be rejected, and at the
summit, tlere is union of love which transcends them all." The Six Days II29-30. Cf .
The Soal's JourneyWI 4.
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Thus in The Soul's Journey the soul, led from stage to stage, finally arrives at
the sixth where perfect illumination is found. It is at this moment that Saint
Bonaventure would have it rest from its work and enter into rest.r This
condition explains the terms "darkness" or "blindness," which the Seraphic
Doctor likes to use. A person is not said to be blinded or dazzled unless
prevented by the excess of light from using the power of sight.2

Renunciation of the lower cognitive powers normally precedes the
silencing of the mind. It takes place either by deliberate abdication (which
we shall describe in the next section) or by the spontaneous withdrawal of
the soul's powers converging toward its higher powers in full activity.r The
contemplative has gone successively beyond senses, imagination and
sensibility. Having reached this point, what remains to be done? He must go
beyond himself. This is the bold reply of the mystics, who are careful
however not to attribute this passage to personal activity or skill: "ft now
remains for our mind, by contemplating these things, to transcend and pass
over not only this sense world but even itself."a

This notion of "passing over" or excessu.s is of major importance,
judging by the many names for perfect contemplation it inspires. We
mention at least some of them, since often they help us recognize whether
or not a given text is speaking of perfect contemplation: ruentalis etccessuts,

sapennentales excessus, excess?ts clnten platinnis, amor extaticlts, anagogici erccesyts,

nltitia excessiaa, s0p0r atm etccessu, uctaticus excessw clntemplatilns, ascensus in
caligine, sursanzactil, anngogica anil, transitas.s The variants on these are
countless. All presuppose the rejection of knowledge, all knowledge. fu
Saint Bonaventure says in this work, it is "the end of all knowledge."

l"In this consideration is the perfection of the mind's illumination...nor
does anlthing more remain except the day of rest on which tlrrough mystical ecstasy
the mind's discernment comes to rest from all the work which it has done" Tlte Soul's

JourueyYl7. The same idea is developed in VII 1.
2Gilson, Phihnphy 417, feels that these expressions "should be taken

literally, for they express above all the negation of knowledge and seeing, and thus
the total blindness into which the soul is plunged."

lTbe Six Days II 31: "Then, in this union, the power of the soul is
recollected, and it becomes more unified, and enters in its inrimate self, and
consequendy it rises up to its summit."

aThe Soul's JoaruelYll l.
sExtaticus and excessiuus are considered slmon),mous: The Six DaysDel.,v.4,

c. 1, nn. 1l-16. It goes without saying that this also extends to the substantles extasis
and excessus. The latter is used in The Triple Way II 4: "Such exaltation and rejoicing
is marvelous and it will lead the soul into ecstasy." Compare this with I 9: "A spiritual
joy rises that, once acquired, prompts the spirit to rise."
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We have not lacked authentic commentaries on this phrase: all
intellectual operations must be left behind, as well as all the cognitive
powers, and we must focus on the divine light to the exclusion of all other
objects, allowing ourselves to be blinded by it. We have not amassed these
texts just for the pleasure of making such a great Doctor contradict himself
by reserving for another paragraph the passage where he says that ecstasy
includes a certain knowledge. That would be too easy. There is no need to
amass many texts. The phrase that we are explaining, from Tbe Triple Way,
contains the contradiction, if there is a contradiction: "The end of all
knowledge,... This is the true wisdom in which knowledge comes through
authentic experience."

To resolve this contradiction, most modern commentators have
chosen to water down the first statement and commentaries on it. To the
best of our knowledge, Gilson alone has kept it whole and entire.l We do
not think it possible, as good exegetes, to do otherwise. If Saint Bonaventure
so often juxtaposed the two statements, it is because he thought they were
compatible. They will seem so to us as soon as we understand the second.

2) True wisdom, in which knowledge comes through authenric
experience.

In calling contemplation "true wisdom" Saint Bonaventure did not
mean to oppose it to the false wisdom of the world, but to distinguish
several meanings of the word "wisdom," and above all draw attention to the
en..rnology of the Latin word sapientia.

Wisdom, in the strict sense, is the most eminent of the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. The words of Sirach, "It fulfills its name," are to be understood
as referring to it. Derived from the word sapere ("to savor"), it is a kind of
knowledge that involves tasting. "Wisdom (sapientia), because of its savor
(sapore) is called savory knowledge."2

rGilson, Philosophy, 416-42t. AIso, Etienne Gilson, "La conclusion de la
Dir.ine Com6die et la mystique franciscaine," Reuue d'Hixoire Franciscaine, l(1924):
55-64. This article is especially interesting because it shows how Dante adopts this
point of view and that he most likely depends on Saint Bonaventure.

2III Sent., d. 35, q. 1, f. l. Because it is so important and in order to avoid
partial references, \tre are giving here the "body'' of this question: "Fourthly, it is
more properly called wisdom and thus refers to experiential knowledge. In this way it
is one of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, and its activity consists in tasting the
divine sweetness. "Delight consists in spiritual tasting, for which there is necessarily
required an act of love in order to be joined [to the object] and an act of knowledge
in order to grasp it, as the Philosopher says, 'Delight is the coming together of two
tlings that agree, with sensation of the same.' Hence the activity of the gift of
wisdom is pardy cognitive and pardy affective; it begins in knowledge and is
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Whatever the appropriateness of this scriptural citation and the
merits of the etymology of the Latin name in this discussion of mystical
theology, we must admit that Saint Bonaventure was able to make a most
hrppy connection between what were regarded as the scriptural data and
those of the mystical tradition and his own experience.

Thus the gift of wisdom is a kind of tasting: "Its activity consists in
savoring the divine sweetness." From this essential fact he goes on to derive
a series of consequences that confirm the statements of the Masters. Since
tasting necessarily requires an act ofunion and an act ofknowledge in order
to grasp the object tasted, it follows that the activity of the gift of wisdom is
pardy cognitive and partly affective. It begins with knowledge but ends in
love. That is why the principal activity of the gift of wisdom depends
primarily on the affective power.

The Seraphic Doctor insists very much on the two activities of the
gift of wisdom, on their order and their subordination. They cannot both be
principal activities, but nothing prevents one from being first and the other
principal (second in the order of execution), one from being preparatory, tlre
other complementary, since that is what happens in the act of faith.t Let us
study them separately.

The preparatory activity of the gift of wisdom on the intellect is
distinct from that of the gift of understanding. In the latter case, it is

afErmative theology; in the first, it is the negative theology recommended
by Pseudo-Dionysius in his Mystical Tlteolog. This method is a literal
rendering of arnens, since it requires renunciation of all the cognitive powers.
After imposing silence upon them, the gift of wisdom must keep them in

consummated in love, depending on whether the tasting itself is an experience of
something good or knowledge of something sweet. Ifence the principal activity of
wisdom in the strictest sense is affective. That is why Sirach says that'wisdom firlfills
its name' and Gregory says that its activity is to refresh. Dionysius says that such
wisdom is beyond the mind (amens), because we are more influenced with respect to
God by previous knowledge through denial and negation, rather than through
affirmation, as he teaches inhis Mystical Theolog. And for the same reason Bernard
says that love advances in wisdom. Hence it is impossible to have an excess of
wisdom."

r"Regarding the final objection, that one habit cannot result from those two
activities, since in them the powers must be said to differ: while it is true that they
cannot be activities of the same habit in such a way that both would be principal,
nothing prevents them from being two in such a way that one is first and the other
principal. One disposes, the other completes, as previously in the habit of faith"
(Ibid., ad. 5). This paragraph is the response to fund. 5, which Saint Bonaventure
treats as an objection. The first argxment of this fund. 5 denies the cognitive activity
of the gift of wisdom; the second, the duality of these activities.
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that state; the least activity on their part would be enough to frighten the
Spouse.l Again in this capacity, the first activity of the gift of wisdom works
to bring about its principal activity. fu a mode of being of a cognitive power,
this first activity of the gift of wisdom belongs to the cognitive order. But if,
on the contrary, we focus on its result-suspension of knowledge, temporary
privation of cognitive activity-it is really anti-cognitive: "Such wisdom is
beyond the mind."2

The second activity of the gift of wisdom is affective, It is also the
principal activity, the only one that confirms the words of Sirach: "Wisdom
fulfills its name" (6:23). It consists in tasting the divine sweetness. But here
the problem renlrns: every act of tasting involves knowledge. The objection
disappears if we admit that the second knowledge is of another order, that it
is not a form of knowledge properly so-called. This seems to have been
S aint Bonaventure's opinion.

Knowledge properly so-called requires representation. But there is
nothing like that in ecstatic knowledge. The mind is flooded with light but
does not perceive it and can see nothing else: "In understandinB, the
knowing subject grasps the thing known, but in ecstasy, the thing known
grasps the knowing subject."r For Saint Bonaventure, this absence of
representation explains why a person who has experienced ecstasy cannot
give an exact description of it. No one who has not personally experienced it
knows what takes place between the soul and God.a Thus by calling this

rOn the silence imposed by the affective power on the cognitive powers, cf.
above. On the disadvantages of an act of knowledge, cf . The Six Days Del., c. 2, n.22:
"In the experience of tl-ris wisdom, the bridegroom must take great care lest the lover
depend too much on his own knowledge or desire for it, for immediately the
bridegroom would vanish and flee from sight. Therefore the bridegroom warns the
lover, Tut^n auay ylur eles from m.e, for they haue m.ade m,e Jlee awal (Cant 6:4)."

2See note 143, above; cf. ad. 5: "In a certain manner it accompanies its
principal activiry." This preparatory cognitive activity will be srudied in-the next
section.

t Disputed Quexions on the Knmsledge of Chrix, Q VII, Conclusion, cf. fly' 40-
43) Cf. the entire question and q. 6 ad 15: "The soul is not satisfied by any good that
it grasps and understands, for no such good is supreme; but by a good so great that it
will grasp and apprehend it through contemplation and love lthrorgh gazing at it and
not tlrrough seeing it; the vision, like the love, will be immediate] and by which it will
be grasped through transcendence and ecstasy." Bonaventure, Disputed Questions on

the l{nowledge of Christ. Translation, Introduction and Notes by Zachary Hayes. (St.
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute, 1992), 186-194.

4"Since nothing can be expressed unless it is conceived, or conceived unless
it is understood, and [here] the intelligence does not speak, it follows that hardly
anlthing can be spoken or explained" (The Six Days ll 30). "This, however, is
mystical and most secret, which no one knows except him who receives it" (The Soul's
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knowledge experiential, Saint Bonaventure does not assign it a place in the
order of knowledge properly so-called, but situates it outside. What else can
it be called, since it is indescribable, being neither simple knowledge nor the
beatific vision, but rather a grasping of God by the affective power in the
night of the soul.l Those favored with this grace "no longer even know
where they are: they intimately embrace something, but cannot tell what it
is, and yet they desire to hold it with all their might and will. The spirit
strives, but in a delightful way, to retain this good in which it has found the
satisfaction of all desire."2

It is noteworthy that Saint Bonaventure almost always includes this
kind of experiential knowledge in the act of tasting. In the material order, it
is inseparable from it and no description can replace it. It is the same in the
spiritual order.r Unable to give a psychological explanation of this fact of
experience, in which an affective power grasps its object while all the
cognitive powers are silent, he is content to say: "There, knowledge does not
enter, but love.... Where knowledge fails, love advances; for love, as Bernard
says, extends much further than sight."a

Jountey \aII 4), citing Apoc 2:17. "Experience alone can tell the wonder of this
obscure, delightful light" (Breuiloquium,part V, ch.6, n.7). "Here is an operation
that transcends every intellect: a most secret action, which no one knows unless he
experiences it" (The Six DaysII29).

rlt is, in his view, the most concise and sure description of the gift of
wisdom: "Fourthly, it is more properly called wisdom and thus refers to experiential
knowledge" (II1 Sent., d. 35, q. 1). Likewise h The Triple Way. He also calls ecstasy
an experience: cf. The Six DaysDel., col. 2, n. 30, 32.

2 Soliloquy lI 73 .

3"In the love of God, knowledge is joined to tasting. For the best way of
knowing God is through the experience of sweetness; it is much more excellent,
noble and delightful than through arg'ument and investigation" (III Sent., d.35, q. 1,

ad 5).
aTh e Six Days II 32; - \ Sent., d. 23, a.2, q. 3, ad 4. The text attributed to

Saint Bernard is actually from William of Saint Thierry, De natura et dignitate amoris,
c. 8, n. 11. As Leopold Malevez writes that for him "love has finally come to be
conceived as a faculty of perception." "La doctrine de I'Image et de la Connaissance
mystique chez Guillaume de Saint-Thierry," Recherches de Science Religieuse 22(1932):
26. We find formulae and a similar idea in tle anonyrnous author of The Cloud of
(Jnknowing: "Our soul, because of [God's] reforming grace, is wholly enabled to
comprehend by love the whole of him who is incomprehensible to every created
knowing power, that is, to the souls of angels and of men....It is love alone that can
reach God in this life, not knowledge." Cf. Anonym ors, The Cloud of l{nowing. Edited
with introduction byJames Walsh; preface by Simon Tugwell. (New York, Ramsey,
Toronto: Paulist Press, 1981), 123-4. Cf. Gilson, Philosophy, 102-103.
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It seems that this contact of the soul with God, to the extent that it
is an experience, must bring knowledge that is new and inseparable from the
memory of the experience itself. Saint Bonaventure does not deny that this

T9-ory is permanent. Like a traveler suddenly dazzled by too-bright a
light, the mystic remembers being blinded by the excess of spiritudlight
and is able to distinguish this blinding from the inability to think or reflect
that is the result of intellectual fatigue.t Moreover, the affective will could
not embrace God or cling to him without in some way recognizing him.2
But the word "know" and all terms referring to the order of knowledge
cannot properly describe this immediate act of being grasped by God. Thus
Saint Bonaventure says of mystics that they feel more than they know. The
language of things, in this case the symbolism of the r"rrr" of taste, seems
better for expressing these mysterious realities than our language, and that is
why he insists so much on the etrr.mology of the word sapieitia.Brtt since it is
useful to speak of it, he uses these improper terms.3 He admits that the
mystic, like Saint Paul, hears words that are not allowed to be repeated, that
cannot be repeated "because they are only in the heart.,,a If it remains true
that powers are distinguished by their activities, we must acknowledge that
these words heard by the will have nothing in common with the .or."pt of
our minds. Nevertheless, these premonitions of the will are so certain that
error is almost impossible in the use of the gift of wisdom. Still more, this

Vh.e Soul's Jouruey Y,4: "Thus when [our mind] glimpses t]re light of the
supreme Being, it seems .to itself to see- nothing. It does not rlalize thaithis very
darkness is the supr_eme illumination of our mind, just as when the eye sees pure
light, it seems ro itself to see nothing."

2"In this wisdom it is evident to the soul in what manner God is one, wise
and eternal, as the Philosopher says (Phihsophia PrimaY); not, however, only as the
Philosopher was able to know,or as you know, but in a much higher way. iior the
knowledge of God is wonderful and no one can attain it. This*is the vrisdom of
Christians,. especially contemplatives; it enlightens in one eye, namely, the heart
which God wounds, and in one hair, that is, in the removal of ,ll thirgr" (The Six
DaysDel., princ., col. 2, n.3l). The allusions are ro Ps 138:6: ,,Your kn-owledge has
become wonderfi:l to me and I cannot reach it" and Cant 4:9: ',You harre woinded
my.hggt,{I 

1is-t9r, my spouse...with one of your eyes and with one hair of your
neck." For the following citation, TfI Sent., d. 35, q. l, ;d 5.

3 Soliloquy lI 15 .
4"Then a man becomes a stranger to his senses: he is in ecstasy and hears

secret words that no one m.ay repeat (2 Cor l2:4), because they are only in tfie heart',
(The Six DaysII 30). The Delorme reportatio contains these sime sratemenrs. It adds:
"Therefore no one may speak then of those things that are experience d (2 Cor l2z4)
because $eycannot." For what follows, III Sent., d.35, q. l, ,d 5. Saint Bonaventure
admits the objector's principle (fund. 5): "By reason of those acrivities, which are
knowing and loving, the powers of the soui are diversified so that they are never
activities of the same power."
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experiential knowledge of God's sweetness sometimes leads to an increase of
speculative knowledge, because God is accustomed to reveal his secrets to
his closest friends. But these revelations are external to ecstasy as such. They
belong, not to the gift of wisdom, but to the gift of understanding.l It would
be rash or presumptuous to desire them, since they are a privilege, whereas
every just soul can and should aspire to the mystical graces of
contemplation.2

The sense of taste does more than recognize foods. Its savors them
and finds in this activity a delight that is proper to it. So it is with wisdom.
We have just seen in what sense it is knowledge. We must not forget that it
is savory. To describe it, the mystics also call upon metaphors of tasting.
Wisdom is a banquet "where there is the sound of one feasting in a voice of
exultation." It is holy inebriation: 'Joy inebriates you." It is "the sweetness
of love."r

Finally, the sense of taste-unlike the senses of sight, hearing and
smell-is activated only by adherence to its object. In this, too, it represents
true wisdom, which is direct union with God: "The strength of that union
unites us directly to God above all things."a

IIII Sent., d. 34, p. l, a. 2, q. 2, ad 2: "To the objection that the habit
referring to knowledge precedes the habit that refers to love, it must be said that this
is true of purely affective habits, which require a different regulating principle, as is
evident in the case of piety and fortitude. But this is not tl're case with the habit of
wisdom because it has within it the knowledge based on experience tlat directs and
draws to itself, because there is seldom ifever an error regarding the use ofthis gift.
A certain gloss says that the gift of wisdom must direct the gift of understanding. It
says this because experiential knowledge of divine sweetness increases speculative
knowledge of divine truth: the secrets of God are usually revealed to his servants and
friends."

2On the exceptional nature of these revelations, cf.II Sent., d. 23, a.. 2, q. 3

ad 6: "l think that this way of knowing God [through perfect contemplation] is to be
sought for any just person who is in that way. If God should do anything in addition
to this, the privilege is special and exceptional."

Sometimes Saint Bonaventure uses the term "revelation" to refer to God's
communication to the affective will during ecstasy. The context will enable us to
recognize this broader usage. For example, The Six DaysDel., princ., col.2, n. 30:
"FIe hears words that no one may repeat, so much is he in love; nor can he explain
what is revealed, because then only the affective power is active."

3TW II 4; III 8; III 6.
aThe Six Days Del., princ., col. 2, n. 30; cf. ibid. : "The soul has many

apprehensive powers, and above all of these it has union. But the love of union
transcends all understanding and knowledge." Other texts in Bonnefoy, Le Saint-
Espirit, 192, note 4.
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Only one sense can rival taste from the standpoint of cor.tact with
its object, and that is the sense of touch. First, because it is more extensive
and acts through all parts of the body. Then because, in order to know, it
must follow closely the forms and shape of its object. Its sl..mbolism, less rich
than that of taste, highlights more the soul's adherence to Christ or union
with him: "That union may cement you...until we arrive at a state of union,
a kiss and an embrace."r

Each of these metaphors has its series of biblical texts anl figures,
mostly borrowed from the Canticle of Canticles, since no other sacred book
celebrates love so wel1.2

3) The end of all activity.

The two activities of the gift of wisdom have led us to distinguish
two stages in contemplation. The one, preparatory, consistr; in the
methodical renunciation of all knowledge; the other, which crowns the
soul's efforts, is the summit of contemplation, the enjoyment of God. This
same distinction is required if we wish to know the extent to whicJr the will
and grace are active in these two stages of contemplation.

In the first stage, personal effort plays a larger part: "In this exercise
effort helps us to say 'This is not God., nor this etc."'3 The will's activirry is itself
lessened.

In the second stage, all intellectual activity has ceased. Speculative
contemplation suspends mental discourse, but not mental activity as such.
But here the intelligence is silenced and does not speak.a Like the bride in
the Canticle, the soul in ecstasy can say: "I sleep, but my heart keeps vigil."
Indeed, only the affective power keeps vigil. So free is this state from effort
that Saint Bonaventure prefers to say that the will is active: "Only the
affective power is active."5

'TWIII 6 and7.
2"Therefore, when speaking about these things in the Canticle, he speaks

after the manner of love and song, because those brilliant flashes are accompanied by
love and a certain joy'' (The Six DaysDel., vis. 4, col. l, * l2).

3Tlte Six Days Del., princ., col. 2, n. 33. The role of personal activity is
often mentioned; cf. ibid., n. 20: "IJnion takes place tlrough grace, although effort
will help in this." Tlte Soal\ JoumeyYII5: "Nature can do nothing, and effort can do
but litde." It seems to us that t-he word industria means, as in classical Latin, "effort"
or "application." In a sermon on Saint Dominic (IX, 564b), Saint Bonaventure
distinguishes between spontaneous effort and the skill t-hat comes from practice. He
says that the illuminative way presupposes equal measures of grace, effort and
practice.

4The Six Daysll30.

'Ibid., Del.
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Can entry into this mystical sleep be attributed to personal activity
in such a way that the soul can produce it at will? The Seraphic Doctor
answers categorically:

O soul, great is the object of your desire, priceless the gift for which you
sigh. Mere human effort cannot obtain it, nor can human merit earn it. The
humble prayer of a well-disposed soul may suffice to bring it down from
God, but only out of his divine and condescending kindness.l

God sometimes allows contemplatives to experience the utter
gratuitousness of this favor by granting it unexpectedly or by acting first
with a certain impetuosity: "This ascent comes about through the power and
strongest motion of the Holy Spirit." This sudden shaking is followed by the
enkindling of the affective power; then the soul is at rest. Thus the prophet
Elijah, awaiting the visit of the Lord, first heard a great and strong wind
overthrowing the mountains and breaking the rocks in pieces. This was

followed by an earthquake. Then he saw a fire, and finally he heard a soft
and gentle murrnur. The Lord was in this gende breeze.2

True wisdom cannot be gained by storm. This explains Saint
Bonaventure's tactics: all he is tryrng to do, it seems, is to arouse in the soul
strong desires and make it pray.

Scholars have often pointed out the important role of desire in
Bonaventurian mysticism; it is the way and the door to wisdom. fu for
prayer, it is "the mother and source of the ascent."3 We could amass texts on

tsolihquy II 14. Perfect contemplation is called divine or heavenly
consolation, but if we are to judge the name by tlre description, and not vice versa'
we will interpret this passage as referring to infused contemplation.

zThe Six Days II )2; The Six Days Del., ibid and n. 14. The text of the two
reportationes is very similar. The first adds: "It is not for us to have tlis fire within our
power." The second reads: "This fire of wisdom is not within our power but comes
from the gift of God." See again Del., ibid., n. 30: "We do not arrive at this
experience except through the greatest love; neither knowledge or understanding
,.iirres "t 

this bt itself, but through the greatest condescension from above.." And
tlris comes about unexpectedly." vis. 4, col. l, n. 12 "They are triply burned by the
sun and its brightness.... 

,Ihit 
produces dre greatest enkindling and this is the rule of

contemplation."
r"For the way and the door to wisdom is a srong desire and the deepest

yearning on the part of the soul" (The Six DaysDel., princ., col' 2,n 2). This entire
paragraph, which is devoted to desire, stresses its practical demands. "For no one is
in any way disposed for divine contemplation that leads to mystical ecstasy unless like
Daniel he is a man of desires" (The Soul's Joumey prol.,3). "But we cannot rise above
ourselves unless a higher power lifts us up. No matter how much our interior
progress is ordered, nothing will come of it unless accompanied by divine aid....
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this subject. They all show indirectly the infused nature of contemplation.
What we cannot obtain by our efforts, we must be content to desire and ask
for. If we reread the third meditation on the illuminative way in The Triple
Way, we will understand why this increasingly difficult practice of negative
theology leads, in each of its three points, to the one who is "totally
desirable."r

If we consider that the preparation is not strictly speaking part of
contemplation, we can say that true wisdom is the suspension of all activity,
"the end of all activity."

It will naturally be referred to by names that express rest. The sixth
and last step of the love of God, says Saint Bonaventure, is "true and fulI
tranquility." This should be understood, not as the peace that comes from a

clear conscience (which is obviously presupposed), but as perfect
contemplation, the normal crowning of the spiritual life, and which, as a

general rule, we do not go beyond. Indeed, he adds: "In such a mind there is
peace, the final goal, and rest."2

The Seraphic Doctor is referring again to perfect contemplation
when he speaks to us, in the same work, of repose in the shadow of Christ,
"where there is standing and resting."l

This study of "true wisdom" ends in terminology. But this is no
reason for regret, as long as it enables or facilitates our direct reading and
faithful interpretation of the mystical worts of Saint Bonaventure.

Some authors, even though well-informed, have a tendenry to
downplay the mystical value of these older texts. We have insisted enough
on the varied meaning of the word "contemplation" so that no one can

accuse us of wanting to find infused contemplation everywhere this word is

used. On the contrary, we believe-and think we have proven-that writers
often speak of it in equivalent terms. Not all the old Masters felt it was

necessary constantly to use the mysterious language of Pseudo-Dionysius,

Prayer, then, is the mot-her and source of the ascent. Dionysius, therefore, in his
bookMystical Theologt, wishing to instruct us in mystical ecstasy, places a prayer at
the outset" (Ibid. I l).

tTWI17.

'?Ibid. II l1; cf. the summary of this same chapter, 12: "fiheywill arrive at
the perfection of tranquility where there is a multitude of peace and, as it were, the
goal of rest which the Lord left with the aposdes."

rlbid. III 2. Compare this with the sixth step of the love of God: "[S]uch
peace and rest that the soul is, in some way, in silence and in sleep as if in Noah's ark
where nothing can disturb it" (Ibid., II I 1). The idea of rest is emphasized even more
when Saint Bonaventure compares true wisdom to the death or burial of Christ. Cf.
The Soul'sJoameyYll2 xtd 6;The Six DayslI34.
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not even those who cite him frequently. The Seraphic Doctor, in parricular,
seems to base his terminology on the status of his interlocutors. In The
Triple Way, he calls it "true wisdom." Before an audience of theologians, he
calls it "mystical theology." To the Abbess of Longchamp he speaks at times
of "prayer" whose desirable end and crowning is contemplation. In the
Soliloquy, intended for the simple, his name is still more modest: it is "divine
consolation."r

These different names, proper or metaphorical, bring out its
exceptional richness. Three of the names deserve our attention: the repose
of peace, the splendor of truth, dre sweetness of love. The chapter on prayer
gives them a prominent place. It is certain that they refer to true wisdom,
since Saint Bonaventure assures us that this exercise, like the other two,
leads to it. It is no less certain that each of these names emphasizes one of
the three aspects of true wisdom, as we have described them according to
The Triple Way.

"The repose of peace" corresponds to "the end of all activity," "the
splendor of truth" to "the end of all knowledge," and "the sweetness of love"
to "true wisdom."2

Thus the three ways, whose respective ends or goals are peace, truth
and love, lead ultimately to infused contemplation. That is why Saint
Bonavenfure, commenting on the Gospel according to Saint Luke, was able
to describe them briefly as the convergence of the three ways: "All mystical
theology...consists in ecstatic love, according to the three hierarchical
powers: purgative, illuminative and perfective. "r

rThe texts of The Triple Way xe known. For the next three names, cf. In
Lac.c. 13,n.46.OnthePerfectionof LifeY,5.Soliloquy II l3-l4,citedabove.The
context does not permit us to question this identification. The language of Guigo the
Carthusian, in his Lailder of Monks, is even less pretentious. The true wisdom of
which he speaks is our infused contemplation. It is, he says, "that sweet-tasting
knowledge that rejoices and refreshes the soul in which it dwells with a sweetness
beyond telling. ... The Lord apportions it to whom he pleases and when he pleases. ...
The soul.. .cannot aftain by itself to that sweetness of knowing and feeling for which
it longs...." If Guigo had wished to speak only of affective prayer would he have
written: "But why do we give this public utterance to what should be said in secret?
Why do we try to express in everyday language affections that no language can
describe? Those who have not known such tlings do not understand them, for they
could learn more clearly of them only from the book of experience...." Good
methodology demands thit we interpret ierms by their definition,^not vice versa.

2We have not forgotten that the intellect ceases to see, not because of some
defect, but because it is blinded by the excess oflight.

3In Lw., c. 13, n. 46.
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The two descriptions, that of The Triple Way and that of the
Commentary on Luke, agree in recognizing three essential aspects or elements
in infused contemplation: the silence of the intellect, the passivity of the will,
the tasting of God. This last element implies in turn immediate contact,
delight, and a certain knowledge that is inseparable from pleasure. This
agreement shows the perfect consistenry and unchanging nature of
Bonaventurian mysticism. It would justi$r, if needed, the importance given
in this study to the description of true wisdom inThe Triple Way, and to its
threefold dir.ision. Finally, it enables us to give a description that
corresponds to the thought of Saint Bonaventure and is inspired by his own
expressions. Infused or perfect contemplation is an experiential knowledge
of the divine sweetness, acquired passively, in the silence of all our cognitive
powers, through the soul's immediate union with God.

These observations take on new meaning if we recall that peace,
truth and love are also the constituent elements of perfection.r Infused
contemplation and perfection have the same nature; they are identical.

This identity explains and justifies the Bonaventurian thesis of the
general call to contemplation. All Christians can and must desire it, strive ro
become worthy of it, because all must be perfect as the heavenly Father is
perfect. We have established the existence of this doctrine; now we shall
show its basis.

Summary: Contrasts and Terminology
Modern theologians tend to distinguish rwo kinds of

contemplation: one is called acquired, the other infused. For some, the only
difference between the two is their origin. Readers who have followed us
carefully can see all that separates this latter concept from the doctrine of
Saint Bonaventure.

With Saint Augustine and Saint Bernard, he prefers to distinguish
the two kinds of contemplation by their inner nature. One is light, the other
warmth. The first affects the intellect, the second the will.

This opposition is found in the allegory of the seasons in the
Collations on tbe Six Days. Saint Bonaventure, we recall, distinguishes souls
that are not lifted up to contemplation, souls that attain a "mediocre" level
of contemplation, and souls that experience the ecstatic raptures of perfect
contemplation.

rCf. above, Chapter I Section I.
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The first are, as it were, in winter. Indeed the cold weather of this
season is a good representation of the state of a soul barely touched by grace

in meditation.

Souls that enjoy perfect contemplation are, as it were, in summer
and taste the fruits of autumn. Summer, with its d,azzling light and great
heat represents perfectly the blinding of the cognitive powers caused by the
excess of light and the fervor it produces in the soul, whereas the sweetness

of the fruits of autumn symbolizes the sweetness the soul tastes, 'the
delightful enjoyment of God.

More complete and precise is the antithetical description of the two
kinds of contemplation in the final chapter of The Soal's Journey:

Since, therefore, in this regard nature can do nothing and effort can do but
litde, litde importance should be given to inquiry, but much to unction;
litde importance should be given to the tongue, but much to inner joy;
litde importance should be given to words and to writing, but all to the gift
of God, that is, the Holy Spirit; litde or no importance should be given to
creation, but all to the creative essence, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

But if you wish to know how these things come about, ask grace not
instruction, desire not understanding, the groaning of prayer not diligent
reading, the Spouse not the teacher, God not man, darkness not clarity, not
light but the fire that totally inflames and carries us into God by ecstatic

unctions and burning affection.l

That which the Master rejects in these two texts-personal activity,
inquiry, words, speech, boots, creatures, knowledge, understanding, diligent
study, the teacher, the light-not only are all these things not bad in
themselves, but they are the ingredients of imperfect contemplation or
speculation. They are the things we find in the first six chapters of Tbe Soal's

jlarney, in the Collations on the Six Days.

The contrast most emphasized in this text is the one of origin.
IJnless we use the words "active" and "infused," it is hard to state more
clearly what these words express. This statement is not isolated in the
Bonaventurian corpus. Among all the texts already used, let us choose two
that bring out the contrast most vividly.

In intellectual or speculative contemplation, "the contemplative
must remain fixed and stationary, not wavering...not lazy or sleepy, but
vigorous and tireless." Sapiential or perfect contemplation is like sleep:

tThe Soal'sJourneyYIl5 and 6.
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"Only the affective power is active.... This fire of wisdom is notwithin our
power but comes from the gift of God."l

Thus without appealing to any text, and without falsi$ring the
Seraphic Doctor's thought, we could have distinguished the two kinds of
contemplation by the names "active" and "infused." We have avoided taking
sides. First, because, despite the goodwill of all, these names conceal realities
that at times are very different. Second, because these adjectives do not
essentially describe them.

Perhaps someone will object that this last criticism applies to the
names "mediocre" and "perfect." We do not think so. We believe that the
terms "imperfect" and "perfect" draw attention to an element that is
essential and common to these two states.

The old antithesis between active life and contemplative life, or
action and contemplation, has given the latter term a notion of rest implicit
in the classical meaning of contemplation: the act of looking intently.
Because of this antithesis, people were led to view contemplation above all as

repose. The fact that the gospels twice portray Mary, the image of the
contemplative life, as seated, was bound to confirm among Christians these
instinctive conclusions. This is not the place to note traces of this in the
Fathers of the Church. Suffice it to say that this idea of rest is the one most
often mentioned in Saint Bonaventure, and also the only one common to
the two traditional forms of contemplation as he described them.2 Indeed,
the original meaning of contemplation ("the act of looking intently") hardly
fits sapiential contemplation with its holy fervor and its interior sweetness
that favors the silence of the intellect. On the contrary, the two kinds of
contemplation, speculative and affective, are an act of repose on the part of
the soul. In the first case, the repose is incomplete, as indicated by the name
"imperfect," since only the mind ceases from discursive activity. In the

tThe Six DaysDel.,v.4, c. l, n. 23; princ. c. 2, n. 30 and]2. Cf. J0: "We do
not arrive at this experience except through the greatest love; neither knowledge or
understanding arrives at this by itself, but through the greatest condescension from
above. . .. And this comes about unexpectedly."

2Especially when he compares t}re two kinds of contemplation to each other
(cf. Breuiloquium.partY, ch. 5, n. 7 and ch. 5, p. 3, cited above) or to a third state; cf.
The Six Days Del., vis. 4, col. 4, n. 27 : "The state of contemplation must consist in
complete rest. Thus there are three conditions: the peacefi:l state of the sublime
mansion, the clear knowledge of keen discretion, and the ecstatic rapture of sweet
consolation." The last two states are easy to identifir; tley are the two stages of
contemplation. The first seems to correspond to the contemplative life of the great
monastic Orders. This text should be compared with Tbe Six Days Del, vis. 3, nn. 20-
23, where in the second and third place we find "speculation" and "ascent."
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second case it is perfect, since only the will is awake, and again, it is more
passive than active.r

If the terms "mediocre" and "perfect" leave us less than satisfied, we
should not discard either the spirit or letter of Saint Bonaventure in calling
the two kinds of contemplation "intellectual" and "sapiential" from the
names of their two chief elicitors, the gift of understanding and the gift of
wisdom. Or again, "speculative" and "affective" according to their distinctive
characteristics, speculation and affections. He himself often calls the first
"speculation" and the second "love."2

We would be less h"ppy to call the first "positive" or "affirmative"
and the second "negative" or "eliminative." This would be to attribute to the
summits of the two kinds of contemplation names that describe only their
immediate intellectual preparation.

tThe allegory of the seasons in Tlte Six Days is the not only text where
sapiential contemplation is called "perfect." The Soal\ Joar"ney sap that Saint Francis
of fusisi "became an example of perfect contemplation as he had previously been of
action.. .so tlrat through him, more by example than by word, God might invite all
truly spiritual men to this kind of passing over and spiritual ecstasy'' (VII 3). No
doubt he is speaking here of sapiential contemplation. The renunciation of all mental
activity is presented as its indispensable condition. Cf. along this same line, I Sezl., d.
2, dub. 1: "If the mind is to contemplate God perfecdy, it must be purified.... The
intellect is...most purified when it is cleansed of philosophical reasoning."

2Particularly in The Six Days. Ct. Tlte Six Days Del., v. 4, c. l, n. 12: "They
[contemplatives] are triply burned by the sun and its brighrress, like fiery torches.
This produces the greatest enkindling and this is the rule of contemplation." I princ.,
c. 2, n. 3 1 : "That love causes [the soul] to withdraw . . .to rest. . .to ascend."
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Chapter fV

The Path to True Wisdom
True wisdom or infused contemplation is the desirable end of every

Christian life. We know that it consists of peace, light and love. We also
know that we attain peace by purifiiing ourselves of all sin; we attain light by
imitating Christ, the true Light; and we attain love by eagerly receiving the
Spouse. Purification, imitation of Christ, opemess to the inspirations of
gr^ce are the three elements, or better, the three aspects of the entire work
of sanctification. Fervent souls facilitate this work by devoting themselves to
the three exercises of the spiritual life: meditation, prayer, contemplation.

All this has been described at length in the preceding chapters.
These minute analyses may have seemed far removed from real life. Readers
will be forgiving if they are willing to recall that these analyses are not
meant to replace the masterpiece, but only to prepare for its reading.
Moreover, their dryness was necessitated by our concern for clarity and

objectivity in our explanation. Now we are going to reassemble these
disjointed bones, cover them with flesh, and make them come to life again
by considering the soul on the path to true wisdom.

After we have described the remote preparation and the immediate
preparation, we shall analyze the states of soul produced by these efforts and

nourished by the fleeting graces of contemplation.

Remote preparation
On the subject of the practice of virtue, Saint Bonaventure is as

brief, relatively speaking, in Tbe Triple Way as is Saint John of the Cross in
The Dark Nigbt.In both cases there is little, if any, practical advice. Do they
consider behavior an unimportant element? Certainly not! At the beginning
of his work, the Seraphic Doctor invites us to examine ourselves on our
prayer, reading and conduct. None of these three points suffices, he adds, if
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one is missing.' This recalls the words ofJesus: "Not everyone who says to
me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one who
does the will of my Father in heaven."

The same concern to warn us against the illusion that we are pious
led him to transform his oudines for prayer into programs for life.2 His
disciples must check their feelings of devotion against their external
behavior and not imagine themselves called to the ecstasy of love as long as

they do not possess the ecstasy ofworks. Ifinattentive readers have failed to
notice the instructions at the beginning, they will have to stop when they
come upon the advice that punctuates the different exercises of prayer.

To the practice of virtue must be added the habit of recollection
and interior prayer. We must be able to vacation and rest with the Lord, if
we wish to arrive at interior sweetness.

We will need to meditate all day long, for we must consider very
carefully the divine promises and reflect on them often.l

Our prayer will also be constant. It will require great vigilance if,
following the Seraphic Doctor's advice, we wish to maintain it at its highest
level, so that it is not the begging of a poor man, but a canticle of joy, praise
and thanksgiving.a

Summarizing his advice on affective prayer, Saint Bonaventure also
urges that we make it a permanent attitude:

Thus
the devout soul may always speak

in its heart
to the Lord:

I seek you,
I hope in you,
I desire you,
I rise in you,

'TWI4. The scripture text is from Mt 7:21.
2Cf. The Six Days Del., col. 2, n.3: "Therefore the desire for wisdom seems

to involve discipline, iove, righteousness, observance of laws, sanctification,
incorruption, likeness to God.. .. A lover of wisdom must be a man of desires, having
discipline (not scholastic, but moral), for a person becomes wise not so much by
hearing as by putting into practice."

3We learn to taste the Lord "by vacarioning and resting with him through
holy meditations" (TW fI 9). "We must, therefore, eagerly consider and frequenily
reflect..." (Ibid. I l4).

4"Those who continually and assiduously stir themselves in this way will
grow in love according to the six steps we have discussed.. ." (Ibid. II 12).
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I receive you,
I rejoice in you,

and, finally,
I cling to you.l

fmmediate preparation
Each type of contemplation has its proper immediate preparation.

Saint Bonaventure studies them particularly in that part ofthe third chapter
where he speaks of two ways of contemplating divine things: "Either by
afErmation (or position) or by negation (or denial). Augustine proposes the
first, Dionysius the second." Saint Augustine is the doctor par excellence of
afErmative theology; Pseudo-Dionysius is the undisputed master of negative
theology or learned ignorance.2

The two names, Augustine and Dionysius, highlighted in this note
on the two kinds of contemplation, would be enough to give us the key, even
ifthe Seraphic Doctor had not bothered to describe them by contrast.

Saint Augustine will be the guide for those who cultivate the gift of
understanding, who devote themselves to theological speculation in order to
arrive at admiration, at intellectual or imperfect contemplation. Dionysius
will guide those who aspire to scale the summit of perfect contemplation
along the quicker but steeper path of voluntary and systematic renunciation
of all knowledge.l

Admiration should normally lead to ecstasy or perfect
contemplation. The ultimate goal of the two methods is therefore the same,
but the affirmative method requires a detour, whereas negative theology
puts us on the path that leads direcdy to ecstasy. No doubt that is why Saint
Bonaventure regards the elimination of the various kinds of knowledge as

llbid. III 8. On habitual recollection and the practice of the virtues, we
could collect a rich harvest of texts from the works of Saint Bonaventure. These
developments are not part of the plan of this study. They may be found in
GriiLnewald, Franziskanisch e Mystik, 5 5 -69.

2Tw.m 11.
3Guigo de Ponte (+1297) presents a similar doctrine in his treatise Oz

Contemplation: "Drawing his inspiration from both the Areopagite and Saint
Bonaventure, Guigo distinguishes speculative (intellectual, affirmative)
contemplation from anagogical (affective, negative) contemplarion. The first
proceeds by the classic oia ffirm.ation ri. . .. The method of anagogical contemplation
is entirely different. It arrives at God by way of negation. Its method (z,za) consists
entirely in holy devotion and affection (pia ffictionis) and we cannot attain it in any
other way." J.P. Grausem, "Le De contemplatione du Chartreux Guigues du Pont
(+1297)," RAM l0 (1919) : 273-74.
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the first activity of the gift of wisdom, whose chief role is to make the will
capable of tasting the sweetness of God.

We shall study these two methods in order.

1) Indirect preparation (afErmative theology).

Although less steep than the other path, this way also has its
difficulties. Not everyone is capable of pure speculation, and there are

certainly fewer metaphysicians today than when Saint Bonaventure was

writing. At any rate, here are a few of the subjects suggested, for here, as in
The Soal's Journey, Saint Bonaventure gives examples rather than rules.

With disconcerting conciseness he lists the divine attributes
common to the three divine Persons, the attributes proper to each one, and

the appropriations:
Understand [the gift of understanding] and contsm.plate

[the beatitude of t]re pure of heart] , if you can,

what is common in God and see that God is
the First Essence,

the Perfect Nature,
the Blessed Life which have a necessary sequence.

A theologian, even a professional one, would be glad to have some
explanation of each of these three attributes. fu far as their connection is

concerned, even if he discovers it or catches a glimpse of it, it may still be

hard for him to "see" it.

The Master does not linger, and with no further precautions he lists
the three divine attributes: eternity, simplicity, stability. He also affirms
their natural connection. If the nature of these attributes is easy enough to
grasp for ordinary readers, not all will "see" their logical connection. If they
understand it, they will not fathom it with that ease and clear sightedness

without which there is no admiration.

The next three attributes-inaccessible light, unchanging mind,
incomprehensible peace-have this in common: they imply the unity of the
divine nature and the trinity of persons. The second implication is
somewhat less developed. There will no longer be any question as to the
first: "See, ifyou canl"'

The other divine attributes will be explained with the same

conciseness. No doubt the Seraphic Doctor had given his correspondent a

copy of The Soul's Journey into Gozl, where we find these same "speculations"
developed a little more. But the difEculty remains, and the Master realizes

this, as seen from the "if you can" that accompanies these urgent

lTWIII l1
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exhortations. These elevations are naturally reserved to those whose talents,
properly used, make them capable of this.r

Does this mean that only those who are metaphysicians by
temperament will be able to arouse in themselves the sentiment of
admiration? Not at all. Such exclusivism is foreign to Saint Bonaventure's

thought. We can reflect on mysteries other than those of the divine essence

and nature. Although these are the only ones mentioned in this final oudine
of the two forms of contemplation, we should not forget the preceding
chapters.

Bonaventurian meditation, thoroughly intellectual and abstract,
turns naturally into "speculation" and gives rise to admiration, even though
it is associated with God's works, all of which are "wonderful and priceless."
IIow much easier for us to arrive at this sentiment by considering the Font
of all good, "who is such a good exceeding every request, every desire, every
price!"2

Prayer itself, since it makes room for the intellect, will be able to
develop and lead to true intellectual contemplation. And so, speaking of the
illuminative way, Saint Bonaventure invites his disciple to fix his gaze on the
Savior's cross. ft is the key, the door, the way, and the splendor of truth. It
shows what is the most important thing to know about God, the spiritual
and material worlds, heaven and hell, virtue and sin.r

We would misunderstand this beautiful passage were we to see it
only as a series of subjects for prayer. It is that, of course, but we must
ascend higher. When we have understood how the cross sheds its light on all
things, we will hold them all in a simple gaze that syrnbolizes the single eye

of contemplation: "Gaze on the ray of truth through the eye of
contemplation."a

Again, we are concerned here with a summit that is inaccessible to
many. Let us be careful not to conclude from this that Saint Bonaventure

tends to be esoteric. He is speaking to a theologian and therefore not
worried about eliminating all difEculties. But it is very clear from various
passages in this work, and in his works as a whole, that his concept of the

tTlte Soul's Joumey Y ard VL Saint Bonaventure shows that he realizes the
difficulty of his speculations when he writes: "If you see this in the plqre- simplicity of
your mind...(V, 6;. If you *onder at this with a pure mind. '. (V, 7)'Ii therefore, you
can behold with your mind's eye.. ." (VI 2).

2TWI13,14.
rlbid. III 4 and 5.
4lbid. III 3 (Seventh).
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prayer of admiration is the same as that of other masters. Let us judge this
by comparing his doctrine with that of Bossuet, who writes:

Admiration, if I am not mistaken, is a profound sentiment of the soul,
which, filled and overcome with the grandeur, magnificence, and majesty of
the things it understands-perhaps after quiet effort-in order to express ro
itself their nobility, finally admits that it cannot even imagine how
incomprehensible they are.'It ruppresses all its thougbts, recognizin! them all
as unworthy of God; and fearing lest it degrade these things by trying to
assign to them a value, it remains in ilence before God, unable to utter a
single word, unless perhaps with David, who exclaims: Tibi ileniam laus
("silence alone is your praise"). ..

An excellent way to honor rhe mysteries is to remain before God in deep
admiration and profound silence. In this type ofprayer, it is not a question
of eliciting many thoughts or making great efforts. We are in the presence
of God. We are amazed as the graces he gives us. Hundreds of ti-".,
without uttering a word, we say with David: euid. ea homo? 

'What 
are we that

you are mindfi:l of us? And we are lost in wonder and gratitude, with no
thought of uishing to produce, within or withoat, the least word, as long as this
blessed and very simple disposition remains.

There is in admiration a kind of submissive ignorance, which, content to be
shown the grandeurs of God, does not ask to know more. It is lost in the
incomprehensibility of tle mysteries, disposed to see or not to see, ro see
more or to see less, according to God's good pleasure. This admiration is a
kind of love. The first effect of love is to make us admire what we love and
always to regard it with kindness; to remind our eyes of it and be unwilling
to let it out of our sight. This m.anner of honoring God is eoident in tbe sainis
ince earliest times.Itis repeated several times in Clement of Alexandria. But
what? it is from David! It is the canticle of all rhe saints in the
Apocallpse....1

So, this sentiment of admiration is not something ne\M in mysticism.
But it must be admitted that few spiritualities give it such a large place as
that of Saint Bonaventure. Picking up on a theory of Richard of Sritt
Victor, he makes it one of the three gateways to ecstasy, the other two being
devotion and interior joy.2

. rBossuet, Bl1ztations sur les ntystires, XVI[" semaine, 11" 6l6vation. We have
italicized the passages that bring out best the essential identity of the two doctrines.

2"Consider carefully that three things may lift up the soul in ecstasy: the
height of devotion, of admiration, or of exullation'i (On ihe perfection of Ltfey,6).
Saint Bonaventure is referring to Richard of Saint Victor, Benjamin mnioiy,'S. Other
references and comments in Bonnefoy , Le Saint-Esprit,200-0i.
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Before we study Pseudo-Dionysius, let us say a word about these

three "causes" of ecstasy, as the Seraphic Doctor calls them. Despite his use

of this term, he does not say that they will produce ecstasy infallibly. He
never changed his mind about the gratuity of perfect contemplation. No
matter how well prepared, we cannot win it by intense struggle or by means

that are infallible.

Shall we call these three sentiments of admiration, devotion, and

interior joy the "conditions" of ecstasy? This term would not be absolutely

correct either, since God sometimes grants tlis favor unexpectedly.

Moreover, the label "cause" is pardy justified by reason of the normal
working of divine providence. Saint Bonaventure assures us that God easily

lifts up a soul when it does what it can.r

This theory of the three causes of ecstasy is not expressly

mentioned in The Triple Way, but it is easy to see that the various exercises

tend to produce one of these three sentiments. Except for the third
meditation on the unitive way, all the other exercises-meditation, prayer,

contemplation-depend on afErmative theology. Thus they can only
indirectly produce darkness of the mind and silence of the cognitive powers.

We must say of each of them what Saint Bonaventure says of theological
speculation: they lead "in some way" to inner tasting.2

These sentiments are never found in a pure state. Bossuet said that
admiration is love. It is also joy and devotion. In describing a soul's state by

these sentiments that predominate, we will not forget that the others are

there, either in force or more or less developed. The purgative way begins

with the reproaches of conscience and ends in sentiments of joy. We travel it
in sorrow, but it leads to love. At its highest level, prayer resorts to
admiration, but soon this sentiment fades in order to make room for an

extraordinary inner joy.r

We see from these examples that Saint Bonaventure does not
reserve to any of the three exercises, any of the three ways, the privilege of
producing a particular state of soul. Although he has a weakness for

tThe Six DaysDel., vis.4, n. 39: "When the soul does what it can, then
grace easilylifts up ti. sor,l and God doeshis-part." Compar.e this to SaintJohn-of
fhe Cross:"'The soul must empty itself perfectly and voluntarily.. .. As for God, who
will stop him from accomplishing his deiires in-the soul that is resigned, annihilated,
and despoiled?" (The,4scent of Mount Carrnelll4,2).

2"There is also knowledge that comes from prolonged speculation, which in
some way leads to tasting.. . this ii the gift of understindingt' QII Sent., d. 3 5, q. 3, ad

3).
3TWI8; II 5 and 4.
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qrmmetrical divisions, he is careful not to violate souls; he has too much
psychological sense to impose a rigid framework on their changing realities.

2) Direct preparation (negative theology).

The quickest uray to make ourselves ready to receive the favors of
infused contemplation is to practice the type of negative theology
recommended by Pseudo-Dionysius.

It is superior to afErmative theology for two reasons. First, we are
closer to the truth when we do not attribute to God the properties of
creatures than when we do so, even if we first strip them of all limitation or
imperfection. Second, negative theology penetrates more deeply into the
mystery: "It rises higher and enters more profoundly."t

It has its requirements. First, it requires that we proceed in an
orderly and gradual fashion. We musr eliminate lower forms of knowledge,
then higher forms of knowledge. We must silence the senses, the
imagination and even the intellect. Readers will recall that we have met this
exercise in the treatise on meditation.2

lJse of this method also presupposes that we are already used to
abstraction and trained in afErmative theology. Steep paths are dangerous.
We need a very sound doctrine in order to avoid missteps in the course of
this ascent, for at every moment we are on the edge of the precipice.3

It is correct, for example, to say that God cannot be sensed,
imagined, understood, that he does not exist, and so forth. But we must also
understand these negations correctly and affirm that God is such because he
is above the senses, imagination, understanding and existence (as realized in
creatures), and so forth. The sculptor chisels and cuts away, not blindly, but
guided by the ideal form, the object of his inner contemplation. Mystics also
need a rule, a control; faith will provide it for them.a "Faith," says the

r"But the other [elevation] is the more eminent way... This is the noblest
manner of elevation..." (TW III 13). Since the nexr part of our explanation is a
simple commentary on this passage, we will give references only for texts that are
from somewhere else.

2See above, Chapter II Section I.
l"In this movement [of contemplation] t]re danger of disappearing is very

great..." (The Six Days Del., v. 4, c. 4, n. 42).
+The comparison is begun by Saint Bonaventure inTlte Six DaysII32. For

what follows, cf. Breailoquium prol.; Ephrem Longpr6, "La Th6ologie de Saint
Bonaventure," Archiaum Franciscanum Historicum 14 (1921): 9-10; Griinewald,
Franziskanisch e Mysti k, 42. When Saint Bonaventure writes that sapiential knowledge
"lifts us above the knowledge of faith according to a common status" (III Sent., d.24,
dub. 4, he is saying that it adds to faith but is not exempt from its control.
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Breaihqaiunt, "is the foundation of every supernatural illumination" and thus
also of negative theology. Its data are the yardstick by which we must judge
the wisdom given us by God if we are to avoid all excess and error in
contemplation, and if we are to taste the divine sweetness, each according to
the measure of faith allotted to us.

By calling for the control of faith, Saint Bonaventure is warning
against all illuminism. While he certainly wants us to desire this experiential
knowledl3e of God, he disapproves of any desire for extraordinary favors.r
Contemplatives who in the very activity of contemplation seek themselves or
think of themselves will soon be punished for this by privation of this favor.
After lear.ing all created things, we must leave ourselves. We must take care
not to stop to consider our own operations. Just when we think we are free
and deta:hed from everything, we find ourselves surrounded by the fantasies
of imagination.2

A.gain, we must take care not to count too much on our own
strength, No matter what our strength, we cannot escape from ourselves. As
Pseudo-))ionysius implies in the first chapter of his Mystical Tbeolog, this
ascent takes place only through the power and movement of the Holy Spirit.
The more the soul is penetrated by grace, the quicker its ascent will be. And
since the soul frees itself from knowledge only in order to favor the
affections of the will, it will create a very useful work by making frequent
acts of lcve during its work of elimination.3

r"The contemplative falls most disgracefirlly...through blindness or the
false esteem that arises from presumption and vanity, when he believes that
everything he has is through revelation. In order to avoid these errors, the rule of
Scripture must always be present, as on the mountain where Christ appeared to his
aposdes transfigured between Moses and Elijah, in other words, the Gospel was
between ,he Law and the Prophets. Without these, a person must not believe any
revelatior, that does not say: Thus says the Lord" (The Six Days Del., v. 4, c. 4, n. 42).

r"In experiencing this wisdom, let the lover of the bridegroom be careful
lest he dt:pend too much on his own intelligence or curiosity, for the bridegroom
may immediately disappear and flee from his sight.... Moreover, if a person depends
on his oun works, just when he thinks he is being lifted up very high, he frequendy
finds himself mired in fantasies rather than in the love of union" (Tbe Six DaysDel.,
col. 2, n. 32. This doctrine is developed by SaintJohn of the Cross, The,4scent of
Mount Crtrm.e/ II 1l: "If a person admits these communications, God will gradually
withdraw them. For by considering them his own, he fails to receive due profit" (II
1 l, 8).

l"This manner of ascending is also more vigorous as the ascending force is
more intimate and more fruitful as the affection is closer" (TW III l3). Saint
Bonaventure is alluding to the passage in ldte Mystical Theolog of Pseudo-Dionysius
to which he referred at the beginning ofhis treatise (cf. above, Chapter II Section I).
Ife cites the same text in The Six Days II 32 and comments: "And he [Dionysius]
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If God blesses its efforts, it will enter into this bright darkness,
where it will know without knowing, where it will taste the Lord in the
embrace of love.

These hrppy moments will be brief. We cannot rest long on Tabor,
but the graces we receive there lift us up, strengthen us, prepare us for the
batdes of life and the pain of death to ourselves. With Saint Bonaventure, let
us analyze the final steps of the soul that is called to enjoy and experience
these favors.

The steps of the love of God
Saint Bonaventure says that the habit of recollection, the habitual

remembrance of God's goodness, gives rise to "sweetness" in the heart.r He
makes this inner sweetness the first of the six steps that lead to perfect love
of God, to "true and full tranquility." No doubt he comes very close to
seeing infused contemplation in this sixth and last step of his mystical ladder.
But how are we to interpret his starting point? Should this "sweetness" be
understood as "sensible consolation," or, on the contrary, should we
consider it as equivalent to the "fire of love" that Saint John of the Cross
presents as the first "hrppy tait" of the passive night of the spirit? There is a

big difference!

Although this enkindling of love we are now discussing is in some way
similar to that which occurs in the sensory part of the soul, it is as different
from it in another way as is the soul from the body or the spiritual part
from the sensory part.2

Discernment here is a serious matter! It determines the whole
interpretation of this beautiful treatise, "The Six Steps of the Love of God,"
which is hardly noticed today.r In our opinion, these concise notes are like
the Seraphic Doctor's Spiritaal Canticle.

We think it is quite possible to interpret it correcdy and to bring
out its psychological richness. Do we have an authentic commentary on
these steps among the many mystical works of Saint Bonaventure? Since he
speaks from experience, why not consider comparing his descriptions with
those of other masters? Star differs from star, and yet their common features

afErms that this ascent comes about through the power and the strongest motion of
the Holy Spirit.... It is not within our power to have this fire...."

lTWII9.
2SaintJohn of the Cross, The Dark NightII 11, I [Tr. Kavanaugh and

Rodriguezl.
3TW. II 9-l 1. The Quaracchi editors give this tide.
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allow us to lump them all together under the one and the same name. We
can do the same thing in the spiritual order. Despite their diversity, the
graces of infused contemplation present points of great similarity and
depend on one and the same Providence. This conviction has led us to
compare the brief notes Saint Bonaventure devotes to each of the six steps
with the more detailed descriptions used by the author of The Dark Night to
explain the first two stanzas of his canticle.t

The first coincidence: the two Doctors agree that they are
describing 

('the 
steps on the ladder of love." Saint John of the Cross, it is

true, lists ten and distinguishes them "by their effects as do Saint Bernard
and Saint Thomas,"2 whereas Saint Bonaventure Iists only six. The
difference is not important. Let us remember that we are in the realm of
psychology and that every ennmeration of states of the soul, even if
necessary, is largely arbitrary.

Secondary, too, are the details of the order of presentation. To \Mant

to reduce the changes variously wrought by grace in souls, which respond
even more variously, to a simple and unchanging formula, would be sheer
fantasy. It would be like presenting a universal theory of the eddies
produced in our turbulent floods, in the majestic flow of our great rivers and
in the ocean deeps. In explaining the ten steps on the ladder of love, Saint

John of the Cross had no suchpretentions.r F{e gives an example of logical
development in which we can easily see several reappearances of states
mentioned previously.a

rWe will notice-and this is crucial for their correct interpretation-that
these two stanzas and their commentaries do not represent two successive stages or
states of the passive night of the spirit, but ratler two aspects of this night: "The soul
in its song (the second stanza) continues to recount some of the properties of the
darkness of this night and mentions again the happiness resulting from them. It
speaks of these traits in response to a certain tacit objection" (The Dark NightII15,
l). Thus it is not to make known a new state. Ilere are these two stanzas: One dark
night,/ Fired with love's urgent longings/-Ah, the sheer gracel-[I went out
unseen,/My house being now all stilled.T In darkness, and secure,/By the secret
ladder, disguisedr/-Ah, the sheer grace!-/In darkness and concealmentr/My house
being now all stilled;

2The Dark Nighr II 18, 5.
]"A.fter enduring the short period or periods of time, or even days, in this

night and tempest, the soul immediately returns to its customary serenity.... [God]
brings [some souls] into the night of contemplation and spiritual purgation at
intervals, frequendy causing the night to come and then the dawn..," (The Dark
Nightll l,l).

aFor example, on the fourth step, indifference toward created things,
already mentioned on the second step; impatient desire on the fifth step, swiftness of
love on the sixth, and ardent boldness on the seventh, obviously represent states that
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In the same way, we believe that the Seraphic Doctor in no way
intended to assign an absolute value to the steps of his mystical ladder.
When dealing with a similar subject-the stages of contemplation,
according to Brother Giles-did he not formally state that these steps
should be considered "dispositions," and implicitly admit that they could be
eclipsed?t

Having established this point, we must still identifi, the six steps by
which we accede to the throne of the true Solomon. We shall complete
these explanations with parallel descriptions fromThe Dark Night.

1) Sweetness.

Saint Bonaventure points out the way to acquire it, namely, habitual
recollection, but he does not describe it. The fact that it immediately
precedes a state in which the soul "continually stretches itself and goes
beyond itself through ecstatic love" leads us to believe that what rhe
Seraphic Doctor calls "sweetness" is what Saint John of the Cross' calls the
"fire of love" or "impassioned and intense love," and which he considers to
be the first happy manifestation of the passive night of the spirit.2

This conjecture becomes certainty if we study Saint Bonaventure's
terminology closely. It is not pretentious. Saint John of the Cross believed
he could interpret his Spiritual Canticle in terms of the active night and the
passive night. In the same way, Saint Bonaventure is willing to take terms
ordinarily used in asceticism and transfer them to mysticism. Take for
example his description of "divine consolation."

As Bernard writes, "this consolation is nothing but a certain grace of
devotion that proceeds from the hope of forgiveness, a definite but subde
taste of goodness, a most srveet delight through which the bountifi:l God
restores the afflicted soul, and by which the soul, invited to seek God, is
inflamed with ardent love for him."

What we have, it seems, is the habitual sensory consolations of beginners
But God lifts us higher. Citing Hugh of Saint Victor, he writes:

"O soul, what do you think is as sweet and delightful as that which touches
holy minds when they thint upon their Beloved-this thing which fills

are very similar. We could combine them or, on the other hand, double them.
tCf. Sermon on Holy Saturilay: "If you wish to be a tabernacle of wisdom,

strive to have these dispositions." Speaking of the Augustinian steps, he says: "These
steps are not so much the steps of contemplation, but the steps by which we come to
contemplation" (Ibid.).

2The Dark Night l!,1 and,2.
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them with such delight that they begin to be lifted completely out of their
own selves?"

We are already familiar with this terminology. The rest of the text
confirms it and gives an unquestioned mystical value to "divine consolation,"
which in fact is the beginning of infused consolation.t Thus Saint
Bonaventure is consistent with himself when he makes sweetness the first
step on his mystical ladder.

fuide from a sometimes different terminology, we find an identical
description of the first "hrppy trait" of infused contemplation in SaintJohn
of the Cross: "The soul in the midst of these dark conflicts feels vividly and
keenly that it is being wounded by a strong divine love.... The spirit herein
experiences an impassioned and intense love, because this spiritual inflaming
engenders the passion of love." We might think we were listening to Saint
Bonaventure: "Since this love is infused...it generates in the soul a strong
passion of love." Like the Seraphic Doctor, SaintJohn of the Cross specifies
that this love is infused.2 The agreement could not be more complete.

2) Insatiability.
The second step is insatiability,

when the soul begins to become accustomed to that sweemess
that such a thirst is born in it

that nothing can re&esh it except him whom it loves,
that it might possess him perfecdy.

I Solihquy II 13. Saint Bonaventure cites Saint Bernard, then Hugh of Saint
Victor. FIere is the rest of the passage: "The senses rejoice, every pain is forgotten,
the spirit exults, the mind is enlightened, the heart lifted up, and desire satisfied.
Souls in that state no longer even know where they are: they intimately embrace
something, but cannot tell what it is, and yet they desire to hold it with all their
might and will...." "Who will grant me...that I may begin to rise above my lower
selLr,,(II 14).

zThe Dark NightII 11, I and 2. FIe returns to this sweemess at greater
length: "As time passes and the fire begins to give off heat, the soul usually
experiences the burning and warmth of love.... It happens sometimes that this
mlstical and loving theology besides inflaming the will also wounds the intellect, by
illumining it with some knowledge and light, so delightfirlly that the will is thereby
marvelously enkindled in fervor. . .. David says in the psalm: My heart grnt hot within
me and a certainfire was enkindledwhile lwas knmaing(Ps38:4)" (Ibid. 12, 5).

This is exacdy the same thought and almost the same words as those of
Saint Bonaventure, who also quotes a psalm: "The remainders of his tbougbt keep

holiday for you (Ps 76:11). This happens when meditations about the love of God give
birth to sweetness in our hearts" (TW II 9).
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Since it cannot possess him in this present life because he is far away, the
soul continually stretches itself and goes beyond itself through ecstatic love
crying and echoing blessed Job: My soul chose choking and my bones deatb
because, as the deer yearns for foantains of water, so my soul desires you, O God.r

This hunger and thirst for God, which holds such an important
place in Bonaventurian spirituality, is also attributed by Saint John of the
Cross to the experience of the sweetness of God.

Doubdess, suffering hunger like dogs, as David says, these souls wander
about the city and howl and sigh because they are not filled with this love.
The touch of this divine love and fire so dries up the spirit and so enkindles
the soul's longings to slake its thirst for this love that a person will go over
these longings in his mind a thousand times and pine for God in a thousand
ways.

We will compare this last trait with Saint Bonaventure's
description: "The soul continually stretches itself and goes beyond itself
through ecstatic love." The thought of the two Doctors agrees to such an
extent that the same allegories or biblical comparisons come to them
spontaneously: remembrance of the thirsty deer and the example ofJob:

In all its thoughts and in all its business and in all events, the soul loves in
many ways ["it continually stretches itself and goes beyond itself t]rrough
ecstatic love"] and desires and also suffers in its desire in many ways, and at
all times and in many places. It finds rest in nothing, for it feels this anxiety
in the burning wound, as the prophetJob explains: A.r the hart desires the
sbade and as the bireling desires the end of hiswork, so haue I had empty months
and num.bered. to myself long and wearisom.e nights. If I lie d.mtn to sleep I shall
say: lilhen will I arise? And then I uill await the euening and. will be filled with
sl?'ro7ns until the darkness of the nigbt.2

3) Satiety.

Hunger for God causes in the soul a distaste for created and passing
things:

'TWII9.
2Tlte Dark Mght II 11, 5 and 6; citing Job 7:2-4. Saint Bonavenrure's

citation is taken from the same chapter 7, but a different verse, which seems to
exclude the suggestion that SaintJohn of the Cross depends on Saint Bonaventure.
We should note tlat desire also occupies an imporrant place in Saint John of the
Cross, since he reserves the entire third, fourth and fifth steps to it. In the context of
the sixth step he cites Ps. 4l:l As the d.eer d,esiret the witers, also cited by Saint
Bonaventure in the second step.
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Thus, as if filled, it cannot find nourishment in anything beyond that
beloved.

If those filled eat more, they will become nauseous rather than nourished at

the food they have consumed. In a similar way, the soul on this level of love
reacts to every earthly good.1

Saint Bonaventure sulrlmarizes in a few words the entire work of
passive purification ar,alyzed at length by Saint John of the Cross. Although
Saint John of the Cross describes in succession the painful and the h"ppy
effecs of the passive night,2 he often reminds us that these are only aspects

of one and the same supernatural activity. This logical order (painful traits,
h"ppy traits) explains why he places distaste for all things on the first step of
his mystical ladder, whereas Saint Bonaventure does not mention it until the
third step. SaintJohn of the Cross writes:

The first step of love makes the soul sick in an advantageous way.... fu a

sick person changes color and loses his appetite for all foods, so on this step

oflove the soul changes the color ofits past life and loses its appetite for all
things. The soul does not get this sickness unless an excess of heat is sent to
it from above.... We clearly explained this sickness and languor in respect

to all things when we mentioned the annihilation of which the soul

becomes aware *hen it begins to climb this ladder of contemplation.3

Once again, let us not forget that an ardent desire for God and a

distaste for things are mutually related.a The desire for God is aroused by
weaning the soul from sensory pleasures: "This love finds that the soul is

equipped to receive the wound and union in the measure that all its
appetites are brought into subjection, alienated, incapacitated, and unable to
be satisfied by any heavenly or earthly thing."5 Conversely, grace suppresses

the appetites by creating a desire for heavenly things: "God accomplishes all
this work in the soul by illumining it and firing it divinely with love's urgent
longing for God alone."6 A difference in the order of explanation does not,
therefore, necessarily mean a difference in doctrine.

tTWII l0.
2This division is clearly indicated. The first verse expresses the painful

traits; the others the happy traits.
lTlte Dark NightII 19,1.
aSaint Bonaventure has developed this idea at length: Soliloqay II8.
sThe Dark Nightll ll,2
6Tbe Dark Nigh, II 13, 11.
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The Seraphic Doctor has given an allegorical description of "love
filled with anguish" and distaste for all passing things in his treatise On the
Ffue Feasts of tbe Child Jesus. The soul that has "conceived" a desire to change
its life, to cling to God, experiences the discomforts that accompany natural
conception.

It assumes a pale countenance because it is truly humbled in its ways. Food
and drink cease to appeal to the mind because of complete contempt and
rejection of worldly things. New and different goods desired and sought
bring about new longings in the heart.l

This is the sick person described by Saint John of the Cross: "As a sick
person changes color and loses his appetite for all foods, so...the soul
changes the color of its past life.... It becomes unable then to find
satisfaction, support, consolation, or a resting place in anything."2 Here
again the identity of the thought evokes the same images.

Saint Bonaventure continues:

Sometimes the soul...goes about sad and upser at the thought of its former
sins, of the time it wasted, of the company it kept with persons who still live
as worldlings in the world. All external, visible things of the world begin to
seem tedious and burdensome, as offending the One perceived and sensed
within the soul.

If this state lasts a long time, sensitivity is bound to increase and
produce spiritual inebriation.

4) Inebriation.
Inebriation, however, consists in those who love God with such love

that they not only find solace burdensome,
but even take delight in and seek suffering instead ofsolace and,

out of love of him whom they love, delight in pain,
abuse, and scourging as did the Aposde.

Thus, as a drunk strips himself naked without any shame and endures blows
without any pain we must recog'nize it to be such in tlis case.

tThe Fioe Feastsl l. The idea that the soul changes the color of its past life
is repeated often by SaintJohn of tlre Cross, for example, on the third step of love (I
19, 3): "A person consequendy considers himself useless in all his works and thinks
his life is worthless.... A person thinks inwardly that he is really worse than all
others.... The works he performs for God are many and he knows them to be
wanting and imperfect. . .."

2The Dark Nightll 19,1.
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The mystics are quite familiar with this spiritual inebriation. Saint
John of the Cross presents it with its two elements, boldness and absence of
feeling, as one of the fruits of love:

When the fire now inflames the soul together with the esteem of God
already possessed, an individual usually acquires such suength, courage,
and longing relative to God, through the warmth of the love which is being
communicated, that with singular boldness he would do strange things, in
whatever way necessary, in order to encounter him whom he loves.

This text barely gives us a glimpse of the lack of all human respect
that characterizes this state. But here is a typical example:

Mary Magdalen, in spite of her past, paid no heed to the crowds of men,
prominent as well as unknown, at the banquet (I-k 7:37). She did not
consider the timeliness of weeping and shedding tears in dreir presence....
Such is the inebriation and courage of love: knowing that her Beloved was
shut up in the tomb by a huge sealed rock and surrounded by guards so that
the disciples could not steal his body, she did not permit this to keep her
from going out vdth ointrnents before the daybreak to anoint him,l

Truly, Saint Bonaventure could find no better commentator.

5) Security.

Feeling itself capable of suffering any pain or humiliation, the soul
casts aside all fear: "It conceives such hope in the divine assistance that it can
in no way imagine being separated from God." The apostle Saint Paul had
reached this sixth step when he said: Wbo will separate us from the loae of
Christ?... For I aru certain that...neither death nor ffi will be able t0 separate as

frona tbe loue of God whicb is in Christ Jesus oar Lord..2

Saint John of the Cross also requires two conditions if we are to
pass from spiritual inebriation to indissoluble union: spiritual boldness and
hope based on the divine assistance:

It is illicit for the soul to become daring on this step if it does not perceive
the divine favor of the king's scepter held out toward it (Est 8:4).... From
the free hand and boldness-God gives on rhis seventh step, that one may be
daring in his presence with an ardent love, follows the eighth step.

tlbid., II 13, 5 and 6.
2TWrI1l.
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The eighth step of love impels the soul to lay hold of the Beloved without
letting him go, as the bride proclaims: I fouttd him. whom. my heart and soul
loues, I held him. and didnot let him. go (Ct 3:4).1

This is really the equivalent of the famous: Wbo will separate zzsl Saint John
does not describe it at length, no doubt because he has commented at great
leisure on the first line of the second stanzai "In darkness and secure. ..."

The last reason for this security lies in the fortitude that God
bestows on the soul:

From the outset a person is conscious of a true determination and power

lWbo will separate us? - I held him and did not let him. go] to do nothing it
recognizes as an olfense against God and to omit nothing which seems to
be for his service. That dark love enkindles in the soul a remarkably vigilant
care and interior solicitude about what to do or omit in order to please

God. A person will ponder whether or not he may have angered God and
go over this in his mind a thousand times. He does this with much greater
care and solicitude than the previous concern we mentioned in discussing
the yearnings of love.2

It is the common opinion of our two Doctors that this security is
the next-to-last step on the ladder of love. The last is called by Saint
Bonaventure "true and full tranquility." It is undoubtedly the beatitude of
peace, the principle of infused contemplation.

6) Peace.
On this last step,

there is such peace and rest
that the soul is, in some way, in silence and in sleep as if in Noah's ark where

nothing can disturb it.
For who can disturb the mind which no stimulus of desire upsets nor sting

of fear excitesl
In such a mind there is peace, the final goal, and rest. There the true

Solomon rests because be rrtade that place in peace.l

SaintJohn of the Cross calls this summit "gently burning love":

tThe Dark NightII20,2 and3.
2Ibid., II 16, 14. "The tenttr and last step of this secret ladder of love

assimilates the soul to God completely" and "is no longer of this life" (Ibid. II 20, 5

and 4). The ninth step is thus the last step of perfection in this life, and the eighth
(indissoluble union) the next-to-last.

rTW II 11. This perfect peace is nothing else than infused contemplation.
See Chapter III Section V, Number 3 above.
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The ninth step of love causes the soul to burn gendy. It is the step of the
perfect who burn gendy in God. The Holy Spirit produces this gende and
delightful ardor by reason of the perfect soul's union with God.... We
cannot speak of the goods and riches of God a person enjoys on this step,
because even were we to write many books about them, the greater part
would remain unsaid. [Saint Bonaventure often says: "No one knows unless
he experiences it."] For this reason and also because we shall say something
about them later, I will mention no more here....1

He must still comment on several lines, and it is no accident that
the first two stanzas of his Canticle end with the same verse: "My house
being now all stilled."

Insofar as the soul is buffeted and purged through the war of the dark night
in a twofold way (in the sensory and spiritual parts with their senses,
faculties, and passions), it also attains a twofold peace and rest in the
faculties and appetites of both the sensory and spiritual parts.
Consequendy, the soul repeats this verse of the first stanza. The sensory
and spiritual parts of the soul, in order to go out to the divine union of love
[and arrive at "true and fulI tranquility"], must first be reformed, put in
order, and pacified.,.. This verse, which in the first stanza refers to the
quiet ofthe lower and sensory part, refers particularly in this second stanza
to the superior and spiritual part, and consequendy the soul has repeated it.
The soul obtains habitually and perfecdy (insofar as the condition of this
life allows)...the rest and quietude of the spiritual house....2

Or, as Saint Bonaventures says: "fn such a mind there is peace, the
final goal, and rest."

Conclusions
The parallelism we have just established between the passive night

of the spirit and the six steps of the love of God according to Saint
Bonaventure would be enough to show tha;tTlte Triple Way, too, is a treatise
of mystical theology. Earlier, the Quaracchi editors had called it a "summa
of mystical theology."r Later, this description must have seemed pretentious

tThe Dark MghtII20, 9. The citation of Saint Bonaventure is from Tl:e Six
DaysII29.

2Tlte Dark Night II 24,2 and 3. On the agreement of the two Masters on
the subject of infused contemplation, see. J. Pacheu, "Les mystiques interpr6t6s par
les mystiques," in Reaue d.e Philosophie, May-July I9I3.

tSt. Bon. Opera omnia VfII x "The value of this work can scarcely be
overestimated, since it contains all of mystical theology in a nutshell and can righdy
be called another Breoilnquium, not of scholastic, but of mystical theology."
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to some who said that The Triple Way was nothing but a "summa of the
spiritual life." That would make it a very incomplete summa, since it barely
touches on ascetical theology. We find in it none of those concrete
directives that are the essential element in the treatise On the Perfection of
Life, in the Instruaions for Noaices, The Six Wings of the Serophim, rni th. ,o-
called Letter of 25 Memorialia.If Tbe Triph Way contains practical counsels,
all of them directly concern the spiritual exercises insofar as these exercises
are an immediate preparation for infused contemplation.

But this is precisely the program assigned by the Seraphic Doctor to
mystical theology. He distinguishes between theology properly so-called,
what we call "speculative" theology-the symbolic theology that teaches us
to use sensory things to go to God-and mystical theology, which teaches
the art of arriving at ecstasy or infused contemplation.r Since speculation is
reserved for theology properly so-called, we will not find treatises on grace,
the virtues or the gifts of the Holy Spirit in a summa of mystical theology.
What we can look for in such a summa, and what we actually find in The
Triple Way, is the art of preparing ourselves for mystical union by practicing
the three ways: purgative, illuminative and unitive.2 The three ways, the
manner of practicing them, mystical union or perfect contemplation-these
are the main subjects of this work and the basic divisions of our analysis.
F{ence The Triple Way is properly a Bonaventurian summa of mystical
theology. It contains everything that should be found in such a work and
nothing else.l

It is true that, in order to describe perfect contemplation, we have
had to appeal to other works of Saint Bonavenrure and first distinguish it
from another lower form of contemplation. In doing this we have added
nothing to The Triple Way. We have simply made use of its note on "The
Twofold Contemplation" and commented on its magisterial description of
"true wisdom."

These two points-the distinction between the two kinds of
contemplation, and the description of infused contemplation-are related. It
is impossible to describe correctly either of the two forms of contemplation

tThe Soul's Jouruey I 7 : "The incarnate Word. . .has taught the knowledge of
truth according to the threefold mode of theology: sy,rnbolic, literal and mystical, so
that through the q.,rnbolic we may righdy use sensible things, through the literal we
may righdy use intelligible things and through the mystical we may be lifted above to
ecstasy."

2In Luc. c. 13, n. 46: "Nl mystical theology...consists in ecstatic love,
according to the three hierarchical powers: purgative, illuminative and perfective."

rlt *ilI be noted that Sections II and III of this chapter are found, as far as

content is concerned, inThe Triple l|/ay.
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if we confuse them and lump together, for better or worse, texts that are
totally incompatible, in order to draw from them a hybrid description of
contemplation.

We realize that our interpretation also gives rise to objections.
Texts are brought up in which Saint Bonaventure, obviously speaking of the
highest degree of contemplation, mentions "light," "looking at," and
"seeing." To this we have responded, invoking the Seraphic Doctor's own
statements or commentaries, that the very excess of light sometimes
prevents a person from seeing, and that a person can very well "look at"
without "seeing." But then why speak of "seeing" and "knorrledge," if there
is no point to it?

Gilson, explaining the mystical doctrine of the famous thirteenth-
century novel, Tbe Quest for tbe Holy Grail,t frnds himself with a similar
objection. After describing a kind of ecstasy that excludes all knowledge
properly so-called, he asks: "Why not take expressions such as 'to see

openly,' 'to show openly,' 'to look at,' and 'to know' in their literal sense?"
He replies:

The special characteristic of the mystical school of Citeaux [which is the
inspiration for Tlte Questl is to use cognitive formulas to designate states

that are essentially affective. . ..

The Benedictines of Citeaux are Augustinians and thus typical
representatives of the kind of affective mysticism that would inspire
Franciscans such as Saint Bonaventure. That is why interpretation of the
terms tlrey use requires the same transposition as those used by The Quest,
from the standpoint of knowledge over love. In one of his best-known
pages, Saint Bernard describes ecstasy and the beatific vision as a kind of
melting or dissolving of the soul in God, and he ends by sayrng that that is

what is called "seeing." The Cistercian William of Saint Thierry, some of
whose most important works were long attributed to Saint Bernard himseli
is well-known by historians of medieval philosophy for having
systematically expressed love in terms of knowledge.2 Some examples? For
the mystic soul, to know the bridegroom is nothing else but to love him,

rEtienne Gilson, "La mystique de la grice dans la Queste del Saint Graal,"
in Les lddes et les Lettres, (Paris : Vrin, 1932): 50-91, On the identification of the Holy
Grail with grace, see pp.62ff.

2fn a note, Gilson refers to Rousselot, Poar l'histoire du problim.e de l'amour
au moyen-ige. . .; Idenffication forruelle d'am.our et d'intellection chez Guillaume de Saint-
Thierry, pp. 96-102.
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for, in such a case, it is love that knows: Bar from the bride to the bridegroom,

knm;ledge anil looe are all the same; for bere hue itself is understanding.

After giving other examples, Professor Gilson continues: "This is as much
intellectualism as we could wish, as long as we make do with empty words
and forget the uniquely affective sense that the word intellemts assumes

here.... To see or to knma are just so many words that mean nothing more
thanto loae."

fu this master, whose special competency is the history of medieval
doctrines, notes: "No intellectualist concept of ecstasy or of the beatific
vision...could be clearly defined before around t260."2 Thus it would be
anachronistic for us to attribute such a doctrine to Saint Augustine's faithful
disciple. It is in response to this error of interpretation that we have
established, on this point, the theological radition prior to Saint
Bonaventure and his own thought.

Readers should note well that, in resolving this historical problem,
we do not want to commit ourselves on the subject of the Augustinians and
Thomists and their disagreement. Our task was more modest we tried to
get to know the Seraphic Doctor's trrre thought. We would be happy if we
could help to bring about unity on these questions of interpretation. The
day such an understanding is achieved, people will be more than ready to
agree about the problems themselves.

rGilson, Les ld.ries,88-89. The citation of William of Saint Thierry is taken
from his Erpositio saper Canticum, chap. I.

2Gilson, Lu ldiu, 90-91.
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Part Two

The Influence of Tlte Thiple Way

f t is always hard to assess an author's influence accurately, especially

I when the author is as prolific and important as Saint Bonaventure. ft is
I even harder to determine the influence of a single work by a particular
author. Those who have used Tlte Thiple Way or drawn inspiration from it
have not always cited it verbatim. In many cases no one would be able to say
from which of the Seraphic Doctor's works a specifically Bonaventurian
doctrine has been taken.

Despite these problems, common to all such attempts, we thought
it was possible to do an investigation and that the results could be
appreciable.

Two doctrinal currents will hold our attention in particular. One
comes from this work it is the theory of the three ways of the spiritual life.
The other was clarified and accelerated by it it is the theory of the methods
of meditation and prayer.

We could have determined these two cuffents a priori by recalling
the psychological rule stated by Bossuet: "We ordinarily take from authors
that which is most eminent." What emerges from this treatise, what must
have captured the attention of medieval readers, was the doctrine of the
three ways and the methodical division of subjects for prayer and
meditation. We shall study these two topics in order.

In a final chapter, we shall gather a few gleanings and say a word on
the commentaries or introductions to Tbe Triple Way.
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Chapter I

Tbe Thiple Way and the Theory of the Three Ways

The notion of progress in the spiritual life is part of revelation. The
distinction of three stages is very old. Saint Basil and Saint Isaac of Nineveh
explain it very clearly in the fourth and fifth centuries.r The next centurf,
Saint John Climacus makes use of it in his Lad.d,er of Paradise.2 Saint Gregory
the Great repeats it in very clear terms.r Saint Maximus the Confessor
distinguishes three stages that he claims to find in Scripture: fear, progress,
perfection.a The Middle Ages would popularize this concept without adding
to it. So many elements come into play when trying to describe or define the
consecutive states of a soul on the path to perfection that differences
between theorists were inevitable. The differences continued and still exist

rOn Saint Basil, see Humbert Claude, La doctrine ascdtique de saint Baile de

Cdsarde, (Paris: Beauchesne, 1932), 84-95. Saint Isaac writes: "We advance in three
stages: beginners, halfivay and perfect. Those in the first order, although their
intention is directed toward the good, the movement of their soul is in the passions.
The second are, as it were, halfiray between passability and impassibility...." [The
third stage is purity of heart, which accompanies pure prayer]. Enchirid.ion asceticum:
loci ss. pamtm et scriptorum eccleiasticorum ad ascesim spectantes, e/. Rou€t de Journal
andJoseph Durilleul, et al., (St. Louis: Herder, 1930), n. 1005. Hereafter Encbridion.

2Enchridion, n.lt24.
3hachridion, n. ll94: "Indeed, there are three kinds of conaersi: beginners,

proficients, perfect. In the beginning they find the allures of pleasure; in the middle,
struggles against temptation; and at the end, perfection in its frrllness."

aEnchridion, n. 1296.
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today. Writers question not only certain definitions of the three stages,r but
even whether it is proper to maintain the division of the stages into three.2

The most unfortunate thing in these controversies is that the
advantages of Saint Bonaventure's innovation have been lost: he carefully
distinguishes between the stages of the spiritual life and the hierarchical
activities that enable us to pass through them. The theory of the three
hierarchical activities or ways is distinct from that of the steps. It remains
invariable and independent, with its own raison d'6tre, whether we
distinguish three, four, six or seven steps. The modality of these activities-
purification, illumination, perfection-varies from one stage to the next, but
since their constituent element is found at every stage of the spiritual life, we
can, and must, distinguish them from these stages, steps or ages.

This, briefly, is the theory of the three ways according to Saint
Bonavenrure. Scholars generally agree in crediting him for its origin:

The Victorine Thomas Gallus, abbot of Vercelli (+ ca. 1226), rhe most
famous "Master in Hierarchy" of the period, who passed for the
profoundest expert in Dionysian thought, caught no more than a glimpse of
the classical theory. He sums up all spiritual endeavor on the way ro
sanctity in purification, illumination, and perfection; but this endeavor
seems to be of a too exclusivelyintellectual kind.... F{ere, we have notyet
the theory of the three spiritual ways. That is the discovery of Saint
Bonaventure. No doubt the Seraphic Doctor took his inspiration from
Thomas Gallus, but went beyond him.r

His dependence on Pseudo-Dionysius is not in question. What is
usually forgotten is that very few spiritual writers are completely faithful on

l"One of the greatest problems of spirituality is the question of how we are
we to understand the traditional divisions of the three ways: purgatiue, illum.inatiae
and-unitiae. According to the terminology of Dionysius, or as beginners, proJicient and
pet'ect, according to an earlier terminology?" Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange, "Les
trois Ages de la vie spiriruelle," La Vie Spirituelle,XXLII (1930) : $ 5.

2We mentioned earlier the various enumerations of the stages and their
legitimacy. Canon Auguste Saudreau, in his classic work, Ies degrds de li aie spiritaelle
: mdtbode pour diriger les Am.es yaiuant leurs progris dans la uenu (Paris: P. T6qui, 1935),
kept Saint Teresa's division into seven "mansions." Valentin Breton, "Les iges de
l'ime," La France Franciscaine IX (1926): 15797, prefers a fourfold division. Alil aliter
sentiunt.

rPourrat, Chrixian Spirituality, vol. III, p. 10. Cf. Fulbert Cayr6, Manual of
Patrokg and History of Theolog, v. II, trans. H. Howitt (Paris: Desclee & Co., 1936-
40), 517: "Saint Bonaventure definitively accustomed the West to the expressions of
the Areopagite, though he gave them a very marked ascetic meaning. IA meaning
somewhat at variance from that of Dionysius the Areopagite]."
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this point to the Seraphic Doctor's thought. They think they are following
him, while on the contrary they are still in the school of Pseudo-Dionysius.

The persistence of the authentically Dionysian theories is
sufficiently explained by their author's prestige, by the large number of
important writers who copied him without modifications or whom he
inspired. But to explain the confusion of his theories with those of the
Seraphic Doctor, we must go back to a De triplici aia that is wrongly
attributed to Saint Bonaventure.

The Author of the Pseudo-BonaventurianTriple Way
This treatise seemed to contain every/thing needed to mislead

historical critics: several titles borne by other works, and early attribution to
various authors.

The least misleading title is taken from its first words: Viae Sion
Lugent [The Roads to Zion Mourn]. Scholars today prefer to call it Mystical
Theolog, a name well-known from the manuscripts, which usually read De
ntistica theologia. We will avoid this name so as not to create confusion, since
the title Mystical Theolog usually refers to the collection of treatises
published under the name of the Franciscan Henry Herp (Flarphius).

A third title, also to be avoided, is the same as the name of the
treatise by Saint Bonaventure that we have just analyzed: De triplici aia ad
sapientiam perueniendi [The Triple Way that Leads to Wisdom].

This identical title explains the attribution of Mae Sion Lugent
[The Roads to ZionMourn] to Saint Bonaventure, who was known to be the
author of a work entitled Tlte Triple Way. In fact, many editions of the
complete worls of the Seraphic Doctor contain the two treatises: the
authentic De triplici aia, distorted by an unfortunate prologue and extensive
corrections, and Viae Sion lugent [The Roads to Ziort Mourn] given with or
without reservations about its authenticity.r This attribution is no longer
held.

We must also reject the candidary of Denys the Carthusian
(tl+71), since manuscripts exist from before his time. People must have

attributed to him Tbe Triple Way,by his confrere Hugh of Balma, in place of
a work by that name which the Ecstatic Doctor himself claimed to have

written but could no longer be found.2

llt is found in the following editions: Strasboarg, 1495; Vatican, 1526;
Venice, 161l and,17 54; Lyons,1647 ar.d 1664; Pehier,1867.

2Viae Sion Lugent appeared in the following editions of the complete works
of Denys the Carthusian: Cologne, 1534; Munich, 1603. Volume XLII of the
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These two erroneous attributions-Saint Bonaventure and Denys
the Carthusian-can be explained by the similarity of titles. Ffere are some
candidates to whom this honor is owed by reason of the fact that their name
resembles that of the real author, a Carthusian named Hugh of Balmey
@alma).

The first is Henry of Baume, the confessor of Saint Colette, who
died in BesanEon around 1439. Lscribe, coming upon the abbreviation H. de

Bahna in his manuscript, must have interpreted it to mean Henriru.s de Bahna,
without realizing that the existence of fourteenth-century manuscripts made
this attribution untenable.r

Bartholomew of Pisa, in his Boo& of Confonnities, written around
1385-90,2 suggested a fourth author, Hugh of Digne (tca.l284), also called
Hugh of Provence: "He composed a little book entitle d Tbe Triple Way tbat
Leads to Wisdom." It seems that this "little book" must be Tlte Roads to Zion
Mourn, seeing that the authentic Triple Way of Saint Bonaventure was
hardly contested by its author.

Mariano of Florence, in his Corupendium of Chronicles, written
around l52l-22, also praises Brother Hugh of Digne from Provence and
attributes to him the same work.l

Montreuil-Tournai edition (1913) publishes among the Dubia (475-+85) a De riplici
aia frst edited by Waffelaert (Collationes Brugenses, February, l9l5) after a
manuscript in his library. The treatise appears with neither tide nor author's name.
Waffelaert attributed it to Denys the Carthusian on the basis of internal criteria:
doctrine and expressions. He entided lt The Triple Way because the first part of the
treatise, which is a long commentary on our Lord's words, "I am the way, the truth
and the life," first explains how Christ "can righdy be called the purgative,
illuminative and perfective way." 

'Whoever its author may be, this treatise is of no
interest to us. Since it remained unknown until the present, it had no appreciable
influence on the tlreory of the three ways.

rSee the Opera om.nia S. Bonaaenturae, Quaracchi, vol. X, 24b. Vincente de
Peralta still supported this attribution in 1910 in "Misticos franciscanos." Estuilios
Franciscanos, )OilI (1 919), 203 -204, 282-283.

2Bartholomew of Pisa's De Conforrnitate Vitae Beati Francisci ad Vitam.
Domini lesz published in 1906 by the Quaracchi editors, who say of the author: "It is
agreed that he was most faithful in his reporting." Cf. Bartholomew of Pisa, De
Conform.itate Vitae Beati Francisci ad Vitam Domini lesu, Atalecta Franciscana sive
Chronica Aliaque Varia Documenta ad Historiam Fratrum Minorum Spectantia, v.
fV, ed. Patres Collegii S. Bonaventurae, (Ad Claras Aquas, Quarachii, 1906), :xii. On
the proposed date, see AFHIV (1909), 562. Bartholomew makes much of Brother
Flugh, "who was outstanding in doctrine, life and miracles." Cf. De Conformitate, AB
IV, 539. Twice he attributes to him a trearise de tiplici oia, p. 317 (passage cited in
our tert) and p. 341: "A devout treatise on the uiple way of wisdom."

rMariano of Florence, "Campend.ium. Chronicarum O.F.M.," AFH II (1907)
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Bartholomew of Pisa, whom the Quaracchi editors regarded as a

very faithful narrator, must have been unwittingly deceived, and his
testimony must have misled later chroniclers.r We cannot really reject the
witness of many old manuscripts that attribute The Roads to Zion Mourn to a

Carthusian, Hugh of Balma.

Who is this Hugh of Balma? The Carthusian chronicler Le
Coulteulx refers to a thirteenth-century Carthusian.2 This attribution, which
seemed untenable to Brucker in 1900, has, despite some hesitation, gained
the votes of historians of spirituality. They agree in recognizing Hugh of
Balma @almey), prior of the Charterhouse of Meyriat, as author of Tlte
Roads to Zion Mourn.r He must have composed his treatise between 1230 at
the earliest, and 1290 at the latest, around the time Saint Bonaventure wrote
his own De triplici aia,a which seems to exclude a priori any suggestion of
interdependence. This hypothesis also seems to be confirmed by a doctrinal
analysis of The Roads to Zion Mourn.

463: "Hugh of Digne from Provence, who was filled with the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, a man of outstanding life.. .. He wrote many things, including a book
on the triple way that leads to wisdom...," Hugh of Digne seems to have died after
1284, according to Monam.enta Germ.aniae Hi*orica, Scriptores t. )OO(I (Berlin: Apud
Wiedmannes, 1826-),554, note l.

lWe run across this attribution even among contemporary writers. Cf,
Victor Mills, "A Bibliography of Franciscan Ascetical Writers," Tlte Franciscan
Eih.cational Conference, YTII (1926): 263.

2Charles Le Couteulx, Annales Ordinis Canusiensis ab anno 1084 ad annam.
1429.Yol.II, (Monstrolii: Typis Cartusiae S. Mariae de Pratis, 1887-91),209.

3On this question, see S. Autore, Hugues de Balma, in DIC, vol. VI, col.
2l9l; Pierre Pourrat, Christian Spirituality III 1012; Felix Vernet, Medieaal
spirituality, translated by the Benedictines of Talacre. (London: Sands & co.; St.
Louis, Mo: B. Herder, 1930), 20; J. Brucker, "Bulletin d'histoire th6ologiques,"
Etudu (1900):691-696.

aP. Dubourg, "La date de la 'Tbeologin Mystica,"' RAM VIII (1927), 156-
161. Although we have not done any special research on the manuscripts of the
Tlteologiea My*ica, it seems wortlwhile to mention briefly those we turned up in
other investigattons: Paris, Bibl. Nat. lat. 13.605, fol. 101; 14.978; Rouen,56l, fol.
l9l; Grenoble,406, fol. 230; Douai,396; Bruges,222; Melk (Austria), 103 [B. 731; 165

[D. 1]; t}re fifteenth century ms. 59 (35), fol. 10311, conains a critique of t]re
Tlteologia mysticil; Saint Gall (Switzerland), Stiftsbibl. 926 (written around 1392);303
(page 57); Brussels, Bibl. Roy., lat. 1635 (from 1540); Engelberg (Bibl. Monast.
O.S.B.), 310 (olim 5/18) excerpt written in ll83; cfr. Fidelis a Fanna, Rntio noaae
colleuionis... Turin, 1874, p.37,n.93;Bamberg,42B.Vl, 11, fol.5359 (excerptfrom
1469); Copenbagen,Gl. kgl. S. 75, fol.129.
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Hugh of Balma's Theory of the Ways
Hugh of Balma wished to react against the abuses of study by giving

an explanation of Pseudo-Dionysius's Mystical Tbeolog.t Many people, he
laments, are abandoning tme wisdom in order to immerse themselves in
worldly pleasures or useless discussions. God did not create the soul to
collapse under the weight of voluminous parchments, contrary to its noblest
instincts; rather, he intended it to become the seat of wisdom.

This captivity of souls reminds him of the captivity of the Israelites
and the desolation ofJerusalem: "The roads to Zion mourn because no one
comes to the solemn feast" (Lam 1:4).2 Wishing to apply these words of
Jeremiah to his subject, Hugh is led to give a mystical meaning to the roads
spoken of by the prophet. "Roads @ayt\," he writes, "refers to the yearnings
by which loving souls living in earthly bodies are raised beyond all reason
and understanding to God and to the celestial cityJerusalem."r

His descriptions of the individual ways are in keeping with this
general description:

Three ways lead to God: the purgative way in which the mind is disposed
to learn true wisdom. The second is called illuminative, in which the mind
by reflection is kindled with the fire of love. The third is the unitive, in
which the mind is raised by God alone above all understanding, reason and
discernment.4

We are literally in the Dionysian tradition. The chief matter is
mystical contemplation, not envisioned in the manner of Saint
BenxlTsntuls-as presupposing and including perfection, which is acquired
through the activities-but considered separately and sought for itself.
"Mystical contemplation is wrought by the love of God; but it is,
nevertheless, in itself, of the intellectual order in this sense, that it is
wrought in the mind."s Hugh of Balma's definition relates perfectly with his

r"In the present work, which I have written in order to make tlte Mystical
Theohg of Blessed Dionysius more plain.. ." Theologica Mystica III, par. 2.

zTlteologica Mystica, prol., par. l.
r"Roads refers to tlre yearnings by which loving souls living in earthly

bodies are raised beyond all reason and understanding to God and to the celestial
city Jerusalem. These pathways are said to rnourn because no one pays attention to
the solemn feast, since clerics and layfolk alike have cast off true wisdom and
immersed themselves in worldly delights and useless curiosities." Tlteologica Mystica,
prol., par. 1.

aTheohgica Mystica, prol., par. 5.
5Pourrat, Christian Spiritaalityvol. III, p. 10.
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description of the ways as "the same wisdom that stretches toward God by
love's longing."r We can imagine that with such a concept, yearning or
desire will be the essential and common element of the three ways: "The
@ays 

^re 
the yearnings of loving souls." Saint Bonaventure's notions of "way"

and "wisdom" are much broader than that.

Hugh of Balma also differs from Saint Bonaventure in considering
the three ways as roads to be traveled in succession. Hugh's work reminds us
in many ways of this Dionysian identification of the ways and the steps. The
first two ways are compared to wooden scaffolding that disappears once the
building is finished. The purgative way is the way for children (aia paerili)
and beginners. The illuminative way will last only a short while: a month or
two, as deemed expedient.2

Now we are in complete opposition to Saint Bonaventure, who
states categorically: "Each [way] has its steps from which we begin from the
bottom and climb to the top."r

Confusion of the Two Theories
Hugh of Balma did not compose his treatise on mystical theology

for the exclusive use of his brothers in religion. We must suppose that he
tried to spread it outside his monastery and Order.

One of his confreres, Guigo de Ponte (t 1297), cited it already in his
treatise On Contemplation. AJesuate, Dominic of Montichiello translated it
into Italian before 1367.a Copies or excerpts multiplied in the fourteenth

tTheohgica Mystica, prol., par. 2: "This wisdom-which is known as

'mystical theology' and was set forth by Paul the Aposde and written down by
Dionysius the Areopagite his disciple-is the same wisdom that stretches tov/ard
God by love's longing."

2Tbeologica Mystiea, prol., par. 6. The example of the wooden scaffolding
that is removed completely when the stone bridge is finished, gives him an
opportunity to go into his famous thesis of infused contemplation "without any
cogitation leading the way or keeping her company, as often as she pleaset..." (,
prol., par. 5). This is developed in the form of a scholastic quaestio at the end of the
treatise. Here we might iemember that comparisons are odious. It was permissible
for him to compare reflection to a wooden scaffold, but only on the condition that he
not declare it superfluous for anyone who has experienced the sweetness of
contemplation. The path of purgation "is ? matter for children, for beginners" [bid.,
I, par. 2). "By the path of cleansing the human spirit is lifted direcdy to the path of
illumination..." (Ibid., II, par. 1). "After a short while, perhaps a month or two,
subject to expedience [the disciple] can rise to love by pondering, bathed in super-
radiant divine light" (Theologica Myrica, prol., par. 6).

]TWIII, 1.
4Cf. P. Dubourg, "La date de la Tlteolagia mystica," RAM VIII (1927),
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century. The edition of Saint Bonaventure's Opera onr.nia published in
Strasbourg in 1495, printed the Mystical Theolog with this note: "Some
attribute it to Henry of Baume; others to other authors; the majority to
Saint Bonaventure."r Confusion had already reigned for a century. The
invention of the printing press would spread the confusion and make it
impossible to remedy until our own time. Although some had reservations
about the Bonaventurian authorship of this work, others did not hesitate to
affirm it or to consider it duly established. The Franciscan Juan de los
Angeles corrments on the preface of Tbe Roads to Zion Mourn in his
Triumpbs of the Loae of God, published in Madrid in 1590. The Carmelite
Jerome Gratian (11614) published a "mystical theology of Saint
Bonaventure," which is simply Tlte Roads to Zion Mourn translated and
annotated. The Conventual Tempesti, in the preface to his Mystical Theologt
(1766), attacks Oudin for daring to question the Seraphic Doctor's
authorship of five treatises, acknowledged today as apocryphal, one of them
being the Mystical Th eologt.2

Such a state of mind hardly predisposes a person to note differences
in doctrine, much less present them with the desired nuances. And so it is
that the new contribution to spiritual theology by the authentic version of
The Triple Way went unrecognized. The apocryphal De triplici aia wotld,
have us believe that Saint Bonaventure merely gave a new name to the three
steps or ages of the spiritual life and drew attention to their most
characteristic elements. No one looked for anything else in the concise
formulas that expressed the Seraphic Doctor's true thought.

His service was said to be more modest, for the division of the
spiritual life into three stages had already been accepted everywhere, and
Pseudo-Dionysius, in afErming the successive nature of the three
hierarchical activities of purification, illumination, and perfection, was
obviously applyrng it. The only advance-if you want to call it thatl-would
have been his substitution of the expression "purgative, illuminative, and
unitive ways" for the terms "purification, illumination, and perfection."l

1 5658.
rThe Vatican edition and the Peltier edition copied this note, vol. VIII, p.

1.
2Here is a sample of the harsh words addressed to Oudin by Tempesti:

"And since you just saw all his inconsistencies, how he is always changing, which
reveals him to be a liar and one who does not observe the rules of sound and true
criticism because he does not know them, here is but one example among many...."
Those who hit hardest are not always the most accurate hitters.

sBefore Dionysius, Saint Basil had used the Plotinian trilogy cf.
Ilumbertclaude, Le Doctrine ,4scitique,85-93. But we cannot conclude from this that
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Saint Bonaventure's real merit had been to broaden the Dionysian
formulas. By detaching them from theories primarily concerned with
intellectual preparation for ecstasy, he gave them a new meaning. If
purification was no longer the elimination of sensory images, but "the
expulsion of sin," it goes without sa)nng that it must last a lifetime. It was no
longer one stage in the spiritual life, but a necessary task at every step. The
same is true of illumination. By ceasing to be perception of the heavenly
light and by becoming "the imitation of Christ," it became obligatory for
beginners as well as for the perfect. The same must be said for the unitive
way or obedience to the inspirations of grace.

In short, Saint Bonaventure had separated the two trilogies into
stages of the spiritual life and hierarchical activities. FIe preserved the
dlmamic and inalienable character of the stages, leaving himself free to
occasionally substitute other divisions. He gave the activities a static
character, which Dionysius himself acknowledged when he wrote: "God is
purity, light and perfection."

But what happened? On the one hand, compelled by experience,
authors continued to understand the expressions "purgative walr
illuminative way, unitive way" in their full Bonaventurian sense. On the
other hand-and herein lies the ambiguity-they were unable to extricate
themselves, at least as far as formulas were concerned, from the Dionysian
tradition represented by Hugh of Balma, who identifies the purgative way
with the stage of beginners, etc.

At least a far as formulas ruere concerned! It is most interesting to
watch spiritual writers strive, in a most praiseworthy manner, to break the
nets in which they had ensnared themselves for no apparent reason. Why
identi!, "purgative way" and "state of beginners" if we are immediately
forced to deny it by recalling that purification is found, in various forms, in
the higher stages? Why identifiz "illuminative way" and "state of proficient
souls" if we define the illuminative way, with Saint Bonaventure, as

"imitation of Christ?" Would we consider it useless, or only less useful, for
beginners and the perfect to practice the virtues that conform us to Christ?

By juxtaposing or even identifying "unitive way" and "state of the
perfect," would we want to restrict the union between the soul and God to
certain privileged individuals ?

To ask these questions is to answer them, and to more than one
reader it will look like we are breaking down open doors! They will at least
admit that the stages of a soul's advancement are one thing, and that the

"t}e doctrine of the three ways was already very clear at the time of Saint Basil"
unless we confuse ways and steps, cf. Humbertclaude, Le Doctrine Ascitique,90.
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ways are another. Logically, a treatise on spirituality ought to show what the
work of purification, illumination and perfection is, in each of rhe three, or
four, or seven periods of the spiritual life, depending on the division
preferred.

We have already said that we in no way deny the legitimaal of a

certain "appropriation" of the three ways to the three traditional stages.
Other "appropriations" are equally legitimate, for example, to attribute
meditation to beginners, prayer to the proficient, contemplation to the
perfect. We could also compare the three ways to the three theological
virtues, the three mystical senses of Scripture, etc. But who cannot see the
danger in defining the state of beginners by the virtue of faith or by the
exclusive practice of meditation? It is no less a mistake to define it by
purification.

Someone may object that there is not only appropriation of the
hierarchical activities, but that they predominate. This predominance is
shown, upon reflection, to be more apparent than real. Beginners, we say,
free themselves from sin; thus purification or the banishment of sin is rightly
appropriated, or even identified with the state of beginners. Actually,
purification with all its demands, its separations and its pains, continues and
does not cease until the desired end, blessed peace, is attained. It is enough
to glance through the "nights" of Saint John of the Cross to convince
ourselves ofthis.

The continuity and the increasing demands of illumination and
union with God would be even easier to prove.

There is really no reason to perpetuate the ambiguity. Either we
return to Pseudo-Dionysius's concept of the hierarchical activities, and then
we must regard them as consecutive: their identity with the three stages is
logical; or, else we keep Saint Bonaventure's description of the ways,
universally accepted today, and then we must stop confusing them with the
stages of advancement.

The Extraordinary Success of the Theory of the Three Ways
Saint Bonaventure's innovation had important repercussions, and

we can say that they were universal. It is certainly regrettable that The Triple
Way carried in its wake Hugh of Balma's treatise, but this confusion of
doctrine did not harm the spread of the theory of the three ways. ft even
seems to have contributed to it. No one, to our knowledge, has attempted to
draw up a complete bibliography of the works on spirituality that fail to
mention it or use it as a general framework. We would have to review
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almost the entire production of the last centuries. Without intending to be
complete, we offer a few indications of its success.

In the fourteenth century, Tlte Triple Way was used by Florens
Radewijns (11400), who organized the Brothers of the Common Life. The
Theologia Gernrunica or Book of the Perfea Lift, wiuen in German around
1350, describes the three ways.

In the fifteenth centurlr: Denys the Carthusian wrote his own De
triplici aia.r Another Carthusian, Fontoba, deals with the same subject. The
Franciscan John Brugman (t1473) wrote his life of Saint Lydwine of
Schiedam within the framework of the three ways. The commentary onThe
Triple Way, preserved in the library at Saint Gall, is probably from this era.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Garcia de Cisneros, who
came to the Abbey of Montserrat in 1492 to promote his reform, printed
800 copies of a series of works recommending meditation. Among these
were the De triplici uia (Paruum bonum) and his own Exercises of the Spiritaal
Life,which drew much inspiration from the preceding work and Tbe Roads to
Zion Mourn. "Monks," he said, "must be experts in, and know by heart, all
the exercises relating to meditation, prayer and contemplation in the
purgative, illuminative and unitive way. Until they have mastered them
thoroughly, both in theory and practice, they shall not be allowed to have
other books."2

We should also mention for the sixteenth century the Franciscan
Gaspar Schatzger, the Capuchin John of Fano, the Carthusian Jean Michel
of Constance, and the Jesuit Acquaviva.

Among the complete works of Gaspar Schatzger published in
Ingostadt in 1543, there is a treatise On the Perfex and Contemplatiae Life,
divided according to the three ways.

In 1536, John of Fano (1469-1539) published his Art of Union witb
God, awork also written using the three ways as its framework.l

rDenys the Cartlusian says that he himself wrote such a treatise. For
Fontoba, cf. Vicente de Peralta, "Misticos &anciscanos," Estudios Franciscanos,)C(III
(1919): 280. The author also cites, with no date, another Cartlusian, Bernardino
Planes, Concordia: Pedro Villabos; Antonio Panes; Ven. Juan de Palafox, Varon de

deseos en qae se ceclaran las tres aias... (Mexico : n.p., 1642).
2Cf. Watrigant, Quelqaes pronnteu.r,62, n. 59.
3Published in Brescia, Italy, in 1536, under the tide L'arte d'uniri con Dio,

and again in Brescia, in 1548: Operetta deootisima cbiam.ata Arte de la Unione la quale
insegna unire l'anim.a con Dio, atilissirna non solo a li Regulari, m.a ancbora a li Seculari
spirituali e deaoti. In. l2 de 91 fol. (182p).
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Jean Michel, prior of La Grande Chartreuse, continued the
traditions of his order by publishing in Lyons, in 1597, hts Spiritual Exercises
of the Tripk Way.

The Exercises of Saint Ignatius contained only an allusion to the first
two ways, related to the first and second weeks respectively.r Claude
Acquaviva, general of the Society ofJesus, published two directories (1591
and 1599) in which he described the three ways and adapted them to the
Exercises.

In the seventeenth century, many works devoted an important place
to this theory. It was so hallowed by common use that in 1687 Innocent XI
condemned Proposition 26 of Molinos: "The three ways, purgative,
illuminative and unitive, are absurd, above all because in mysticism it wilt be
said that there is only one way, namely, the interior w^y.,,,

Today there are very few treatises on the spiritual life that do not
expressly mention it or presuppose that its readers are familiar with it. It has
the advantage of presenting a complete program of the spiritual life, very
simple and valid for all souls, at every moment of their journey to perfection.

This latter concept, which is strictly Bonaventurian, prevails even in
works where they ways seem to be presented as consecutirr". For example,
the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius would seem to accept the older
dynamic concept: the purgative walr corresponding to the first week, would
give access to the illuminative way, and the latter to the unitive way. In fact,
Saint Ignatius offers his exercises to the just and sinners alike, to advanced
souls as well as to beginners. He presupposes that they can be started again
several times, which implies that he regards the three hierarchical activities
as permanent requirements in the spiritual life.r

In this, Saint Ignatius was faithful to the teaching of the work
considered to be his main source, the Exercises of the Spiritual Life by Garcia
de Cisneros. In the next chapter we shall speak about this famous reformer,s

lsaint Ignatius of Loyola, Spiritual Exercises, annotation 10: ,,It is more
usual for the enemy of our human nature to tempt under the appearances of good
when a person is exercising himself in the illuminarive rtray, which iorresponds tI the
Exercises of the second week, and not so much in the purgative way, corresponding
to tlre Exercises of the first week." The Spiritual Erercisi of St. Ignatius. Transiated b!
4o$"ly {Iottgla with Introduction by Robert W Gleasonl (Garden City, NY:
Image Books, 1964),19.

2hesaurus doctrinae Catholicae ex docum.entis magisterii ecclesiastici, ed.
Ferdinand Cavallera, (Paris: G. Beauchesne, 1920), n.91l:-.

rcf. O. Marchetri, "Le seuil de I'Asc6tique ," RAMI (1920):43.
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In accord with this teaching, he recommends the work of
purification to all religious souls, especially beginners, since for them
purification is active and responds more to personal effort.2

]here is a big difference berween these wise and practical directives
and the doctrinal confusion that prevails today.l

admiration for Saint Bonaventure, especially for The Triple Way. He had
understood this crucial point very well:

In this life we cannor reach the end of any of t-lrese three ways: purgative,
illuminative, unitive. But in practicing them we arrive at purity of hea-rt and
perfect love, to the extenr that this is possible in this liie... bo not think
that you can purif,, yourself absolutely of all concupiscence. Saint paul
himself did not reach that point, as noted by Saint Augustine and the
treatise B eatus air, Th e Spiritual Ascmt by Gerard of Zutphen. I

tEjercitatorio,_c.30. Here is his description of the ways: ,,In the exercise of
the first way ye seek God, bur even if we find him, it is not yet through fervent love.
In,t}resecond way, the illuminative, we offer victims a.rd srcrifice! of praise and
ardent longings that we mi^ght,-hopefirlly and eagerly, arrive ar eternal things. In the
tlrird way, the unitive, we find bini ubnic my soul"loais. Thus, in the first wafi worldly
concupis".ence is abandoned; in the second,-the mind is enlightened; and in'the thirj,
now satisfied, it rest in God."

. 
2.Cf. Ejercitatgrio, c. 12: "Devout religious, especially beginners, must

.fr.crr: themselv.es.principally in the purgative ivay.,'ThLy must als"o ,,have rhree
ffiia throrgh which, with_the help of God,s grace, they may gradually ascend the
ladder of heavenly contemplation."

lBut there are reactions here and there. See, for example, I,Ami du Chrg6,5
October 1933: "Purification, illumination, and union refer to'three permaneniand
simultaneous elements (althouqh gf varyrng relative intensity), ratirer than three
consecutive moments in the spiritual life.'i
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Chapter II

The Thiple Way and Systematic Meditation
The theory of the ways provided Tlte Triple Way with its title and

formal structure. The work is divided into three chapters, according to the
three exercises: reading and meditation, prayer, affective prayer. Saint
Bonaventure gave some valuable advice, in passing, on how to practice these

exercises, but the major part of his book was made up of subjects for
meditation or prayer.

Other writers before him had dealt with these spiritual exercises,

shown their usefulness, told how to practice them, suggested subjects
capable of holding our attention and touching our heart. No one had done
this is such a systematic way. His work was extremely concise, but
remarkably dense. It was often called par-uunx bonam ("short but good").
Fortunately, it fell into the hands of a reformer who understood its richness,
held it in esteem, and saw to it that the congregation he organized took
advantage of it. We have just described Florens Radewijns and the Brothers
of the Common Life.

This spiritual movement spread into several countries. As far as the

other promoters of systematic prayer are concerned, we shall consider only
those who were directly or indirectly influenced by The Triple Way.l

rWatrigant has done several studies on the origin of systematic prayer, and
Sl,rnphorien de Mons has written about the influence of Saint Bonaventure on the
Brothers of the Common Life. We will use them, but we think it is useful to
continue and complete their research from the more limited viewpoint we have
taken.
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Florens Radewijns and His Immediate Disciples
Florens Radewijns (11400) was not the founder of the Brothers of

the Common Life but the companion and right-hand man of the founder,
Geert Grote (1340-84).

The latter, a disciple of Ruusbroec (11381), had retained the
ascetical elements of the doctrine of the great mystic. It seems that he

strongly recommended meditation to his disciples. Florens Radewijns was

the first to be inspired by these directives and spread them.r He composed a

little treatise ofspiritual exercises. Its long subtitle at least has the advantage

of describing exactly the contents of the work: A pioas treatise on tbe

eradication of vices and passions and. the acquisition of tbe xae uirtues, especially

loae of God and. neighbor, and on mte union with God and neighbor.2

A short prologue could serve as commentary on the words of Saint
Francis de Sales, "Method must be observed in all things," and express the
spirit of the work. His sources? Florens himself mentions them, referring to
the Pat'uunt. Bonuru or De triplici aia of Saint Bonaventure.

Following the style and teaching of the Seraphic Doctor, Florens
explains how our natural powers and affections, deformed by original sin,
are in need of reformation. Obviously enthusiastic about the idea of reform,
he explains that it includes purity of heart, true virtue, piety, true penitence,
true spirituality, and true perfection. In fact the purgative way occupies
nearly forty pages of his pious treatise, while the illuminative way takes up
only six. The unitive way is not even mentioned. Thus the author insists on
what the title of his treatise proclaims: the eradication of vices (the purgative
way) and the practice of virtue (the illuminative way).

Moving on to practical applications, Florens explains how,
"according to Saint Bonaventure's Partsunt Bonu.m," three exercises are

available to the soul that wishes to puri!, iself: reading, meditation, and
prayer. He omits contemplation, perhaps because this exercise did not figure
in the prologue to his manuscript.r Reading and prayer are dealt with
quickly. He never returns to these two exercises. The rest of his work is

rCf. Pourrat, Christian Spirituality ll 253-256. Watrigant, "La m6ditation
m6thodique et l'6cole des Frires de la vie commune," RAMIII (1922),134-138.

2Edited by H. Nolte, (Freiburg i.B: n.p., 1862); reprinted in Archief aoor de

Geschiedenis... X (1882), 183427; analyzed and compared with the texs of Saint
Bonaventure by Symphorien de Mons. "L'Influence Spiritualle de Saint Bonaaenture et

l'Im.itation de J1rus-Christ d.e Tbom.as a Kem.pis.,, Extract of La France Franciscaine,
(Paris: Libraire Saint Franqois, 1923), 1123.

lThere are variants in the prologue. But the manuscript contains Chapter
III, since it copies part of it.
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devoted to meditation. Thus, systematic meditation is the concern of
Florens Radewijns, the subject of the little book whose structure he borrows
from Saint Bonaventure.

He refers again to The Triple Way when he lists three ways of
meditating in the purgative way, depending on whether we want to excite
the goad of our conscience, sharpen it, or correct it. Nearly half the book
develops these three themes, which are the major divisions of the first
paragraph of Saint Bonaventure's treatise. fu is his habit, Florens adds and
modifies, but he has assimilated the Master's thought, which he often
repeats verbatim.

He has suggested so many subjects for meditations that he seems to
be at a loss for words when treating the illuminative way. He no longer
comments; he copies. Thus he transcribes the entire second paragraph of
Chapter II, except the ending. This passage, in which the Seraphic Doctor
invites us to fix the eyes of our mind on the source of all good, probably
seemed to deviate from his ascetical program. He replaces it with the
subjects for prayer suggested by Saint Bonaventure in Chapter III. The
work ends on this note: End of the linle treatise on the spiritual exercises of
Master Florens, first priest andfounder of the Congregation in Deaenter.

This conclusion is no less evocative than the title. It shows the
prestige enjoyed by Master Florens, "first priest and founder of the
Congregation in Deventer." Ffis httle treatise had to wait until 1862 before
it was printed, but we should not forget that in this atmosphere of great
literary activitF it was the blueprint for attaining holiness, the program for
the spiritual life. The Brothers of Deventer were a community of copyists,
the equivalent of our publishing houses. Thanks to their care, the voice of
Master Florens was to be heard well beyond their retreat. But was it really
Master Florens speaking?

His work is a chain of citations. He cites, in no particular order,
Saint Jerome and Saint Augustine, Cassian and Saint John Climacus, Saint
Bernard (to whom he attributes the Letter of the Brotbers of Mont-Dieu) and
Saint Gregory. dongside these great names emerges that of Saint
Bonaventure. Not only is he cited the most; he has provided the systematic
structure and spirit.

Except for a borrowing from Chapter III, Florens Radewijns used
only the first two paragraphs of Saint Bonaventure's work. He is much more
comfortable developing its underlying principles of method.

The Seraphic Doctor prescribed the order to be followed in
meditation. Master Florens makes his teaching concrete. The disciple will
have to "seek remedies, firmly resolve to combat his vices, write down his
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resolutions on a tablet so that he will be less likely to forget them, recall
them frequently during the day."l

Saint Bonaventure mentioned seven considerations on the passion.
Florens repeats them, gives them a historical context and distributes them
among the seven days of the week. This is the beginning of those ,,sevens,,

that would meet with such great success among later writers.
It was Saint Bonaventure's desire that meditation and prayer be

constant. Florent recommends that his disciples read a meditation point on
the passion or death of Christ, or on hell, and mull over these thoughts at
length. Ideally, this reading will be done in the evening before retiring. In
that way, our dreams will be purer and when we awaken our minds will
naturally turn again to the thoughts that occupied it in the evening.
Meditation will be easier and more quickly produce pious affectio.r, ,rrd
interior sweetness.

On these various points (we could cite others), Florens is more
concrete than his chief model, but he contributes nothing new.2

Gerard Zerbolt of Zutphen (t1398) had written, while his master
Florens Radewijns rras still alive, two works of unequal value: Interior R fo*
or Refortn 0f the Natural Pouers and The Spiritual Ascents.)

Neither of the two treatises is very original, either as a source or
model, although the first wins out over the second. They are the work of a

disciple who has pondered someone else's work for a long time, and,
uninterested in finding a plan or discovering anything new, succeeds in
understanding better the true nature of his model and expressing it better.

rFlorens, Archief,393: "The Goad Made Rough." For what follows, ibid., p.
423: "Remembrance of the Lord's Passion."

2Florens Radewijns used other works of Saint Bonaventure, for example,
t+e S. oliloqytr. Compare in particular the paragraph, "General ways of reflecting on
tJre lgfs of heaven' (cf . Archi$ 3 90-400), with Sililoquy IV, S 5. I? we want to ,i"dy
the Franciscan influences on Florens Radewijns ,.,d 

-his 
heirs, we should mention

first David of Augsburg, whose work is so often cited by writers of that school, under
the name Speculum Monachor.um.. Cf. M. Viller, "Le Speculum, Monachontm et la
D6votion Moderne," RAM, III (1922) :454-456.

_tThe De reforwatione interiori seu uirium naturae was published in Basel in
7492 and in Paris in 1498. The De spiritualibus ascensionibus in Montserrat (l4gg),
Deventer (n-d.) and Paris (n.d.). The rwo works were published together in Cologne
in 1519 and in the Maxim.a Bibliotheca Patrum. by Margarino dJla Bigne, J.,r;d.,
(Lyons: n.p., 1677), t.26,237-258;258-289. The prefice to the Cologne edition
mentions Sermons attributed to Gerard of Zutphen (from the cadague of
ecclesiastical autiors of Abbot Spankemensis). Some Questionr super IV lib". Sent.,
published in Cologne in 1490 were attribured to him by the catalogue of the Bibi.
Nzr. of Paris.
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No doubt this is why the disciple was popularized by the press long before
his master.

Judging from the tides, it seems that Gerard wished to treat
Floren's two points separately: interior reform or the purgative way in his
first work, and the acquisition of the true virtues ,especially love, or the
illuminative way in Tlte Spiritual Ascents. But he has digressed, commented,
and developed so much that his plan lacls cohesion and includes quite a few
repetitions. The second work seems like a rewriting of the first.

Interested in method, he has collected, in the course of his reading,
texts that recommend it and that will enable him to clarify the directives of
Florens Radewijns, who recommended daily meditation.r Gerard has taken
notes on this subject. Saint Jerome says that it is very useful to have set
times; he thinks the morning hours are better. Saint Bernard thinks that the
quiet of evening is just as suitable for reflection. Gerard reconciles
everything by accepting both suggestions. The religious will read and
meditate in the morning and evening. And he justifies his choice of these
moments of the daywith excellent reasons.2

By assigning specific times to meditation, Gerard succeeded in
making it an independent exercise, distinct from the intermittent reflection
by which a soul keeps itself recollected. He was more specific than his
master and Tlte Triple Way,3 but the continuity of evolution is no less

certain. On some points he seems to have regressed. Saint Bonaventure gave

useful directives for all meditation. Gerard lists only "general methods" for
meditating on a specific subject.

Did Gerard himself use the works of Saint Bonaventure?
Symphorien de Mons has pointed out an explicit reference and some
obvious allusions to the Comrnentary 0n Book III of the Sentences.a This is very

rFlorens Radewijns, Tractatulus deaotrn, ed. Archief, p. 392; De cotidiana
examinatione suiipias in meditatione.

2De reformatione, ch. 19: "Certain subject matter and times set aside for
meditation."

3We are not saying that Gerard was more specific than Saint Bonaventute,
but more so than Tbe Triple Way, for the Seraphic Doctor had already
recommended, particularly in his Instru.aions for Noaices, that an examination of
conscience be made at certain times of the day. Cf. Instructions for Nottices I, l; Epist.
de XXIVmemor.,n.24.

aL'inJluence spirituelle, pp. 30-3 1. In chapter 28 of his Interior Reformation,
Gerard of Zutphen refers to III Sent., d. 20, q. 3. This is enough to prove that the
Deventer community early on possessed the most important of Saint Bonaventure's
worls. Direct use of The Triple Way is not, in our opinion, shown by Fr.
Symphorien's comparison, L'Influence, 29. The text of Saint Bonaventure is found
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little, when all is said and done, especially if we consider the increasing
number of citations of Saint Augustine and Saint Bernard. But we should
not forget that by popularizing the Spiritaal Exercises of his master Florens,
Gerard also popularized the doctrine of Saint Bonaventure and often
commented on his text itself.

Another writer of the same school, John Goossens Vos de Fluesden,
who died as prior of Windesheim in 1424, ensured that during his time
devotion to the Passion was honored in all the houses of the Congregation
of Windesheim and the Brothers of the Common Life.r The members
meditated each morning on a mystery of the life of Christ and on an episode
of the Passion. The evening meditation was chiefly on moral subjects taken
from the Spiritual Ascents of Gerard of Zutphen; on Fridays they turned
again to the Passion.

John Busch (11480), canon of Windesheim and his Congregation,s
chronicler, tells us that these methods and this distribution of meditation
topjcs were religiously observed, even after the death of Gerard of Zutphen
and John Vos de Huesden. People's chief concern was to refine them, and a
famous professor, John Wessel Gansfort (t1489), was asked to compose a
treatise more systematic than the previous ones. Thus Wessel wrote his
Ladd,er for Meditation, which "appears to have been the first of all methods of
prayer, for those that followed it are very like it."2 It is noteworthy that its
central part ("ascending steps") evokes the Bonaventurian method of
discussion described at the end of Chaprer I of The Triple Way.t For John
Wessel, meditation essentially includes a preparation, a development and a

conclusion.

1) Preparation ("preparatory steps"). Wessel lists four: a) What am I
thinking? b) What is more useful for me to think about. c) I must put aside
all other concerns. d) I must think only about what is useful. Saint

uanscribed in Florens's Tractatulas d.eaotus (Archief., 425: feria $. If Gerard had
carefully considered Tlte Tripll Way,he probably would have mentioned the theory
of the three ways in his works. But, as-the author admits, we find no trace of ii.
Gerard was familiar only with the older theory of the three stages (Tbe Spiritual
Ascents, ch. 55).

jean Goossens Vos de Huesden, Epixula de aita et passione Dom.ini nostri
Jesu Christi et aliis deztotis exercitiis, secundum qiae jiatres et laici in Windesbem. se solent
eyr1ery,_(H{le, 1866), 226-234. For more details, see Watrigant, "La M6ditation,,,
RAM III (1922): 140-148.

_ 
2Pourrar, Cbristian Spirituality, vol. III, p. 14. The complete title of John

Wessel's work is: Tractatus de cohibmdis cogitationibus et de morlo conttituendaram.
m.editationum..

lWe commented on this text in Part One, Chapter II, Section I.
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Bonaventure had said it more briefly: "The reason brings out a proposition
by investigating."

2) Development ("ascending steps"). Here John Wessel is
increasingly complicated. He lists no fewer than twelve steps. Dividing them
into three groups allows us to identi$z the broad outline of his thought and
its afEnity to that of the Seraphic Doctor.

The first groups includes the operations of the mind; the second,
those of the judgment; the third, those of the will. This is precisely the
development of Bonaventurian meditation: qmderesis gives its opinion,
conscience draws the conclusion, and the will carries it out.r

3) Conclusion ("final steps"). It includes thanlsgiving, the offering
of our desires and ourselves. Joy, spiritual happiness, and the gift of self are
also, for Saint Bonaventure, the conclusion of meditation.2

While it is true that John Wessel's Ladder for Meditation resembles,
in broad outline, the Ignatian method of meditation (as Watrigant admits),
we must acknowledge their common similarity with the Bonaventurian
method.r

Does this mean that Wessel made direct use of Saint Bonaventure
on this point? We could not say so definitely, although it is likely. Such was
his erudition that his friends dubbed him "the light of the world." Be that as

it may, one general observation is necessary: the further we get from Florens
Radewijns, the more the Seraphic Doctor's direct influence seems to

rTW I, 19: "The synderesis brings fort]r a definition by perceiving, the
conscience brings about a conclusion by witnessing, the will brings a solution by
deciding." These are John Wessel's twelve steps: "Mind: remembrance,
consideration, attention, explanation, attraction; Judgm.ent: discernment,
conversation, rumination; Affection: taste, complaint, choice, confession; Affeaion
(continue d) : prayer, measuring or comparison, supplication, confi dence." According
to Watrigant, "La M6ditation," RAM III (1922): 150-151.

2See TWI, 9; II, 8.
l"The Ladder for Meditation does not seem, at first glance, to be

conspicuous for its simplicity. But those who were still recommending it in the
eighteenth century found in it many similarities to what they called the modern
method of meditation, which is actually the general Ignatian method.... In these
general terms, nothing prevents us from admitting this broad agreement."
Watrigant, "La M6ditation," RAM III (1922): 151-152. Some reservations: Too
much place is given to the affections, and as a result this kind of meditation is
unsuited to the exercises of the purgative and illuminative life; it does not arrive at
Bonaventurian meditation. We recall the forceful conclusion in the example
suggested (TW I, 19): "Conscience adds, 'You are the violator, tlerefore you must
be condemned or afflicted by the stimulants of penitencel' The will then chooses,
that is, it willingly adds cries of penance because it rejects eternal damnation."
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diminish. So many tributaries have flowed into the river, and it has crossed
so many lands, that the new Bonaventurian contributions are
unrecognizable. We will have to wait for Mauburnus before The Triple Way
returns to favor.

Mauburnus

Joh" Mauburnus or Mombaer (t 1502) was a canon of
Windesheim.t In 1494 there appeared an anonymous work, which was his
and was published, he says, against his will. It was entitled Roseraie des

exercices spiritaals et des saintes rued.itations [A Rose Garden of Spiritual
Exercises and HolyMeditations]. New editions were to appear: Basel (1505),
Paris (1510), Milan (1603) and Douai (1620).

Mauburnus had read extensively and wanted his monks to be well
read. He drew up for their use a list of "required boo[s."2 It was a good-
sized syllabus. The Franciscan authors, especially Saint Bonaventure, are
frequendy recommended.r Among the latter's worts he mentions The Legend
of Saint Francis, the Breailoqaiam, The Soul's Joumey into God, the
Contmentary on tbe Sentences, the Soliloqay, the Four Exercises and all the
devotional works.a The Triph Way is not explicitly mentioned in this list,
unless the name Stimulus Bonaaentutrae major rcfers to it.5 But it certainly
figured among the devotional works he recommended as a unit, unable as he

rOn tlris personage, see Pierre Debotgnie, Jean Mwnbaer de Braxelles, Abbd
de Livry. Ses dcrits et ses riformes. (Louvain: Libraire lJniversitaire, 1928). The title of
Mombaer's work was Rosetam, exercitiorum spiritualium et sd.nctar-un meditationum.We
shall refer to the Douai edition of 1620.

- _'E4ited by Pierre Debongnie, /e an Mombabr de Bruxelhs, Abbi de Liary, Ses
Ecrits et Ses Rdform.u, (I-ouvain: Libraire l-Iniversitaire, 1928): 319-331, with notes.

sFIe recommends the Speculum Monachorum, the Profeaas religiosorum and
the De ascensa spiritualis,which are the work of David of Augsburg, Di exterioris et
interioris hom,inis compoitione, (Ad Aquas Claras,Quaracchi: Collegium S.
Bonaventurae, 1889); ldte Arbor aitae mtcifixae Christi of lJbertino of Casale; the
Summa of Alexander of Hales. The Speculum disciplinae Bonaoenturae ante ornnia
necessarium noaitiis is by Bernard of Besse. He also attributes to Saint Bonaventure
dte Centiloquium by Marchesinus of Regio; a Stimalus m.ajor, which is probably the
Stimulus amorisbyJames of Milan (146 cent.), unless he is referring to onr De tiplici
aia,which sometimes was called rhe Stimttlas amoris.

aThe identification of the De Quatuor exercitiis does not seem doubtfirl to us
(against Debongnie, Jean Mombaer 326, n.69), seeing that Mauburnus obviously
cites passages from the Soliloquy with that reference. See Symphorien de Mons,
L'InJluence 35.

sFor Mauburnus, the name De triplici uia referc to Hugh of Balma's Mystical
Theolog, cited in connection withthe industriae inthe Meditatorium.,
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was to list them all. He himself made regular use of the difEcult work; each

of its three chapters is represented in his compilation.

From the first, he took the trilogy *enuous exercise, seoerity, kindness,

already used by Gerard of Zutphen irr.hrs Spiritaal Ascen* and especially by

Florens Radewijns.t

In the second, he called for the three dispositions that must

accompany the statement of our misery: sorrow, shame, fear' He refers

explicitly to the Paruunt Bonam of Saint Bonaventure.2

From the third chapter, he copied-with brief commentaries and

some errors, due no doubt to his manuscript-almost the entire second

paragraph on the steps by which we reach the summit of peace; the third
p^rrg.rph, with some additions in the first part, and some deletions in the

i""o.td related to contemplation of the cross; and finally, the fourth
paragraph.l

Besides this direct influence, it is important to mention the

influence Saint Bonaventure exercised through intermediaries. Even if the

entire De triplici aia were reproduced in this immense work which is the

Rosetam, it would be engulfed and would form an insignificant part. The
place of The Triple Way appears very different if we recall that it is the

ioo.." of the Deaotio Moderna. Gerard of Zutphen, Mauburnus's favorite

author, merely commented on Florens Radewijns, himself a commentator

on the Parvum Bonum.a In spreading the Windesheim methods of
meditation among the French monasteries he was responsible for reforming,

Mauburnus was spreading the piety and methods of Saint Bonaventure.5

tRosetum..., p.437; De ascenionibas..., ch. 50; Traaatulus..., Archief,409-
4r9.

zRosetum..., p. l89a: "We deplore our past wretchedness, with sorrow (as

Bonaventure says in his Paruum Bonum) for what we have failed to do..., for what we

have done..., or let go by..., and this with a feeling of sorrow.... Secondly, we

confess our present.#etchedness...and this with a feeling of shame'..- Thl{fy, we-

confess ,nd ,r. deeply afraid of our future wretchedness...and this with a feeling of
fear."

3See Rosetam'..., Scala sacrae Communionis, memb. N, S 1, p' 232a;p' 563;

pp. 543 and 547.
alt goes without saying that Mauburnus prefers to cite 

-the 
authors of his

school: G.eri Grote, Wessef Ga'nsfort. In fact, the two works of Gerard of Zutphen
(no doubt because they showed a more overt concern for method) had been

preferred at Windesheim. Gerson is also invoked very often.
sMauburnus cites other works of Saint Bonaventure' to whom he gives the

title Seraphic Doctor: The Soul's Joamey, rJr.e Soliloquy. We- have already cited those

*ords of his that presupPose a 
-certain 

familiarity *ith Saint Bo-naventure: "The
devout doctor Bonaventuie, in various works, presents several different steps' as is
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Garcia de Cisneros

Jot- Mauburnus had made France the beneficiary of the
Windesheim traditions. Thanks to a Benedictine abbot, Garcia de Cisneros
(+1510), they were to conquer Spain.

Charged in 1492 with reforming the Abbey of Montserrat, Cisneros
took it upon himself to introduce the practice of meditation. Like
Mauburnus, he recommended the works of his predecessors, and, taking
advantage of them, he himself composed a guide for meditation, the
Ejercitatorio dc la Vid.a espiritual ["Book of Exercises for the Spiritual Life"].

This work has often been studied in connection with the
controversies orrer the origin of the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius.
Watrigant in particular has identified its main sources many times.t They
are numerous, since almost the only work done by Cisneros himself was the
choice and arrangement of his citations. He used Hugh of Balma,s Mysticul
Theologt, Nider's Alphabet of Loae, Gerard of Zutphen and Mauburnus, Saint
Anselm and Saint Bernard. Entire chapters come from Gerson,s Moant of
Contemplatioa. Saint Bonaventure, to whom he attributes the Mediations on
tbe Life of Cbrist, is mentioned often-and used even more often, for
Cisneros is directly acquainted with his works, especially The Triple tl/ay.

We need only glance at the list of the first works issued by the
Montserrat press to notice Garcia's esteem for the Seraphic Doctor. His
first concern was to provide his monks with breviaries, missals, and copies of
the Benedictine Rule. After rhat, he had printed the Meditations on the Life of
Christ (800 copies), Tbe Spiritual Ascents by Gerard of Zutphen (600 copies),
the Instructions for Noaices (800 copies), and our work" The Triple Way, inder
the title Parvum bonuru (800 copies).,

The predominance of Saint Bonaventure's thought is obvious.
Although the Meditatiozs, which were attributed to him at the time, are not
all from him, they are impregnated with his spirit. fu for The Spiritaal
Ascents, we have seen that they were nothing but an expansion of Radewijns's
treatise, directly dependent on The Triple Way. The Insmtaions for Nouices is
probably the Bonaventurian work that is known today as the Rule for Noaices.
fu for The Tripk Way, its presence among the first four volumes to come off
the Montserrat press is testimony to Dom Garcia's perceptiveness.

apparent to those who read them." Meditatorium, ch. III, "De modis et viis
meditationum."

rWatrigant, 
Quelques promoteurs 69-7 6.

2See H. Watrigant, "La GenEse des Exercices de saint Ignace,,, Etudes (20
July 1 897) : 19 5 -197 ; Qu e lq ae s prontot e urs, 62 - 68.
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He has systematically consulted the works of the one whom he calls
"the holy and seraphic doctor." He cites his treatise On the Perfection 0f Ltfe
and refers to it explicitly,r but he prefers The Triple Way.F,wderrtly he found
it more didactic.

He borrowed much from it, first of all its general plan. In his book,
"a devout person will learn how to practice the three ways (purgative,
illuminative and unitive) and how, through certain exercises (meditation,
prayer znd contemplation) duly distributed over the days of the week, he
will grarlually be lifted up to possession of the desired end, union of the soul
with God, which the saints call true and hidden wisdom."2

This is precisely the program of The Triple Way, except for the
distribulion of the subjects over the days of the week. This distribution was
not nevr. It was suggested by the sevenfold divisions of the subjects for
prayer in Saint Bonaventure's treatise.

From this treatise Garcia de Cisneros also borrowed the threefold
division of the activities of the purgative way. In order to purify ourselves,
we musl. arouse in ourselves remorse, arouse ourselves to repentance and a
purpose of amendment: "The three parts of the purgative way are
provocation, compunction, and elevation."l Such terminology is obsolete,
even in our manuals of moral theology, but if we place it in its context we
will be able to find there our familiar divisions and concepts.

l"According to the devout Bonaventure, one who desires to advance should
train his heart in constant prayer and devotional exercises, for the saint says that a
religious who does not pray daily is not only wretched and useless, but is in fact
bearing a dead soul in a living body" (Ejercitatorio,26). "The same holy and seraphic
doctor says, writing to his sister: 'I urge you and command you, as stricdy as I can,
tlat you make prayer your principal exercise. Take no delight in anything except
ptayer, b:cause nothing should delight you so much as to dwell with the Lord, which
comes about through prayer"' (Ejercitatorio, 27). Cf . On the Perfection of Life V, I and
5. Chapt,:r YI of On the Perfection of Life, "On Remembering the Passion of Christ,"
was inserted inthe Ejercitanrio, ch.49.

2"To the honor of the most blessed Trinity, the glorious virgin Mother of
God and our Lady Mary and for the great benefit of those who wish to practice the
spiritual life. In this book, dearly beloved brothers, we shall deal with how the
exercitant and devout man should be trained according to the t-hree ways: purgarive,
illuminative, and unitive. And how, meditating, praylng and contemplating with the
help of c,3rtain specific exercises each day of the week, he will be able to rise step by
step and attain the desired end, union of the soul with God, which the saints call true
and hid<len wisdom." Anonymous, Tractatus ilirectorii horaram canonicarum et
exercitato',"ii ztitae Eiritualis, (Venice, n.p., I 565); in 8o de 24 152 folios. This prologue
is not in t:he Douai edition.

3Ejercitatorio, ed. Douai, ch. 7 (p. 31).
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The same must be said of the trilogy, strenuous exercise, seuerity,
kindness, which the Seraphic Doctor sees as the signs of a clear conscience.
Gerard of Zutphen found this trilogy in his master Florens Radewijns, who
successfully exploited it. Mauburnus also adopted it, but substituted his
definitions for those of Saint Bonaventure. Garcia returns to the source and
copies the original text without change.r

The thought expressed in this passage of Cisneros attracted the
attention of H. Joly, historian of Saint Ignatius of Loyola. He writes:

Was he unfit to inspire the strong and gende soul of the servant ofJesus, he
who was not burdened by this whole system of divisions and subdivisions
when he wrote: "The way to know whether we are purified is to examine
ourselves seriously and see whether we notice in ourselves these three
qualities: a fervor [772: strenuous exercise] that banishes all cowardice, a

love of mortification [severiry] that controls the movements of sensuality,
and a goodness [kindness] that drives away all bitrerness and malice." I{ad I
not read these lines in the first of the two rreatises, I would readily believe
that they are in the second, so well do they express the character and
spiritual genius, as it were, of our saint.2

Symphorien de Mons, who cites this passage, concludes: "I accept M. Joly's
judgment, but I would add that in that case Saint Ignatius's sympathies are
very Franciscan, because this passage, which he so warmly praises, is taken

r"In order to know whether he is purified, he must diligendy consider
whetler he has atfained these three things: strenuous exercise against concupiscencel
severity against negligence; kindness against malice. For by these three habits the
conscience becomes good, clean and upright. So that they might be more easily
understood, we must here give their definitions, which Saint Bonaventure gives in a

treatise called the Patvum bonum." After copying the Bonaventurian definitions, the
author adds: "This is the goal and end of the purgative way according to the way of
meditation, for every clean conscience is jold:l and happy. When these three have
been attained, the soul is ready to move upward, and by this we will be able to
recognize the end ofourpurificaion" Ejercitaio, ch. 19 (p. 70).

2Henri 
Joly, Saint lgnace de Loyola,76 ed., (Paris, V. Lecoffre, 1899 ), 49;

cited by Sl,rnphorien de Mons, L'inJluence spiritaelle,38. The same author then points
out a passage in rhe Direaories of the Etcercises that is also inspired by this idea: "A-fter
the soul is purified, it becomes capable and fit to receive the divine enlightenments
and the descent and inflowing.of that interior light. At the same time there is born in
the soul a certain vigor ITW : "strenuous exercise is a certain vigor of spirit scattering
every negligence"], driving out all concupiscence, making it eager to suffer poverty,
contempt and every difficulty fTW : "severity. . .restraining every inordinate desire"],
and disposing it to perform good works vigilandy and strenuously ITW :

"kindness...deters every vice"]." Monuru.enta lgnatiana, series II. Tomus unicus:
Exercitia et Directoria. Directory of 1591, ch. 21, (Madrid: Monumenta Flistorica
Societatis Jesu, 1 904-1 91 1), 107 -57 6; Directory of 1599, ch. 39, 1179.
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from Saint Bonaventure's beautiful work De triplici aia, also known as

Incendiuru amoris."

Cisneros's Ejercitanrio also borrows from this first chapter the
program for the examination of conscience, especially the third paragraph
where Saint Bonaventure inyites us to rise above everything sensible,
imaginable, and understandable in order to lay hold of him who is "totally
desirable."r

From Chapter II, we have found h the Ejercitatorio an adaptation of
the six steps of love and one implicit citation on an important point.
Following the Seraphic Doctor, Dom Garcia writes: "In order to be perfect,
prayer must have three elements: acknowledgement of our faults, petition
for mercy, and thanksgiving."2

From Chapter III of The Triple Way, Dom Garcia borrows
contemplation of the seven seals opened by the sufferings of Christ. We
recall that the same passages figured in the writings of many of his
predecessors.s

He returns once more to a work wrongly attributed to Saint
Bonaventure, the Stimuhu antoris, in order to prove a truth that is also
repeated in Chapter III of our work: "The cross is the key, the door, the
way, and the splendor of truth. Whoever takes up the cross and follows its
way does not walk in darkness but will have the light of life."a

r"Diligendy hold chapter for yourself, examining yourself on sins of
negligence, concupiscence, and malice. All otlers can be reduced to these. As for
negligence, you must examine yourself in nine ways," Ejercitatorio ch. 21, pp, 7476.
TW II, $ 3 is reproduced twice by the Ejercitatorio: l) ch. 26, rear the end; 2) ch. 27 ,
p. ll7.

2"If prayer is to be perfect, it must have tlree parts: acknowledgment of sin,
petition for mercy, thanksgiving. You can begin prayer from any of these three; it is
not always necessary to begin with the consideration of faults. It depends on the
soul's state: beginners begin from consideration of their wretchedness, the proficient
from thanksgiving, and the perfect from affections and a desire for loving union,
descending at times to contemplation of their wretchedness and those things that
strike fear." Ejercitatorio, ch. 23, p. 90. We have cited this passage to show how
flexible Dom Garcia is in his use of the two trilogies of the steps and ways of the
spiritual life.

3&jercitatorio, ch. 58: "The Passion of the Lord in Six Parts." P. 213: "Part
six:. The seuen seals were opened."

4lbid., ch. 47:"The Seraphic Doctor also deals with this material in his
Stimulus amoris." (p. 66). "But because, as we said earlier, according to the
distinguished seraphic doctor Saint Bonaventure, the door through which we enter
contemplation is the life and passion of our LordJesus Christ, and if anyone should
wish to enter by another way, he is deceiving himself." Ibid., ch. 48 (p. 170).
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Dom Garcia's Djercitatorio was reprinted several times in Latin and
translated into French and Italian. Its greatest glory is that it served as a
manual for Saint Ignatius. Hardly anyone questions any more the written
testimony of Fr. Ribadeneira (+1611), one of rhe saint's first disciples and his
biographer. It is "very probable," he says, that the "Blessed Father Ignatius
at Montserrat came to know the Ejerciutorio of Fr. Garcia de Cisneros and
that he followed it in his prayer and meditation. Fr. John Chanones taught
and instructed him in some of the things contained inrhe Ejercitatnrio."l

And so, at the end of the development that began wirh Ttte Triple
Way, we find a beautiful flower, the Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius,
warmly recommended by the Popes.

This term "exercise," with the idea of systematic effort it evokes,
was not new in Christianity. But perhaps no one before Saint Bonaventure
had justified its application to meditation, prayer and contemplation by a
systematic explanation of suitable rules and by a well-defined program.
Although this term has become classic today in seyeral languages to refer to
retreats, periods of spiritual recollection, or especially the systematic treatise
left by Saint Ignatius, ir is right to recall that the honor of having
emphasized it belongs to Saint Bonaventure. I{e understood and taught, in
his De triplici aia, that there is no useful exercise without a method to
regulate the internal order of the exercises as well as their order of
succession.

Compare with TW III, 5. On rhe Stimulus amoris, cf. Opera om:nia S. Bon. ed. Quar.,
vol. X, p. 23. No one questions the dependence of rhis apocSrphal work on Saint
Bonaventure.

_ rSee Pourrat, Christian Spirinality, vol. III, 26.Watigant, La Genise des
Exercises,203.
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Chapter III

Excerpts and Commentaries
The two doctrinal currents we have tried to follow do not limit the

sphere of influence of The Triple Way. Over three hundred manuscripts still
exist, testimony that it was much read, even before the invention of printing
allowed it to regain favor. To recognize every mark it has left would be a
very difficult task. Without claiming to be complete, we would like to finish
by showing the vicissitudes of Saint Bonaventure's ladder of the love of God
and by saylng a word about its commentaries or introductions.

The Six Steps of the Love of God
The concept of the mystical ladder, which Saint Bonaventure

included in his work, came to him from Richard of Saint Mctor.t The notes
the Seraphic Doctor added to the six steps in order to explain them and

show their inner logic attracted the attention of a noble patrician from
Bologna. He asked the Dominican Savonarol^ (f t+97) to provide him with a

written commentary on them. This commentary, in the form of a letter, was

translated and published in Italian during the author's lifetime by a

Florentine notary named Filippo Cioni. It was entided,Treatise on the Seaen

Steps of Perfeaion.z

Reading the title, we might think that Savonarola commented on
one of the paragraphs in the third chapter. He did not. The text that
attracted the noble's attention was none other than the treatise on the six
steps of the love of God, in which we have seen Saint Bonaventure's

l"The first thing to be felt is inner sweetness, from which arises an
extraordinary insatiability, which is followed by satiety, inebriation, security, and
tranquility." Richard of Saint Victor, cited by Watrigant , Quelques prom.oteurs 74.

2This commentary is presented in the form of a letter. The BibliotlEque
National preserves several editions of it. We are using the one that bears the
classification mark R6serve 9782, and which gives, after the Latine text, an Italian
translation. A cabbalist, Grillot de Givry, has given a French translation: Traitd du
Sept Grades de la Perfection de Fr. Hierosme Savonarole, (Paris: Chacornac, 1901).
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Spiritual Canticle. Savonarola's list contains seven steps, since he places,
before fit)eetness, a step that he calls necessity. He explains that Saint
Bonaventure omitted this step because he was writing for those already
advanced in grace. But since Savonarola wants to show the entire work of
sanctification, he will explain first the need for grace and for the interior
work of purification.r

This overall assessment of the Bonaventurian ladder is correct, and
the rest of the commentary shows that the famous Dominican understood
verywell the logical sequence ofthe states ofsoul described by the Seraphic
Doctor.

For his part, the fervent Bonaventurian Garcia de Cisneros had
noted the theory of the six steps that lead to the tfuone of the true Solomon.
FIe wanted to preserve this older allegory and devoted a chapter of his
Ejercitatorio to describing "the effects gradually produced in the soul by
unitive love."2

In accord with "the teaching of the saints," he lists six. We do not
know why, but he differs from Richard of Saint Victor and Saint
Bonaventure in the way he lists these six steps, to which he surreptiously
adds two others.

The first step, according to Dom Garcia, is illurnination, which
consists of a certain experiential knowledge of God.

The second is inflaruruation, a state in which we delight only in God
and love only him.

The third is naeetness, conceived after the manner of the Seraphic
Doctor.

The fourth and fifth arc hanger or desire, and satiery. Flere again we
are close to the Master, as least for the names of the steps, since their
descriptions are hardly enough to distinguish them from the second step,
inflammation.

The sixth step is raptare or ecstasy. "To this sixth step," continues
Cisneros, "the doctors add the following two: security and full tranquility."

What we have here is certainly an allusion to the last two steps of
the mystical ladder of Richard and Saint Bonaventure. An unfortunate
allusion, since, according to the Seraphic Doctor, there is nothing more

l"Know, however, that the first step is neither expressed nor omitted by
that same venerable man, but presupposed as the foundation. For he is speaking to
those who, although they have already acquired the grace of God, earnesdy desire to
advance."

2 Ejercitatorio,ch. 30, pp. 125-1 30.
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beyond rapture except the beatific vision. Dom Garcia either had to meekly
copy or else distance himself considerably from the Masters in order to give
a logical and coherent explanation.

Shortly after Garcia de Cisneros, John of Fano published his Art of
Union with Gol.r Although it was written within the framework of the three
ways, this treatise is neither an adaptation of, nor a commentary on, Saint
Bonaventure's work. It borrows more from Herp than from the Seraphic
Doctor. But we find in it a mystical ladder of the steps of love that seems to
recallThe Triple Way.'z

John of Fano's work soon seemed outmoded in its form. One of his
confreres, Dennis of Montefalco set out to update it and published his
revision in Rome in 1622. Two years later a French translation was
published in Lyons.s

We also find in it the mystical ladder, but with ten steps:

l) Illumination, which leads to "a certain knowledge of the most
high God" (p.286).

2) Ardor. The soul "advances in loving ardor, totally forgetful of self
and others, so that it neither thinks of, desires, or loves anything else, its
only delight being to abhor and reject all other earthly and carnal things" (p.
287).

Like the two previous steps, the next four steps are the same as

those of Dom Garcia: 3) Sweetruess, 4) Hanger, 5) Satiety, 6) Rnpture or ecstas!.

But while Dom Garcia had repeated Saint Bonaventure's
description of the seventh step (security), Dennis of Montefalco refers us
back beyond Saint Bonaventure to Cicero: 7) Serurity. "This is true security,
as the seraphic Saint Bonaventure describes it and which he no doubt took
from Cicero: 'Security is the habit by which we are not afraid of immediate
inconveniences and other such things"' (p. 293).

The eighth step is tranquility.

rSee above, Chapter I, Section fV.
2Since we were unable to find the text ofJohn of Fano, we have consulted:

Fredegandus ab Anrwerpia, O.M.Cap., De arte unionis cum Doe juxta P. Joannem a
Fano, O.M.Cap., (Rome: Curie G6n6ralice des Capucins, 1924).If we are to believe
this study, John of Fano omitted the third and fourth steps, satiety and inebriation cf .
pp.39-40.

3L'arte d'uniri con Dio del R.P.F. Gioaanni da Fano, Predicator Cappuccino.
Ridotta in miglior form.a accresciuta e in qaattro parti diuisa, cioe nella aia purgatioa,
nell'illum.inatiaa, nell'unitiaa e negli esercizi. Con k aita dellAutore in fine. Ed. Dionisio
da MonteFalco. (Rome: n.p., 1622).
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"The ninth step comes from Saint Augustine, who says that one
who is filled with true love always keeps his eyes fixed above... And this is
the true paradise of the heart: 'Indeed this is the heart's true rest..."' (p.
2e7).

Finally, a tenth step! "The specific effect of unitive love to unite and
transform...."

This ladder, made entirely of pieces that have been tacked together,
does not inspire confidence. It would have been better to stick to the solid
stnrctures of Saint Bonaventure.

The Commentaries
The oldest commentary on Tlte Triple Way is still unpublished and

seems to have been preserved in a single manuscript in the Library of Saint
Gall (Switzerland), under the ide: Cornmentary 0n tbe Book Entitled Panturn
Bonum by Cardinal Bonaaenture.l

This manuscript was written between 1473 and 1481 by Mathias
Biirer, chaplain at Menningen. It contains twenty-three theological treatises,
including several Bonaventurian or pseudo-Bonaventurian worls, such as

the hinerariam aeterniwtis and the De mod,o corupendioso proficiendi, attributed
to Saint Bonaventure.

The commentary appears without the author's name, and internal
criteria do not seem to be of help in discovering it. It seems that the copyist,
Mathias Biirer, must be excluded as a candidate. There are too many
incorrect or eyen unintelligible passages, which can only be explained by the
copyist's carelessness or inability to restore a difficult text. But Mathias
Btirer is ordinarily careful and precise. If the work were his own
composition, he would have eliminated these mistakes. Being a faithful
transcriber, we think that he copied an original faulty text just as it was. In
his concern for fidelity, he even kept a reference to a "previous treatise" that
he has not copied.

Although Mathias Biirer is not the author, we do not need to look
very far from Menningen. Indeed, the treatise contains exclamations in Old

tst. Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, codex 142. Cover made of wood, spine of white
leather, clasp of metal engraved with the words "Ave Maria." The continuous
pagination is recent. On fol. 2: Hec sequentia continentur in hoc oolumine. The tides of
the treatises follow. Ours goes from fol. 94 to fol. 122. Fr. Fidelis of Fanna
mentioned it on p. I 12 of his Rntio Noaae colleaionis, Turin, 1874, but without giving
references. Our fraternal thanls to Fr. Colomban Fischer, to whose extreme
kindness we owe a complete transcription of the precious commentary and the
information about the manuscript and its copyist.
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German: "O ve, ve! Ach und ve! how haoe you become so wicked, nty soul...?,,
These seem to be an integral part of the text and limit the search for our
commentary's place of origin to an easily determined area.

The unknorvn author has worked with a text of Tlte Triple Way that
is usually identical, or at least very close, to the one in the Quaracchi edition.
He stopped at the end of the summary of Chapter III, thus omitting the
three notes that conclude the treatise in the latest edition.

His intention was to make accessible to average readers and
beginners a rather eruditely-written treatise. He begins well enough, but he
seems to have become discouraged when faced with the difficulties of his
task. The first paragraph of the first chapter alone occupies more than half
the treatise! The commentary on the second paragraph is much shorter; the
third, shorter still. The commentary on Chapters II and III is reduced to
pious sentiments in the form of prayers. They are not without unction, but
the strong features of the original are blurred, which only shows how
impossible it is to popularize this masterpiece without mutilating it.

If his intention had not been to make it ,,more practical,,,r the
author could have given us a very good commentary, for his interpretation is
generally felicitous. His simultaneous description of the senses of Scripture
and the ways explains very well the specific object of the latter.l He
appropriately emphasizes that the three exercises are useful in training
ourselves in each of the ways, that meditation normally evolves into eithei
affective prayer or intellectual contemplation. The latter he describes with
the help of the classic texts of Richard of Saint Victor.3

r"He was asked to make his explanation of the treatise more practical" (fol.
e4).

2"Dearly beloved son, see what Solomon says: Beholil I haae d.escribeil her to
you.He is referring to wisdom, which you must have as you journey through this life,
lest you be deceived. You must have it to a triple degree: morally, so that cleansed
&om evil habits or sins, you might henceforth live-with a virtuous and peaceful
consciencel allegorically, so that illumined, you may come to know Christ tire Lord
11rd th: mysteries of holy Church, that you may know that you must seek the tmth
[the theoretical and practical aspects of illumination aie nicely emphasized];
anagogically, so that in perfect justice, despising that which passes, yoo *ight be
lifted up with total desire to that which is eternal; so that when you have been
brought to.perfect love, you might be happy in the small measure ilready allowed
you in this life, and at last perfecdy in heaven" (fol. 94v).

l"With regard to any of :Jte ways, you can train yourself in a threefold
manner: by reading all of Sacred Scripture and any sound teaching whatsoever
according to its moral, allegorical, and anagogical sense. But since this practice of
reading rs extremely widespread, if you wisti to use a shorter exercise, mediate lr.ry
attentively on something to be investigated by the understanding [meditation
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In the first part, especially, he often cites the great masters of
spirituality: Saint Augustine and Saint Gregory, Saint Anselm and Saint

Bernard, sometimes even giving the reference. Equally numerous are the
scriptural citations or allusions.

Too often, his sentences, when they are not dominated by
assonances after the manner of Augustine, are overloaded with parentheses

or subordinate clauses. This heavy style contrasts with the vehement

invectives and grave reproaches that the soul is supposed to address to itself.
All things considered, it can be read with interest, even pleasure, and should
receive more than a summary analysis.l

The only thing we shall say about the various brief explanations of
Tlte Triple Way fornd in encyclopedias or general studies is that most of
them are not worth consulting.2 One historian says, without batting an

eyelash, that in this work Saint Bonaventure is speaking about "the triple
way of meditation, prayer, and contemplation." With such confusion and
ambiguity, one can read this splendid treatise a hundred times and still
understand nothing.

properly so called], or tasted by the affections [affective prayer], so that_meditation,
*hiih d.mrnds effort, may with God's help become for you at last devout,
advantageous, and joyfi:l prayer [t]re doors to ecstasy are devotion, admiration and
joy], or pure contemplation by which, with a free and unfettered mental gaze, yorr-
hay be lld to perceive things fully and completely and be suspended in the vision of
divine things" (fol. 95).

ron the subject of The Triple Way, Symphorien de Mons, op.cit.,.P._41,
writes: "The Form.ula aitae christianae by the Friar Minor Gaspar Hasgerus, published
in 1533, is devoted to its development." And, in a note, he gives as reference:

"Formula vitae christianae R.P.P. Gasparis llasgeri, fratrum minorum per
superiorem Germaniam Provincialis ministri. Excudebat antverpiae Michael
Flillenius Anno MC)OOilII." Although we searched, we were unable to find this
book, which is also mentioned by Pouirat, Christian Spirituality,Ill 12. On the other
hand, thanks to the kindness of the administrator of the BibliothEque Nationale of
Strasbourg, we were able to receive information about the following work: "Omnia
opera Reverendi ac perdevoti Patris F. Gasparis Schatzgeri Bavari m,inoirtarum
trltinistri Provincialisf de observantia per superiorem germaniam... Ingolstadii,
MDXLII" [Em, E 1J8J9, under the name Sasgeruf.It is obviously the same p€rson,

but there is-no Form.uh aitae christianae in thiJin4'. Its eighteenth book, entided De
perfecta et conternplatiaa aita (fol. 3 I 7v 3 3 1v), is divided into three parls correspo_ldin-g
io 

-th. 
thr.e ways, but t}is is the only thing it has in common with Tlte Triph Way.-Is

it the same book as rhe Formula aitae christianae? PossiblR but we cannot say for
certain, all the more so since the editors of 1543 present it as hactenus non excusus (fol.
317v).

2We shall not return to Fr. Jean de Dieu's Introdwtion, since we have said
what is necessary on this subject and see no need to take back any of the reservations
we expressed: Fr. FT.)(III (1930), 97101; )(IV (1931),2+069.
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It is no doubt unfornrnate that it is hard to understand. But, after
all, is that not the common lot of the works of the masters? Ffow many
questions, still unanswered, have been raised by a work of Saint Augustine,
by the Suruma Tbeologica of Saint Thomas Aquinas, or by The Dark Night of
Saint John of the Cross! The Word of God itself cannot really be
understood without the help of an introduction or commentary. *Do you
understand what you are reading?" the deacon Philip asked the eunuch of
the queen of the Ethiopians. "How can I," he replied wisely, ,,unless

someone guides me?"

The need for an introduction should not prevent us from reading
these masterpieces any more than from reading Scripture. Even imperfectly
understood, they have the ability, like the Word of God, to communicate
something of their warmth.

This fact is particularly striking in the case of Saint Bonaventure
and has been emphasized by Monnot:

Enlightened mystic and subde logician that he is, he treats the questions in
a scholastic manner, by means of clear divisions and distinctions, and yet he
moves us by his warmth and unction.... Saint Bonaventure,s warmth and
unction are not at all the effrrsiveness we might imagine, but rather a
certain innate and very reserved trembling and sweetness. It is the seraphic
flame, at once light and heat, vision and love.l

To this authoritative assessment, we happily add that of Dudon:

The affective and virtuous character of the saint's work should not mislead
us as to his eminence and intellectual gifts; as someone explained very well
in a recent work, this devout religious remains a doctor in the highest sense
of the word. That^is why priests, as educated men, could not fail to profit
from his company.'

1P.. Monnot, "Bonaventure, (Saint)," Dictionnaire pratique des connaissance
re li gi eus e s, ed. J. Bricout @aris, Letouzey et An6, I 9 2 5 - 1928).-

- _2RAM,V (1924), 197. The same idea several lines earlier: *Today, 
as at rhe

time of Gerson, the treatises of Saint Bonaventure are for reading. Priests especially
should become familiar witlr them. They will provide soundeiand more kealthy
nourishment for their piety than the many devoui books proliferating around us.,, Fi.
Dudon wrote these lines in 1924 mdwas referring to Leonard de Ca'rvalho y Castro,
Saint Bonauenture, le Docteur Franciscain. @aris: Beauchesne, 1923).




